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Ontario Insects

Notes From The Editor's Desks

flying on its own. We could not have
done it without you. We also offer our
thanks to Phil and Matt for volunteer
ing to carry the torch - we have no
doubt that 01 will continue to improve
under your guidance. Finally, to all
members of the TEA, we hope that you
will offer them all of the support that
you've given us over the first 2 years...

A few last pieces of business: We must
(once again, unfortunatelyI offer our
apologies to Barry Harrison. Barry's
poem, The Monarch of the Fields
(Entomophilia, Vol. 2, No. I, pp. 8), con
tained a typo in the first line of the last
verse - harveset should read harvest. I
don't know why poems are so hard to
get right, they just are...sorry Barry! It
also came to our attention that we omit
ted the report on the April 1996 meet
ing from the last issue - you will find it
in this one. Finally, John Carley provides
the following correction to the report of
the 2nd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count (Vol. 2, No. I, pp. 5): The 46 Pearl
Crescents (phyciodes tharos) should have
been 46 Nqrthern Crescents (P. selenis).

Phil & Pat

five issues of Ontario Insects, and we
intend to continue bringing the TEA a
medium for discussion, news and items
of interest from Ontario. As a member
wishing to publish data summaries, in
teresting field notes and other articles
of interest, thereby making friends and
colleagues in the TEA aware of what
you find interesting, we hope that you
will continue looking at Ontario In
sects as a suitable forum. With your
help, Phil and I will keep the
newsjournal successful and interesting.
We are both looking forward to the tasks
put before us, and hope that you won't
see a difference after the Schapperts are
in warmer climes.

Matt & Phil

A good deal of gratitude must be given
to departing editors Phil and Pat
Schappert, as they have given the
Toronto Entomologists' Association a
valuable asset with their efforts creat
ing Ontario Insects and bringing it to
the membership for the first year and
two-thirds of its existence. Certainly, the
creation of this newsjournal has pro
vided incentive for many amateur and
professional entomologists in southern
Ontario and farther afield to join our
organization. It is with a little trepida
tion, but also a lot of eagerness that Phil
Lester and myself take over as co-edi
tors. We hope that our own efforts will
result in a newsjournal that equals that
which we have already seen in the first

We are pleased to be able to tell you
that we have two volunteers, Philip
Lester and Matt Holder, to be the new
editors of Ontario Insects. Phil Lester
is a New Zealander who is a doctoral
candidate at Queens University in the
lab of Dr. R. Harmsen but is currently
conducting research at Agriculture
Canada in Vineland. You'll get a chance
to meet Philip and learn about his re
search interests in April since he will
be our April speaker. Matt Holder will
be familiar to many of you as the au
thor of the recent The Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Algonquin Provincial
Park. Matt is an accomplished natural
ist and birder who also co-edits Birders
Journal. Together, they offer a combi
nation of spirit, interest, and experience
that we feel will not only keep Ontario
Insects coming to your door but take it
to new heights!

Pat and I would like to take this bit of
space to thank everyone - especially
all of you who have submitted letters,
articles, photos, and what-have-you 
for all of the help we've had in getting
Ontario Insects off of the ground and

, lQ97, sales of the
as have accumu

q.68 currently
J?J?rQximately

~t::n::laining. The
~9f the regular

ount stands at
ership stands at 164

st01J.Ilding 45 m~mbers cur
in arrears. Members in arrears

receive a notice that this issue of
ta.rio Insects has been sent to mem-

ers and that they will not receive this
,r subsequent issues of Ontario Insects

their dues are paid in full. It is
imperative that all members pay their

at the beginning of each season
(that is, by October 31st of each year)
because the production of both Ontario
Insects and the yearly Butterflies of
Ontario and Summaries of Lepi
doptera Encountered in Ontario are
completely dependent on membership
funding.

Weed Control Act
As a follow-up to the November 1994
meeting held at the University of Guelph
- attended by some members of the
TEA - to examine Ontario's Weed Con
trol Act and make recommendations for
change, John Riley, Director, Conserva
tion and Environment, Federation of
Ontario Naturalists wrote a letter dated
September 12, 1996, to the Honourable
Nobel Villeneuve, Minister of Agricul
ture and Food. In his letter, Mr. Riley
recommends diat. municipalities be
given a mechanism by which plants spe
cies can be removed from their local list
of weeds. He further recommends the
deregulation of any provincially rare na
tive species listed under the Act and that
the Act be amended so it applies only in
areas with production agriculture and
only where species post a specific threat
to production agriculture. Mr. Riley
comments further in The Sorry Saga of
Monarchs and Milkweed (Seasons, Au
tumn 1996 , page 9-101.
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Butterflies in the Garden
by W]. D. Eberlie

This is not an article on 'butterfly gar
dening' but a retrospective survey of
butterfly species seen in a garden. Most
gardens do not provide natural habitats
for Ontario butterflies, therefore the
butterflies seen are mostly 'strays' and,
so I believe, may be indicators of the
ability of a species to disperse and thus
have the potential to form new colonies
or to establish themselves in new areas.

This 'dispersal capability' is an impor
tant aspect of the biology of a species
and knowledge of this is particularly
relevant when studying endangered
and/or threatened species. The more a
species is prone to disperse, the more
likely it is that dispersal may lead to a
mixing of genes which may result in the
stronger health of the species.

It has been stated that it is important to
know the frequency, magnitude and
direction of movement for a particular
butterfly species and the success of such
dispersal activity, but such detailed in
formation requires more time and per
sonnel than is possible for amateurs.
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However, amateurs can record 'strays'
and with sufficient numbers of records
over time, this leads to valuable biologi
cal information; and not just for
localised, endangered or threatened spe
cies, because unfortunately we do not
know which species, now common, may
some day become rare or endangered.

Now 'strays' are often older, worn but
terflies and thus easily ignored and less
easily recognised on the wing. Even
when captured, some worn species, e.g.
hairstreaks, can be very difficult to iden
tify. Amongst the many hairstreaks that
I have found in my garden, there were
many that were so worn that I could
not identify them for certain and there
fore they were not recorded.

As an example of such difficulties, on
one occasion in early September 1991, I
saw a whitish butterfly fluttering near
the ground over a dry meadow a
kilometre or so from the Lake Ontario
shoreline and I could not imagine what
it was until I caught it and then discov
ered by its markings that it was a very
worn and faded female Bronze Copper
which had lost all of its characteristic
colouring and also its characteristic
vigour. It was certainly a stray being in
a very unnatural habitat for the species.

Therefore, it seemed that a retrospec
tive search of records of butterflies seen
in my garden might be worthwhile. For
19 years, from 1967-1985 inclusive, I
lived in Colborne, Northumberland
County, where I had a Ph acre garden
in the middle of the village about 2 km.
from the fields and woodland at the
borders of the village.

The garden consisted of the usual lawn
with beds of perennials, amongst which
a few wild flowering plants, such as
goldenrod, asters and milkweed were
encouraged. There were also a few trees
such as aspen, birch and Weeping Wil-

lows. At the bottom of the garden was a
wild area of grasses, nettles, wild plum
trees and hazel bushes over shadowed
by willows and black walnut trees.

Occasional observations were made of
the butterflies, usually when I was
working in the garden or sitting on the
veranda in the sunshine, so my records
clearly represent a very small propor
tion of the actual numbers of insects.

For instance, Black Swallowtail adults,
though common enough outside the vil
lage, were not seen as often as one might
expect, but their ova and larvae were
found nearly every year on dill and pars
ley plants growing in the Herb garden;
so female Black Swallowtails must have
been frequent but unseen visitors.

The Records
As expected, the NYMPHALIDAE was the
family most represented in these obser-

v~~il~sii');\"i), IL";\f',, C, ()D) f
v'diiessa 'atalanta, Nymphalis antiopa &
polyg;}n~tli~'ierrogationis were commonly
seen every year and larvae of V. atalanta
were occasionally found on the nettles;
one year N. antiopa larvae temporarily
defoliated a couple of branches of a
Weeping Willow. Nymphalis milberti was
seen on three occasions in the 10 years
until 1977. (Since 1979 no milberti have
been seen by me in Northumberland
County.l One adult was found hibernat
ing in the house in the fall of 1978 and
larvae were found on the nettles in July

1~~~.\>:\! fifl.))

V~~~~~'c~~duiwas se~n occasionally in
'cardui years'; one was seen feeding on
a rotten apple on the lawn in October
1991 and larvae were occasionally found
on thistles and once, in ,August 1979,
on a hollyhock plant. A female V. cardui
was once observed ovipositing on a Sage
plant in the herb garden.

Continued on page 24...
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Saturday, January 25th
Daphne Svenningson
Insect Photography

An instructional program and workshop. Ms. Svenningson is an award winning
nature photographer and a member of the Toronto Guild for Colour Photography.
She will be demonstrating the equipment she uses during the instructional part of
her presentation and showing examples of the results. The program also includes
a short entertaining slide programme on The Beauty of Insects.

Saturday, February 22nd
Peter Kevan (Zoology, University of Toronto)
Insect and Flower Relationships

Dr. Kevan's research is on pollination biology and community level evolutionary
ecology of plant/animal interactions, plant breeding systems, pollinator behaviour
in tropical to tundra and natural to agricultural ecosystems. Present research
projects include assessing ecosystem function ("ecosystem health"), the impor
tance of pollination in boreal ecology, pollinator behaviour and floral characteris
tics and sexually transmitted diseases of plants. This promises to be a very infor
mative presentation!

Ontario Insects

Upcoming

Programs ~

Saturday, April 26th
Philip Lester (Agriculture Canada, Vineland; Biology, Queen's University)
The Ecology and Effects of Tracheal Mites on Honey Bees

Tracheal mites (Acarapis woodil have had a large impact on honey bees (Aphis
melIifera) since their discovery in North America in 1984. Heavy infections of
tracheal mites can reduce reproduction, result in smaller populations, increase
honey consumption, and ultimately cause colony demise. Research on tracheal
mite biology, control, and economic effects will be discussed, with emphasis on
Ontario populations.

Saturday, March 22nd
James Fullard (Zoology, University of Toronto, Erindale Collegel
Moth Ears: different solutions for different problems

Dr. Fullard studies the neural control of defensive behaviour in moths. Moths
detect the echolocation calls of hunting bats with simple ears and use the neural
information provided to regulate their evasive flight and sound production de
fenses. He last spoke to us in January of 1991 and it was so interesting that we had
to have him back!

The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall Room 303, but, please note that meeting arrangements are
subject to change from month to month so it's vital to check with Alan Hanks (905-727-69931 or Paul McGaw (416-261-6272)
the week before the meeting to confirm the time and place. Metro Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station 
follow the signs in the underground. For those arriving on the surface, Metro Hall is located at 55 John St., just up from the
Metro Convention Centre.

Volume 2, Number 2



Garden...continued from page 22

o.,-p_,r__ ,,-.ct.I.>_J i>_ ((A-!

Vanessa virginie'nsis was recorded on
three occasions only, but larvae were
found on the perennial garden plant
Lychnis coronaria on 12 June 1978 and
on a 'hairy' but unide~tifiedrpckery
plant, also in 1978. !J~"rph~lisvJu~lbum
was seen three times in the 19 years.
Polygonia comma was seen on nine oc
casions, whereas (surprisingly) P. progne
was recorded only once, although it is
more common than P. comma in the
surrounding (;ountryside.

&lii~~c~i~~~;th~mis frequently paid
fleeting visits to the garden and was
actually recorded on seven occasions,
where~s,~.' fl,~b~pYA~a{s2?,nlY seen once
and'B. astjl1:znax, fafe irt#orthumberland
County, was also seen once.

~pJ;:H~'dyb~lf~~s only occasionally
seen and then only near the end of its
natural flight period, e.g. on 20 August
1973 and 11 September 1983. Clossiana
toddi, a somewhat colonial species, was
,s~~.p; ~igh~timesJ~ the 19 years, whereas
t:ZosS{atZQ ls~rJn~: 'l!f much more colonial

S~~~~~,~: Qv;as seen once 124 June 19791.

junonzd: coenia was seen twic~, on 8
August and 12 August 1984. PhYf;io11dl
tharos & pascoensis were seen five times,
on three occasions in September when
it was probably tharos, and on two oc
casions in early July when it was prob-
ably pascoensis. C'. .

,:;;, t-j)\.(.f

LIBYTHEIDAE: Libytheana bachmcinii was
seen once on 6 August 1984.

DANAIDAE: Danat~(jf,Ie'ilppus was of
course a common visitor to the garden,
nectaring principally on wild flowers
rather than on cultivated plants. Ova,
larvae and pupae were also regularly
found on or near the milkweeds in the
garden.

SATYRIDAE: Enbdi;l~k~1z~J~n.Rather sur-
prisingly this species was seen once or
twice every year in the very small 'wild'
part of the garden until 1976, when three
different individuals were seen on one
day on 3 July. Thereafter the species
evidently became a resident with the
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A ._,

g[,lAQ__<) _ A ~)\A-r:.1'3 //~t\{{/)2._.

butterfly being each year until 1985. LYCAENIDAE: Celastrina ltidon was com-

A female was seen ovipositing on grass monly seen in the garden in May and
on 2 August 1980, but larvae were never J!te~.ln~:)\~~;~~Jcionally in. August.
found. Evidently, this is a butterfly that Satyrium' calanus' was seen farrly regu
is attracted to light; a dead adult was lady over the years, Lp.. once in July
found in the house on 22 July 1975 and 1977, twice in July 1983, four times in
afreshadultwasseenflutteringaround July 1984 and once in July 1985.
an outside light at midnight at a friend's Satyflt;izca~Wot6fJs'wtasseen on four
house, just outside the village, on 2 July separate days in July 1984 only.
1983. S5Jy:;f~:n Itp~~c)~~c;;.j~s relatively common

Sa~tbd~s er,JijJtce was seen three times in the garden. It was recorded at least
in the 19 years. Satyrpdesappalachiawas onc~ ~July of 1973, 1974 and 1975,~d

I E",ct;'WC:i.V)uo\l. SiT-I·,!'....· agam m July 1981. After that year, Itseen on yonce. UpryCrLla Cy'm,eLa was . .
I I C ·P..l'1':-dE.!.e ~'l'" seemed that it must be breedmg m thea so seen on yonce. oenonympn tur za . \ . . .

d d t I t · t' C V) ",,0' ",L\ o·,garden as It was seen m every year mwas recor e a eas SIX IDles. ercyonz~ \ .
I d d I two the following years as very fresh speCl-pega a was recor e on y ICe.

C"J'/c",c•.J mens in early July.
PIERIDAE: Piens rapae was, of course, a
constant inhabitant of the garden and No ova or larvae were ever found, how-
larvae were frequently found on vari- ever, although the plum trees, in the
ous members of the cabbage family in wild part of the garden, were probably
the vegetable garden and also on nas- the food plant. Later, when I had moved
turtiums. Pieris napi was recorded only to Cobourg, I found larvae atten~ed by
twice, on both occasions in July (1972 ants on a choke cherry hedge m the
and 1979). The individual recorded in middle of the town on 30 May 1986, thus
1979 was a female and interestingly in confirming that this species is capable
July 1989, when I was living in Cobo~g, of breeding in ~hat would seem to be

h h f I . an unusual habItat.
I caug t anot er stray ema e P. napz &1l~'~ C-u )(lav
fluttering along a hedgerow in the" Hyllo~caena hyllus was recorded four
middle of the town. , times in the garden, twice in 1983, once

coliJlJ~ijt~~me& i5kir~~i~e(~~;~~~~m- in ~uly ~d. once in early A~~st and
mon visitors to the garden, tending to a~am twIce m July 1?84. So this IS a sp:
nectar on the white clover which was Cles, normally confmed to damp habl-

encouraged in the lawn. C. philodice, but
not C. eurytheme, was often observed,
ovipositing on the clover. kuW'fn{{'ti~~"~"

w~s~~en'~l}ce on 22 July 1968.

P~~ILI~NI~~E: Pterourus gta~t~~/cana.
1".I.C"I'J

densis and Papilfo'polyxenes were all seen
commonly, the former usually flying
rapidly over the garden and never seen
to stop at flowers but, as previously
mentioned, the latter often stopped to
lay eggs and occasionally visit flowers.

e,:,p{:,lt,.:',f:

Rattus philenor was seen once, on 21
August 1981, when it was recognised
as something unusual because it was
seen nectaring on garden phlox whilst
no other swallowtails or indeed any
butterfly had ever been seen to visit the
phlox.
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Niagara Falls Butterfly Conservatory Opens

Ontario Insects
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Don Davis

conservatory was about an hour and a
half. Karyl notes that the light is great
for video cameras. For now, she sug
gests visits during non-peak times.

A large poster advertising the Conser
vatory shows a beautiful side-view pic
ture of a Viceroy, covered with drop
lets of water.

For further information, contact:
JSHOUP@CHARDONNAY.NIAGARA.COM. Also
check out their Web Site at: HTTP://

WWW.NPBG.ORG

common in the surrounding countryside
in Northumberland County.

It is interesting in this regard to note
that C. J. S. Bethune (1894, Butterflies
of the Eastern Provinces of Canada,
25th Annual Report of the Entomologi
cal Society of Ontario; and 1896, But
terflies of the Eastern Provinces of
Canada, 27th Annual Report of the En
tomological Society of Ontario), who
lived in neighbouring Port Hope in the
last few years of the last century, re
corded this species very rarely in this
province, whereas it is now widespread
throughout southern Ontario. So, in
spite of my single record, it must in fact
be able to disperse widely.

I believe that the most interesting re
sult of these garden records is the dem
onstration that two Ontario species, S.
liparops, the Striped Hairstreak and E.
anthedon, the Pearly Eye, are capable of
easily establishing new colonies by regu
lar dispersal over a number of years.

It seems to me that similar observations
in other parts of Ontario would be well
worthwhile; an accumulation of such
records would be even more valuable
so that perhaps in the future we will be
able, more certainly, to classify a but
terfly species not only as common, rare,
endangered, threatened etc., but also as
to its dispersal capability;

vatory is very well done and very infor
mative. He states that the educational
value of the conservatory cannot be
measured, and that he used two rolls of
film in the first half hour!

Karyl McLean of Fredonia, New York
reported that the opening day crowd
was huge and that it took them 25 min
utes to get inside. She reports that the
plantings and waterfalls are quite spec
tacular and that most of the plants are
labeled. There is a nice informationall
interactive display about butterflies and
a great gift shop area. Total time in the

These records confirm some obvious
facts, such as that common migrants,
including Monarchs and Painted Ladies,
are commonly seen in gardens, but less
frequent migrants, such as the Buckeye,
Little Sulphur, the Snout butterfly, and
the Pipevine Swallowtail, are also occa
sionally seen.

Widespread butterflies, such as the Cab
bage White, Common and Orange
Sulphurs, Red and White Admirals, the
Mourning Cloak and European and Dun
Skippers are regular garden visitors.
Some moderately colonial butterflies
and those with somewhat restricted
habitats such as the Meadow Fritillary,
the Eyed Brown, the Bronze Copper,
several of the Hairstreaks and the
Hobomok Skipper are regularly though
less frequently seen, but a few highly
colonial species and those with very
restricted habitats are occasionally seen.
Such are the Silver-Bordered Fritillary
and the Least Skipper.

Volume 2, Number 2

The Niagara Falls Butterfly Conserva
tory opened on December 14th. Hours
are 9 am to 6 pm, but may vary with
season. Admission is $6.00 for adults
and $3.00 for children 6 - 12 years. Chil
dren under age 6 are free.

The Conservatory is located on the
Niagara Parkway, just south of Hwy.
405 and north of the Floral Clock (near
the power generating station). The Con
servatory plans to have a minimum of
2000 butterflies on display at any given
time.

Stephen Sugrim reports that the conser-

tats, such as marshes, wet meadows and Comments
ditches, that cap in fact disperse c'Nidely.

s. v~)-{,'_-\. • <:', ,", (r-i~(ll fi. (lA,'h r?',@.,'\-

HESPERIDAE: EpargyreusClarus hfUSually
regarded as a fau'ly common garden visi
tor, but in spite of the proximity of Black
Locust trees, I only recorded it once in
the garden on 13 July 1982. Ancyloxypha
numitor was seen once only on 9 June
1979. Like H. hyllus, it was an unex
pected visitor, because of its similar pref
erence for wet habitats. l

"E.J.,.LfcP-CttA,,- :" k,1<7~iJ/'0

Thymelicus tineola was.c~~on every
summer-:'PO!itei tJiefnisfdct~f 'Recorded
twice but only in one year, July 1983.
PoHfe'llffzysl{c. Recorded twice in late
June iIl.l~75and 1978. One specimen
of ~~~eiuJr,/erha;~a female, was found
dead in the house, apparently having
been attracted to light on 22 July 1975.
Brof)_J~{ t,,) c-;~<.r(t (\ (,./ {;;;;,{'

Poanes viator. Again one specimen was
found in the house on 15 July 1976,
again apparently attracted by light.
Many years later, I found a colony of P.
viator in Northumberland County; this
colony and another at Presqu'ile Provin
cial Park are both about 16 km. from Because these observations were not
Colborne west and east respectively. systematic and were collected over a

P~~t~'S" 'Ji~bomok. Recorded only twJc17. relatively short period of year~, it sug
in mid June in 1967 and 1979. Euphye§I",gests that all the butterfly speCIes have
vestris. Quite often seen in the garden a good potential for dispersal. It was a
and like T. lineola, was very fond of surprise on reviewing the records to find
nectaring at the blossoms of garden that the Viceroy was only recorded in
thyme. the garden once when it is relatively
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Haute-Cuisine Entomology
(or, Creepy Crawly Cooking)

by Heather Middleton

Does the thought of chewing on an insect fill you with a
sense of disgust? Sure, many of us have eaten a mosquito or
two by accident; but most of us would never dream of pur
posefully snacking on bugs. Well my friends, we might be
missing out on one of the greatest foods around, plus missing
out on an increasingly trendy novelty.

Why do average Canadians prefer butter tarts over bugs?
To most people this question comes with an easy answer:
bugs are multi-legged creepy-crawlies that should be ignored
or avoided, not roasted or sauteed. But, if you look at the
facts, our reaction is only a result of cultural upbringing.
Food habits are often determined by elements of culture such
as religion, history and fashion. One of these food habits,
entomophagy, is the practice of eating insects. This practice
is common for cultures from Asia, Latin America, native North
America and Africa. For some reason it never became very
popular in societies derived from western Europe.

Historically our society has been greatly influenced by agri
culture. In the past, pest insects could represent a direct threat
to survival when they consumed crops and stored products.
In this light, it is not surprising that insects have a negative
image in our culture. In fashionable circles, food spoiled by
insect damage was considered to be only fit for peasants, or
the damage was hidden using various cooking methods. These
attitudes are still reflected in present-day society.

Our avoidance of insects in food is ironic since we eat other
arthropods such as crabs and lobster, and we consider fish
eggs (caviar) a delicacy. Generally, we like to eat the things
that we know and have an irrational fear of anything new.
Habits are hard to break - especially when it comes to food.

Why should we be eating insects?
The United Nations has forecast that, by the year 2010, our
growing human population will have reached 7.2 billion
people. With swelling population numbers such as these, the
U.N. predicts that it will be increasingly difficult to meet the
food requirements of the future (FAO 1995). Entomophagy
may provide an interesting alternative to help meet these
future food requirements, due to its nutritional benefits as
well as its environmental and economical advantages.

Insects are quite nutritious. Many are high in protein and
contain important vitamins and minerals. Insect protein can
be a perfect substitute for almost all meat or vegetable pro
tein. In fact, insects are very similar in percentage of protein
composition to many livestock animals (15% for cricket, 13%
pig, 15% sheep and 18.2% steer; Nakagaki &DeFoliart 19911.
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On the other hand, due to the indigestible chitin, whole in
sects are somewhat lower in protein quality than vertebrate
animal products. But if chitin is removed, the quality of pro
tein does increase to that of vertebrate livestock levels
(DeFoliart 19921. In addition, the chitin by-product can then
be used as a source of biodegradable fiber for food produc
tion or other industrial purposes.

Insects such as caterpillars and termites have high caloric
values, and can be an important food source in areas of the
world where malnutrition is common. Other insects, such as
leaf cutter ants, have very low to no cholesterol at all al
though this is not the case for all insects. Various insects are
also good sources of different kinds of vitamins and minerals
such as iron, thiamin (vitamin B

2
), vitamin A and D, magne

sium, riboflavin, zinc and copper (Caron 1978, DeFoliart 1989,
DeFoliart 1992).

There has been much concern expressed over the practices
of conventional livestock raising. This practice may be hav
ing major effects on the planet's environment, and it may
not represent a sustainable food source given the needs of
the growing world population. Entomophagy is an alterna
tive to this agriculture problem. As mini-livestock, insects
such as crickets have been shown to have food conversion
efficiencies that are three times better than conventional live
stock (Nakagaki & DeFoliart 1991) and can live in higher
biomass densities (1000 kilos per ha.l compared to traditional
livestock « 100 kilos per ha.; Vane-Wright 1991).

Many insect species that are important crop and apiculture
pests are also edible. Harvesting these crop pests for food or
other uses could lead to a reduction in the amount of insecti
cides we now use to control them. This in tum could provide
alternative economic opportunities, especially for small land
owners in developing countries. For example, rural people
in southern Africa make a bit of money by selling mopanie
caterpillars (Gonimbrasia belina, Saturniidae) they have col
lected to merchants at 50 cents for an 85 gram bag (about 60
caterpillars). These caterpillars are later distributed to stores
and restaurants in cities like Johannesburg or they are sold
to a food processing company in Botswana, that specializes
in mopanie caterpillar products (Brandon 1987).

What do insects taste like and are they safe to eat?
One of the first questions that most people wonder when
offered edible insects is "what do they taste like"? For the
most part they don't really taste like anything, but that de
pends on the species of insect and whether they are fresh or
cooked. A native tribe in north-western South America uses
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,ntornophilia
by Kathy Gee andJulie Stephens ~~
(submitted by Heather Middleton)'~
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DeFoliart, G.R. 1992. Insects as human food. Crop Protec
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
1995. Food, Agriculture and Food Security, the global
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ture prospects. FAO Publishing, Rome.

Nakagaki, B.J. & G.E. DeFoliart. 1991. Comparison of Diets
for Mass-Rearing Acheta domesticus ( Orthoptera:
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stock. Journal of Economic Entomology. 84(3):891-896.

Vane-Wright, R.I. 1991. Why Not Eat Insects? Bulletin of
Entomological Research. 81(1) : 1-4.

Chocolate Chirp Cookies
2 ~ cup 550 ml All-purpose Flour
1 tsp. 5 ml Baking Soda
1 tsp. 5 ml Salt
1 cup 250 ml Softened Butter
3,4 cup 150 ml Sugar
3,4 cup 150 ml Brown Sugar
1 tsp. 5 ml Vanilla
2 2 Eggs
1 cup 250 ml Chocolate Chips
1 cup 250 ml Chopped Nuts
V2 cup 125 ml Dry-Roasted Crickets

Sort through the live crickets by picking out the best looking
ones and putting them in a large sealable container. Put the
container in the freezer for 1 hour or until they are immo
bile.

Pre-heat the oven at 200°F. Wash the crickets using a strainer
and spread them evenly on a cookie sheet. Bake them for 1
2 hours until the crickets can be easily crushed with a spoon.
If you like, you can take out some of the legs or crush the
insects up a bit, if you are feeding them to people that may
be a little squeamish about eating bugs.

Pre-heat oven to 375°F. In a small bowl, combine flour, bak
ing soda and salt; set aside. In a large bowl, combine butter,
sugar, brown sugar and vanilla; beat until creamy. Beat in
eggs. Gradually add flour mixture and insects, mix well. Stir
in chocolate chips. Drop by rounded measuring teaspoonfuls
onto cookie sheet. Bake for 8-10 minutes.
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certain ground up insects as spices, while Aborigines in Aus
tralia use honeypot ants as sweets. For the most part, when
insects are used as an ingredient in cooking, you taste more
of the main ingredients of the food than you do of them.

There are some dangers in eating insects, especially eating
certain types of insects. Some insects sequester toxic chemi
cals from the plants they eat while others produce toxic me
tabolites. Insects that are scavengers, like cockroaches and
houseflies, may carry harmful bacteria. All insects are po
tential carriers of parasites such as viruses and protozoa.
Certain other insects, such as spiny and hairy caterpillars,
are also known to cause dermatitis and other allergic reac
tions. Therefore, as a rule of caution, when choosing insects
to eat, pick the green or brown plant eaters, or pale,
unicolorous larvae. In addition, they should all be caught
live and processed immediately.

Bug Feedlots: Is entomophagy practical on a large scale?
. Insect rearing on a large scale has been developed in many

areas such as in biological control, the pet and bait trade and
in bee keeping. Many of these techniques can be modified
for efficient and economic rearing of insect livestock for hu
man and animal consumption. There are many food compa
nies around the world that already process insects on a mass
scale, especially if they are in areas where insects are by
products of some system, such as in the silk industry.

Mass producing and processing insects on a large scale can
be difficult due to their small size. Fortunately, engineers in
the Agricultural Engineering Department at McGill Univer
sity have made efforts to design appropriate mass produc
tion equipment for entomophagy uses. There are wide ranges
of potential uses for this entomophagy technology; every
thing from low cost protein production for livestock and hu
man consumption, to food production in space stations and
subaqueous or subterranean habitations.

It is exciting to see that interest in entomophagy is growing
in North America, and that it has been receiving an increas
ing amount of attention in the radio and television media.
My first hand experience in doing public displays about ed
ible insects, leads me to think that parts of our modem soci
ety might be ready for edible insects. On the other hand, I
also believe that for the most part our society still considers
entomophagy as a simple curiosity, or something that we do
"when we get lost in the woods".
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The Tiger Beetles of Ontario, Part 2:
Notes, Dates and Localities of Capture

by Marvin Gunderman

My intent in my first article on tiger beetles (see Ontario
Insects, Vo1.2, No.1, Sept. 1996) was to briefly describe their
characteristics, habitat preferences and life history tactics.
As with all groups of insects, there are exceptions to the gen
eralizations I set forth in the previous article. This doesn't
bother me though since I believe that the goal of science is to
carefully gather facts in order to make generalizations. I guess
we're driven to make order out of chaos. In order to make
my chaotic data on tiger beetles presentable I need to ini
tially present some facts on their classification.

For a relatively small group of insects (in terms of species
numbers) there appears to be much dispute regarding their
status. There are two main camps: one which believes that
they are their own family (Cicindelidae) and the other which
insists that they are ground beetles (Carabidae). This latter
group is often split as well. Some believe that the tiger beetles
are a subfamily of the carabids: the Cicindelinae (Lawrence
and Newton, Jr. 1995). Others argue that they are a supertribe:
the Cicindelitae (Erwin-et aI, 1977; Bousquet and Larochelle,
1993). After brief discussions with Terry Erwin (National
Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Smithsonian Institu
tion in Washington,DC) and Steve Marshall (Curator of En
tomology at the University of Guelph) plus lots of reading
and internet time, I believe that the tiger beetles are mem
bers of the Carabidae. I have adopted the classification of
theNMNH:

Family: Carabidae
Division: Nebriiformes
Subfamily: Carabinae
Supertribe: Cicindelitae
Tribe: Cicindelini

All Ontario tiger beetles belong to the Cicindelini. At the
species level, there are thirteen taxa in Ontario. At the sub
species level there are fourteen. The remainder of this ar
ticle will deal with the species (which I have observed) sin
gly, outlining dates and localities of capture and interesting
field observations. Please note that the locality of capture is
a short habitat description. If you need the exact place of
capture I can give it to you if you contact me (see the TEA
membership list). I've adopted the following abbreviations:
QUBS = Queen's University Biological Station, UV = ultra
violet, Rd. = road, L. = lake, Pen. = peninsula, FON
Federation of Ontario Naturalists, Pt. = point.

Cicindela duodecimguttata Dejean
16 August 1978 Brockville sandpit
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31 July 1990 Algonquin Park Rosebary L. beach
24 August 1990 Algonquin Park Galeairy L. beach
8 September 1990 Algonquin Park Rosebary L. beach
31 July 1991 Algonquin Park Ragged L. (island)
7 September 1991 Algonquin Park Sawyer L. beach
14 September 1991 Haliburton Big Hawk L. beach
13 July 1992 Algonquin Park St.Andrews L. beach
15 July 1992 Algonquin Park Stratton L. beach
23 August 1992 Haliburton Big Hawk L. beach
5 September 1992 Algonquin Park Pen Lake beach
3 October 1992 Haliburton Big Hawk L. beach
27 June 1993 Algonquin Park North Tea L. beach
16 August 1993 Elgin (QUBS) main road
26 May 1995 Arrowhead Park beach at lake
31 May 1996 Bruce Pen. Park Cyprus L. beach

C. duodecimguttata appears to favour sand-dominated soils
and is equally at home at the edge of rivers and lakes or in
the middle of a field. It is strongly associated with C. repanda
as they are frequently found together often sharing beach
habitats: repanda favours the dry, loose and open sand far
thest from the water while duodecimguttata favours the harder
packed wet sand closer to the water. This close relationship
is noted by Wallis (1961) but the soil preferences he noted
contrast with my observations. C. duodecimguttata has been
active at soil surface temperatures between 27°C and 31°C.

Cicindela formosa generosa Dejean
16 August 1978 Brockville sand pit in field
13 May 1995 Turkey Pt. Park Fin/Feather trail
12 June 1995 Pinery Park Amphitheater road
21 June 1996 Pinery Park Amphitheater road

C. formosa forages primarily in open areas in or adjacent to
field habitats. I believe an exceptipn is the open, sandy path
which wends its way through a planted pine forest at Turkey
Point. This location seems peculiar with respect to Wallis'
notes (1961). There seems to be a strong association with C.
scutellaris, which favours similar habitats. C. formosa is ac
tive at a surface temperature range of 24°C to 36°C.

Cicindela limbalis Klug
24 May 1992 Point Farms Park beach by bluffs
11 August 1994 Point Farms Park beach by bluffs

C. Iimbalis is unique in its habitat preference: steep-sided
cliffs or bluffs with open, sandy areas. They were active at a
surface temperature of 35°C.
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Cicindela longilabris longilabris Say
27 May 1995 Arrowhead Park Homesteaders Trail

C.longilabris also prefers a distinct habitat: open areas with
sparse vegetation through or adjacent to a coniferous forest.

Cicindela punctulata punctulata Olivier
12 August 1978 Westport UV lamp
13 August 1978 Westport dirt road
30 July 1989 Young's Point streetlight
5 August 1992 Young's Point South Shore Rd.
5 August 1992 Young's Point Hwy 28 sand pit
7 August 1992 Young'~ Point Hwy 28 field
5 August 1993 Young's Point South Shore Rd.
16 August 1993 Elgin (QUBS) main road
19 August 1993 Elgin (QUBS) sand pit in field
3 August 1994 Young's Point South Shore Rd.
3 August 1994 Young's Point Hwy 28/Birchview Rd.
17 August 1994 Elgin (QUBS) sand pit in field
2 August 1995 Young's Point Birchview Rd.
16 August 1995 Elgin (QUBS) sand pit in field

C. punctulata may be found in open areas of hard-packed soil
with sparse vegetation. It also frequents roads and paths in
fields. Interestingly, it is the only Ontario tiger beetle that I
know of which is attracted to UV light and bright streetlights
at night. Its soil surface activity range is 29-41°C.

Cicindela purpurea auduboni LeConte
1 June 1996 Bruce Pen. Park FON trail
15 June 1996 Bruce Pen. Park FON trail

The presence of this subspecies in Ontario is quite remark
able. Wallis (1961) notes that this subspecies occurs in the
prairie provinces! I know that some taxonomists may refer
to these individuals as p. purpurea x p. auduboni, but until I
see a type specimen I'm going with Wallis' simplified scheme:
p. purpurea to the east, p. auduboni to the west. These beetles
were captured in a very rocky, open area with very little
soil. The area was dominated with small cedars and pines.
The temperature range of
activity was 28°C to 33°C
at the soil surface. Orie
final note: another TEA
member, Malcolm
Campbell, has also ccH
lected this green-coloured
p. auduboni{?) in Ontario
as well.
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Cicindela purpurea purpurea Olivier
13 August 1978 Westport dirt road

C. p. pupurea has been hard to find. My only record of cap
ture indicates that it favours open areas of hard-packed soil
adjacent to a field habitat.

Cicindela repanda repanda Dejean
6 June 1978 Mallorytown field path
7 June 1978 Casselman riverbed
22 June 1978 Wilberforce field path
31 July 1990 Algonquin Park Rosebary 1. beach
8 September 1990 Algonquin Park Rosebary L. beach
7 August 1991 Young's Point Clear Lake road
23 May 1992 Point Farms Park main beach
13 July 1992 Algonquin Park St.Andrews Lake
15 July 1992 Algonquin Park Stratten L. beach
5 August 1992 Young's Point Hwy 28 sandpit
4 September 1992 Algonquin Park Pen Lake beach
29 May 1993 Presqu'ile Park main dunes
25 June 1993 Algonquin Park North Tea L. beach
5 August 1993 Young's Point Hwy 28/Stoney 1.road
19 August 1993 Elgin (QUBS) sand pit in field
11 June 1994 MacGregor Pt.Park day use beach
11 August 1994 Point Farms Park main beach
17 September 1994 Bon Echo Park Bon Echo L. beach
13 May 1995 Turkey Point Park Fin/Feather trail
26 May 1995 Arrowhead Park Arrowhead L. beach
26 May 1995 Arrowhead Park Big Bend bluffs
25 August 1995 Cheapside Lake Erie beach
1 June 1996 Bruce Pen. Park Lake Huron beach
21 June 19960 Pinery Park Cedar trail

C. repanda can truly be thought of as ubiquitous. Almost any
bare patch of soil in almost any habitat will support this ob
viously well-adapted beetle. Please refer to the notes for C.
duodecimguttata as well. Activity was noted at surface tem
peratures of 20°C to 41°C.

Cicindela tranquebarica by Andrea Kingsley
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Cicindela scute/laris lecontei Haldeman
16 June 1978 Renfrew sandpit in field
16 August 1978 Brockville sandpit
5 August 1992 Young's Point South Shore road
29 May 1993 Presqu'ile Park main dunes
19 August 1993 Elgin IQUBS) sandpit in field
13 May 1995 Turkey Pt. Park group camp #2
13 May 1995 Turkey Pt. Park Fin/Feather trail
27 May 1995 Arrowhead Park Beaver Meadow trail
12 June 1995 Pinery Park Amphitheater road
16 August 1995 Elgin (QUBS) sandpit in field
12 May 1996 Turkey Pt. Park sandy campsite

C. scutellaris can usually be found in open patches of loose
sand in fields with early succession plants. The surface tem
perature range was 20°C to 41°C. Additional notes may be
found under C. formosa.

Cicindela sexgunata sexgunata Fabricius
20 June 1975 Ancaster field path
7 June 1978 Casselman riverbed
9 June 1978 Hawkesbury farm path
July 1982 Hamilton field path
23 May 1988 Ancaster in spider's web
4 July 1989 Ancaster in pool
9 May 1990 Dundas Cootes Paradise
5 June 1990 Hamilton Cootes Paradise
14 May 1991 Dundas Cootes Paradise
21 May 1991 Dundas Cootes Paradise
28 April 1992 Hamilton McMaster University
11 June 1993 Ancaster Sulphur Springs
12 June 1994 MacGregor Pt. Park Ducks Unlimited trail
12 June 1994 MacGregor Pt. Park Lakeridge trail

C. sexguttata is the most heat-intolerant species in Ontario.
Thus it favours the cooler open areas afforded by mature
deciduous forests and large hedgerows which block the sun.
The soil in these areas are almost always hard-packed and
rich in clay. They are active at surface temperatures ranging
from 16°C to 32°C. It should be noted that the beetles active
at 32°C. were stilting in order to thermoregulate.

Cicindela tranquebarica tranquebarica Herbst
17 April 1976 Ancaster path in field
16 June 1978 Renfrew sandpit in field
16 August 1978 Brockville sandpit by road
25 September 1992 Algonquin Park Whitefish Lake
29 May 1993 Presqu'ile Park dunes
16 August 1993 Elgin (QUBS) main road
19 August 1993 Elgin IQUBS) sand pit in field
26 May 1995 Arrowhead Park beach
27 May 1995 Arrowhead Park Beaver Meadow Trail
16 August 1995 Elgin (QUBS) sand pit in field

C. tranquebarica prefers open areas of loose sand with sparse
vegetation. It's active surface temperature range is 26-41 °C.
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In order to end this article on a more interesting note I want
to share some observations with you. On two separate occa
sions I have collected four different species foraging together
in the same small patch of soil. As noted above there are
intimate associations between some pairs of species but I
find four species competing together in such close proximity
remarkable. I return to one of these areas regularly and keep
track of the fluctuating presence/absence of those species
(but I'll save that for the next article). Here are the species
that I have noted to share the same patch: Area 1
(Brockville): C. duodecimguttata, formosa, scutellaris &
tranquebarica; Area 2 (Elgin,QUBS): C. punctulata, repanda,
scutellaris & tranquebarica.
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Special thanks: I am indeed fortunate to have met or have
corresponded with many (and I'm sure I'll meet more) fasci
nating entomologists and biologists, some of whom share my
fondness for tiger beetles: Malcolm Campbell, Terry Erwin,
Gloria House, Steve Marshall and Michael Runtz. I also want
to say thanks to my friends, Rob Gilli~s and especially Paul
Hoffman, who have become acute Cicindela spotters and col
lectors for me. Naturally my wife Laurie gets a big thanks for
tolerating my obsessive/compulsive belyaviour (Thanks Laurie!
-Eels.).
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Algonquin Butterfly Counts: results from 1995 and 1996
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For the past two years, a butterfly count has been conducted an obvious effect on species composition between the two
in Algonquin Provincial Park. The 15 mile diameter count counts. In 1996, earlier flying species such as Canadian Ti
circle is the same circle that has been used for the Algonquin ger Swallowtail, Dreamy Dusky Wing, Juvenal's Dusky Wing,
Christmas Bird Count since 1981 (the Algonquin CBC actu- Arctic Skipper, Roadside Skipper, Pepper and Salt Skipper,
ally started in 1974 but the count circle was moved to its Spring Azure, Silvery Blue, Silvery Checkerspot, and Harris'
present location in 1981). The circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Checkerspot were recorded whereas in 1995 they were not.,
Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridorfrom In order to further illustrate how late the 1996 season was,
Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the east. the previously recorded late dates in Algonquin for Roadside
Within the circle, butterfly habitats include hardwood for- Skipper, and Pepper and Salt Skipper were June 27 and June
ests, coniferous forests, spruce bogs, wet sedge meadows, 24 respectively - almost a two week difference!

and ~u~n disturbed open areas such as roadsides and an Although no entirely unexpected species were present on
old arrfleid. the 1995 count, several rare species were located on the 1996
The 1995 count was held on a very hot and humid July 13. count including:

The temperatu.re range~ between 24°~ and ~O~Cas the ~un ~ one Saepiolus Blue (Plebejus saepiolus) found by Michael
§h~ne down wI~h very little cloud or wmd activIty to prOVIde and Nancy van der Poorten. Rare in Algonquin. Algonquin
relief. By the rmddle ofthe day, butterfly presence decreased Park's fifth record on file and first since July 10 1956.
§they presumably sought refuge from the dehydrating heat. ~ , , . . ,

I)espite the high heat and humidity, 16 observers managed ~ two No~thern Clou~yWmg~ (Thorym:s pylades) ~ound.by
to keep themselves hydrated with copious amounts of fluid Nancy IronSIde and Melinda Collins. Rare m Algonqum. AsIde
and in doing so logged a total of 29 party hours, during which from two individuals being found earlier this year by the
1089 butterflies of 23 species were observed. author, each at a separate location, this species has not been

recorded in Algonquin Park since 1960 when 6 individuals
After the inaugural Algonquin Butterfly Count in 1995, it where collected.
was decided (based on flight times observed in 1995, as well , , . .
as those recorded in previous years) that a count day at least ~ 8 Two-spotted SkIppers (Euphyes blmacula) .also found ~y
one week earlier might prove to be more productive. As a MIchael and Nancy van derPoorten. Very rare m Algonqum.
result, the 1996 count was held on July 6. The dates were Perhaps the most unexpected and exciting find of the count,
not the only differences between the two counts. In 1996, this record of 8 individuals in one location represents
the day started off overcast and quite cool (13°C). Despite Algonquin's third record of this southern species.

the slow start to the day lmy party's It is interesting to note that of the
first butterfly was not noted until • =~.: above three species, two are at the
11 am!), the afternoon was mostly Ooux_ limit of their ranges. Algonquin
sunny and the temperature rose to Park represents both the southern
a pleasant 21°C by mid-afternoon. boundary of Saepiolus Blue and
In contrast to 1995, the afternoon the northern boundary of Two-
was the most productive part of the spotted Skipper, illustrating very
day for butterfly activity. By the nicely how Algonquin Park lies in
end of the day, 26 observers had a transition zone between the
totalled 72.5 party hours, observ- more northern Boreal Forest Re-
ing 2826 butterflies of 35 species gion, and the Great Lakes-St.
(19 of which were not observed in Lawrence Forest Region to the
19951) south.

The combination of a one week The lack of Pierids in 1996, with
difference in the count date be- only 18 Pink Edged Sulphurs ob-
tween 1995 and 1996, and noted served, in contrast to 5 species of
seasonal differences between 1995 Pierids in 1995, including a total
(generally advanced) and 1996 of 214 Pink Edged Sulphurs, is
(quite late in getting started), had worth noting. All of these Pierids
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are normally flying well before early July and their low num
bers were noted throughout the summer of 1996. With the
late and wet spring, perhaps it was just a poor year for Pierids
in Algonquin Park.

A full species list with totals for each count is found in the
table below.

Thanks to all of the participants in both the 1995 and 1996
counts and a special thank-you to those who travelled from
elsewhere in the province to lend their time, effort and skill.
The 1997 count date is set for Saturday, July 5. In addition to
the Third Annual Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count,
the First (hopefully annual) East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count will be held in the Lake Travers area on the Park's
east side on Saturday, May 31. This promises to be an inter
esting count for North America for it will census species pres
ently under-represented in NABA counts such as: Dreamy
and Juvenal's Dusky Wings, Arctic Skipper, Pepper and Salt
Skipper, Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, the elfins (Brown,
Hoary, Eastern Pine, and Western Pine), Silvery Blue, Green

Common N,lme Scientific Name 1995 1996

Comma, and the arctics (Chryxus, Jutta, and in even-num
bered years, Macoun's!.

Those interested in participating in either of the 1997
Algonquin Butterfly Counts should contact the author at the
Algonquin Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ
2MO, (613) 637-2828.

1995 Observers: Sean Blaney, Marianne Clark, George Fritz,
Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Annick Levesque, Gordon Lewer,
Gard Otis, Carl Rothfels, Jeff Skevington, Dan Strickland,
Ken Symington, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer, Becky Whittam,
Dan Whittam.

1996 Observers: S. Blaney, Dawn Brenner, Peter Burke,
Kevin Clute, Justine Collins, Melinda Collins, Matt Cornish,
Lisa Enright, Cynthia Friedrich, Matt Holder, Margo Holt,
Nancy Ironside, M. Johnson, Dave Jolly, C. Jones, Andrea
Kingsley, G. Lewer, Libor Michalek, Laura Nagel, Lee Pauze,
C. Rothfels, D. Strickland, D. Tozer, R. Tozer, Michael van
der Poorten, Nancy van der Poorten.

Common Name Scientific Name 1995 1996

Northern Cloudy Wing Thorybes pylades 2 Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele 4 1
Dreamy Dusky Wing Erynnis iceIus 13 Atlantis Fritillary Speyeria atlantis 52 51
Juvenal's Dusky Wing Erynnis juvenalis 4 Speyeria sp. 12 1
Arctic Skipper Carterocephalus palaemon 13 Silver Bordered Fritillary Boloria selene 25
Least Skipper Ancyloxypha numitor 3 10 Boloria sp. 1
European Skipper Thymelicus lineola 453 1438 Silvery Checkerspot Chlosyne nycteis 27
Peck's Skipper Polites peckius 1 10 Harris' Checkerspot Chlosyne harrisii 7
Tawny Edged Skipper Polites themistocles 17 Chlosyne sp. 2
Long Dash Polites mystic 5 82 Northern Pearl Crescent Phyciodes selenis 8
Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 4 55 Question Mark Polygonia interrogationis 1
Two Spotted Skipper Euphyes bimacula 8 Comma or Hop Merchant Polygonia comma 1
Dun Skipper Euphyes vestris 4 47 Gray Comma Polygonia progne 1 1
Pepper and Salt Skipper Amblyscirtes hegon 8 Polygonia sp. 2 2
Roadside Skipper Amblyscirtes vialis 13 Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 1 1
Hesperiidae sp. 2 10 Milbert's Tortoiseshell Nymphalis milberti 1

Cdn. Tiger Swallowtail Papilio canadensis 115 Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 2
White Admiral Limenitis a. arthemis 72 692

Mustard White Pieris napi 3 The Viceroy Limenitis archippus 1
Cabbage White Pieris rapae 52

Enodia anthedon 15
Pieris sp. 5 Northern Pearly Eye

Clouded Sulphur Colias philodice 15 Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 11

Pink Edged Sulphur Colias interior 214 18 Little Wood Satyr Megisto cymela

Colias sp. 132 Com. (Inornate) Ringlet Coenonympha tuIlia
Satyrid sp.

Bog Copper Lycaena epixanthe 13
DanausSpring Azure Celastrina ladon 5 Monarch

Silvery Blue Glaucopsyche lygdamus 6 Butterflies/Party Hour
Saepiolus Blue Plebejus saepiolus 1 Cumulative Total Species
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The Algonquin Odonate Count: a first for Canada?

59
1
2

46
10
6
3

13
19
10
6
2
6

11
1
5

22
2

296
1
2

Calopteryx maculata
Argia fumipennis
Coenagrion interrogatum
Enallagma hageni
Ischnura verticalis
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna sp.
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus spicatus
Hagenius brevistylus
Cordulegaster sp.
Cordulia shurtleffl
Epitheca princeps
Somatochlora minor
Celithimus elisa
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula julia
Libellula pulchella
Sympetrum obtrusum
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for that matter. If anyone has details on the existence of such
counts please contact me. As far as we know, this count could
be the first of its kind (but hopefully not the last!). As interest
builds among amateur naturalists in this group of insects,
and as our ability to readily identify odonates in the field
increases, such counts would help in our understanding of
their distribution and relative abundance from year to year.

Due to the success of the Algonquin Odonate Count, as well
as the fact that a more concentrated effort would be even
more successful, we have decided to hold the 1997 Odonate
Count on a separate day from the butterfly count. Recogniz
ing that participants from elsewhere may wish to be involved
in both of these counts we intend to hold them on the same
weekend, namely July 6-7 with butterflies on the Saturday
and odonates on the Sunday.

Those interested in participating in either of these counts
should contact the author at the Algonquin Visitor Centre,
P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637-2828.

Calopteryx aequabilis 2
Argia moesta 3
Chromagrion conditum 3
Enallagma civile 1
Enallagma vesperum 1
Nehalennia irene 15
Aeshna interrupta 1
Dromogomphus spinosus 9
Gomphus descriptus 3
Gomphus lividus 1
Gomphus sp. 51
Cordulegaster diastotops 8
Didymops transversa 3
Epitheca cynosura 14
Somatochlora forcipata 1
Somatochlora walshii 2
Leucorrhinia {rigida 4
Leucorrhinia hudsonica 18
Leucorrhinia sp. 15
Libellula lydia 27
Libellula quadrimaculata 53
Sympetrum sp. 2

Odonates/Party Hour 20

Observers: Dawn Brenner, Peter Burke, Melinda Collins,
Matt Cornish, Lisa Enright, Matt Holder, Margo Holt, Nancy
Ironside, Colin Jones, Andrea Kingsley, Dan Strickland.

Gomphus exilis by Andrea Kingsley

The summer of 1996 saw what we hope will be an annual
event in Algonquin Park. Following a suggestion from Peter
Burke, we decided to combine the Second Annual Algonquin
Butterfly Count with a count of Algonquin's dragonflies and
damselflies (odonates). With the ever increasing interest in
these fascinating insects, as,well as the fact that several par
ticipants on the Algonquin Butterfly Count were able to iden
tify most, if not all of the species encountered, we felt that
such a tally could easily be taken while counting butterflies.
Naturally, because the odonate count was taking place si
multaneously with the butterfly count, the same 15 mile di
ameter count circle was used. For details on the circle itself,
as well as weather conditions, please refer to the article in
this issue on the Algonquin Butterfly Count.

The results of the count were very encouraging. By the end
of the day, 11 observers had totaled 38 party hours, observ
ing 760 odonates of 38 species (3 more species than the total
butterfly tally with far less effort!). Although many odonates
can be found in the same habitats as butterflies, concentrat
ing observer effort on additional odonate habitats, such as
forest streams, lakeshores, etc. would have undoubtedly
turned up an even larger species total.

The highlights for the day were two Subarctic Bluets
(Coenagrion interrogatum), not known from Algonquin Park
until the 1996 season; and 13 individuals of the rare
Beaverpond Clubtail (Gomphus borealis), a species once only
known in Ontario from Costello Lake, Algonquin Park, but

appearing to be widespread throughout the Park (and
possibly elsewhere). A full species list with totals for each is
presented in the table below.

We would be very interested to know if similar counts have
taken place elsewhere in Canada, or the rest of North America
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Monarch

Notes
from the Blake School in Minnesota re
ported that the migrating monarchs
were arriving at the overwintering sites.

Meanwhile, stragglers continued to
move through Southern Ontario. Gerald
Paul spotted two monarchs on October
26th on Wolf Island near Kingston. Pe
ter J. Carson of Walsingham, Ontario
spotted one on October 29th• A few were
seen at Pelee on November 6th• My lat
est record comes from T.E.A. member
Chauncy Wood - sighting a monarch
on Monday, November 11th at Port Ry
erse, Ontario. I was able to tag a few
thousand monarchs this fall. To date,
the only note-worthy recapture was one
tagged at Presqu'ile Provincial Park and
recaptured a few days later in a bego
nia bed near Simcoe Hall, University of
Toronto. Another was recaptured in
Agincourt and reported to Elizabeth
Agnew at the World Wildlife Fund of
fices in Toronto, who, in short order,
sent me an e-mail message about this
recovery.

Sexing Monarch Larvae
It has been suggested that it is possible
to distinguish male from female larvae
by looking at marks on the dorsum of
the larva. The marks on the larvae are
close to its antennas (tentacles at the
beginning of the second segment of the
thorax). Close to the antenna there is a
bold black line on the thorax behind the
front-anterior of the antennas. There
will be a "Y" or two dots right behind
the black line. In the early stages on the
female, the lines will be tiny. Then in
later stages, the "Y" will start to become
more visible and will get big. The same
thing happens to the male, except then
you're dealing with dots. You will be
able to see the marks much better in
mid to late stages. I see the main prob
lem as getting the larva to stay still long
enough to examine these markings!

Deuterium Study Update
Dr. Keith Hobson reported on Decem
ber 17"' that they were running samples
through the lab from the large-scale cap
tive-rearing study. These were monarch

by Don Davis

birdwatchers had gone to the tip of Point
Pelee National Park to look for rare
tropical birds such as a sooty tern re
cently deposited in Southern Ontario
compliments of Hurricane Fran.

As these four naturalists - among the
best in the business for estimating the
number of birds in large flocks - stood
at the tip, tens of thousands of monarch
butterflies began moving through Point
Pelee National Park and heading out
towards Pelee Island. Each of the four
split up the sky and using their spotting
scopes, did several one minute counts,
conservatively estimating that 4000 +
monarchs were passing every minute.

This continued from 8 am to 9:30 am.
They estimated that a minimum of
250,000 monarch butterflies (and per
haps as many as 500,000) passed
through Point Pelee that morning. The
event was "staggeringly beautiful, won
derful, spine-tingling and much more"
according to Tom. Whether the hurri
cane was responsible for this once-in-a
lifetime event would be interesting to
consider.

The migration continued on into late
September and gradually wound down
by mid- to late October. It appeared that
the bulk of the monarchs had moved
through during the movements noted
above. Dr. Orley Taylor in Kansas re
ported an enormous migration through
Kansas as the monarchs headed south
ward. On September 30th, Elizabeth
Munger of Mexico noted the first mon
arch sighting of the year in Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico. On October 8th,

Dr. Bill Calvert reported hundreds of
monarchs per minute at Kerrville, Texas
crossing the border and entering
Mexico. On November 6th , Jon Dicus

¥j
--------------------

1996 Fall Migration Spectacular!
Anyone looking for monarch butterflies,
eggs or larva, up to the middle of Au
gust would have come to the conclusion
that this was going to be a very dismal
year for the annual monarch migration.
However, about mid-August, adults and
larva suddenly began to appear
(whether they were more abundant else
where and migrated into Southern
Ontario has yet to be determined). Num
bers gradually built up and their delib
erate flight in a south-westerly direction
(from my vantage point at Presqu'ile
Provincial Park) clearly indicated that
migration was underway.

But nothing prepared us for the display
of monarchs on Saturday, September
14th

• Strong south-westerly winds
slowed down the migration resulting in
monarchs clinging to the shoreline of
Lake Ontario and struggling to make
progress. The vegetation at Owen Point
was absolutely covered with monarchs
- either exhausted and resting on veg
etation or feeding on the abundant gold
enrod. Even in mid-afternoon, groups
of roosting monarchs could be found in
the trees.

A couple of roosts in sheltered parts of
the park contained at least 500 monarch
butterflies each. Park Naturalist Steve
laForest and I estimated that there were
at least 8000 monarch butterflies in the
park that day. Large numbers of mon
arch butterflies were also reported out
side of the park and in Prince Edward
County.

On Tuesday, September 17th, I received
an urgent e-mail message from Tom
Hince, Chief Naturalist at Point Pelee
National Park concerning the
motherlode! Tom and three other
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The 133rd Meeting of the
Entomological Society of Ontario:
The Biology and Diversity of Ontario Insects

butterflies reared by school groups and
others across the Eastern United States
and Canada this past summer to
"groundtruth" data they intend to ob
tain on wild butterflies. Presqu'ile Pro
vincial Park participated in this rearing
experiment. Dr. Hobson reports that the
lab work is tedious and progresses
slowly. By the end of the spring, they
hope to have the captive work written
up and will be into samples of wild but
terflies from three of the wihtering sites
in Michoacan, Mexico.

Day of the Dead
Legends about monarch butterflies
abound in the traditions of Mexico's
ancient tribes. The Nahuatls believed
the butterflies were the souls of dead
children returning to the homes of their
ancestors. This myth has been carried
into present-day beliefs where the mon
archs overwinter in Mexico. The offi
cial arrival date of the monarchs has
been pegged to the Day of the Dead re
ligious celebration. Botanists will note
that the scientific name for the fir tree
on which the monarchs roost is Albies
religiosa.

The annual festival La Fiesta de Los
Muertos combines native Indian beliefs
with Catholic traditions of Medieval
Spain. From the book Mexico's Feasts
of Life by Patricia Quintana: "In the fi
esta of Muertos (the Dead), time no
longer bars one spirit from another by
reason of death. Mothers and fathers
welcome back the spirits of children by
creating altars in their homes. On the
morning of October 31, the souls of los
angelitos, the little ones, return".

"Everything on their altars is new, and
there are favorite sweets, toys, flowers
and candles. By noon on November 1,
the children have left and the souls of
the departed adults begin to return, to
feast at altars with their favorite foods".
Words to a famous native hymn to the
dead include the lines: "Awaken, the
heavens become reddish/the aurora ap
pears/the flame colored peasants are
singing/the fire colored swallows too/the
butterflies are in flight."
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This was an event which was attended
by quite a few TEA members (our apolo
gies to Locke Rowe, the TEA meeting
speaker of the same day! - Eels.). My ad
hoc count was of more than 90 attend
ees for the first talk of the morning.
There were six scheduled talks and all
were quite interesting, some more than
others, but that's that way it goes...

The symposium proper began with a
wide-ranging and informative talk by
Gard Otis (Guelph) on IIGossamer
Wingedh Butteflies of Ontario. Dr. Otis
spent far more time talking about the
general biology and diversity of all but
terflies in Ontario than he did on the
Lycaenidae which the title of the talk
had suggested! The following talk, by
H. Goulet (Ag. Can.), was on the Ground
Beetles of Ontario and their diversity
(there are some 511 species in Ontario
55% of the Canadian fauna, 494 of
which are native) and uses as
bioindicators.

After a short coffee break, TEA mem
ber Jeff Skevington presented a talk on
the Dragonflies of Ontario. There are
about 159 species (dragonflies and dam
selflies) in Ontario, some of which are
migratory and all of which are preda
tory both as larvae and adults! If you
saw Jeff's recent talk to the TEA then
you know the high quality of the talk
he gave here. Jeff's talk was followed

Urquharts Honored
A report in The Curlew notes that Fred
and Norah Urquhart received a letter
and award from Sergio Marchi, Minis
ter of the Environment (Canada) stat
ing that they were finalists in the Life
time Achievement Category of the Ca
nadian Health and Environment
Awards.

by a presentation on the Diversity of
Freshwater Invertebrates in Ontario by
W.P. Morton (MNR). About 30% of the
Canadian Fauna, some 6,420 species
from a wide variety of insect families,
are found in Ontario.

The fifth talk was on the Diversity of
Ontario Syrphidae (hover or flower flies)
by J.R. Vockeroth (Ag. Can.). Interest
ing gems of wisdom included how to
sex Syrphids (males have eyes that meet
in the centre while female eyes are sepa
rate) and that they include predacious,
pollen and plant feeding and scaveng
ing groups of species. The final talk (al
most 40 minutes later than scheduled!)
was presented by TEA member
Laurence Packer (York) on the Social
Diversity of Ontario Bees. From Dr.
Packer we learned of the remarkable
diversity of social systems displayed by
the 1000 or so species of bees that can
be found in this province, even includ
ing the dreaded, overstudied honeybee!

Congratulations to Steve Marshall and
the organizers of the ESO meeting for
pulling together such an illustrious
group of speakers for this very worth
while symposium. I strongly urge other
TEA members to partake of.such future
events, although maybe in the future
our two groups can co-ordinate the tim·
ing of our respective meetings!

Phil Schappert

Advertising Monarchs
Still a favorite for companies, a large
monarch butterfly appears on advertis
ing for The Monarch Funds - a new se
ries of mutual funds being sold in
Toronto. The Maldive Islands released
a number of postage stamps on July 10th
depicting monarch lava, pupa and
adults.
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports ~~
-------~

April
Jim Corrigan

Biological Control of Purple loosestrife

The last meeting of the 1995/96 season,
and - while we didn't know it then
the last meeting at the McLaughlin Plan
etarium, took place on April 20, 1996
and had 35 members and visitors
present. President Duncan Robertson
welcomed one and all then introduced
Paul McGaw who introduced our
speaker, Dr. Jim Corrigan from the De
partment of Environmental Biology at
the University of Guelph.

Dr. Corrigan's discussed the efforts that
he and his colleagues have been in
volved in to control purple loosestrife,
Lythrum salicaria, by the controlled re
lease of insect herbivores. When plants
or animals are introduced to novel en
vironments they are all too often re
leased from the natural predators that
keep their population numbers in check
- "control" of the invaders is best ac
complished by introducing their natu
ral predators. A three step process is
needed to assess the suitability and im
pact of "yet another alien introduction":

1) Determine the suitability of the tar
get organism (purple loosestrife in this
casel. Is it native or alien? Does it have
close relatives which are native and/or
beneficial? Are there alternatives to in
troducing a control agent?
2) Search for natural enemies in the
invader's place of origin.
31 Assess the ecological impact of po
tential control agents on the invader and
on the habitat and neighbourhood that
they've invaded. How specific are the
impacts of the agent? Does the damage
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occur at stages where control of the in
vader is possible? What tolerance do the
surrounding plants and animals have to
the new invader?

Purple loosestrife is a "classic" subject
for potential biological control and 2 spe
cies of Chrysomelid beetles, Galerucella
calmariensis and G. pusilla, were identi
fied as potential control agents. After a
very extensive testing period where
these beetles were tested on a wide va
riety of plants, including native species
of loosestrife, they were approved for
release against purple loosestrife.

Dr. Corrigan and colleagues have stud
ied and documented the biology of these
beetles including their impact on a va
riety of test plants. They have since been
involved with the test release of these
beetles and are continuing to mass-rear
them in captivity for further releases
and to follow their progress, establish
ment success, and their success at con
trolling purple loosestrife in test plots.
Early indications are that this will be a
very successful program - test plants
were severely retarded in their growth
and either flowered considerably less
profusely or did not flower at all - and
many more releases are planned.

Avigorous question period followed and
the speaker was thanked with a copy of
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas. A short
break for socializing followed the
speaker's presentation before we recon
vened for a short business meeting.

1. Correspondence: a) A flyer regarding
a new (currently available) book (Span
ish only) and CD-ROM (Spanish and
English) about Mexican Butterflies was
available. b) The Toronto Star had an

article on bugs in the Friday, April 19th
edition. cl A new book on Butteflies and
Climate Change by Roger Dennis was
available for browsing. d) Duncan
Robertson had a few copies of a disk
containing a list of Lepidoptera recorded
within 50 km of the Parlaiment Build
ings in Ottawa which was compiled by
Don LaFontaine. The list contains some
2,070 species. e) The April issue of
Audubon Magazine has an article on
"Butterfly Wars" (re: trafficking and
trading in specimens of endangered spe
cies) that all members should try to read.
fl Don Davis reported that Dr. Brower
had revised reports of a major kill in
the overwintering Monarch colonies in
Mexico. Only 6·7% were killed by the
January storm, far less than had been
previously estimated.

2. Financial report: al regular account
stood at $1573.12 before the expenses
for printing Ontario Insects and the sum
mary were deducted 1$1318.72) b) At
las account stands at $1729 plus the mc
which is now at $6716.

3. The Annual Summary and the third
issue of Ontario Insects were available
to be picked up by members. Having
these available for pickup yielded about
a $50 saving in postage!

September
Members Meeting
This was the first meeting to be held in
our new location - Metro Hall in down
town Toronto. There were 21 members
in attendance on September 28th at 3
p.m. -later than usual and all were wel
comed by President Duncan Robertson.
Since there was no speaker, the busi
ness session was first on the agenda.
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1. Correspondence: a) The Niagara
Parks Commission is chairing a confer
ence on February 7th & 8th, 1997 which
will include a visit to the new butterfly
house. It is hoped to have a TEA repre
sentative in attendance. b) A letter has
been sent to the FON asking that they
give us more notice regarding their ac
tivities. c) The FON has sent a letter to
the Ministry of Agriculture re: remov
ing milkweed from the noxious weed
list. Apparently individual municipali
ties can take items off the list and the
City of Toronto has already done so.

2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that from the listing of 158 members,
88 had paid their dues and there were 2
new members.

3. Financial report: al regular account
currently stands at $918. bl Atlas ac
count stands at $1894 plus the mc
which is now at $6837.

4. Annual Summary: it was requested
that butterfly records be sent to Alan
Hanks and moth records to Duncan
Robertson as soon as possible, and on
computer disks if possible.

5. Aprovisional Board of Directors meet
ing was held this morning and it was
noted that printing costs are now avail
able for the potential reprinting of
Odonata of Alaska and Canada and
work will proceed on trying to contact
as many organisations as possible for
publicity and monitoring of potential
interest in this. The room space was dis
cussed and is now settled for October
and November -same location but start
ing at 1 PM as usual. A new editor or
editors is needed for Ontario Insects,
as Phil and Pat Schappert will be leav
ing for Texas in the next year.

The program consisted of members
slides and those participating were Paul
McGaw with moths and dragonflies;
Michael & Nancy van der Poorten with
dragonflies; Don Davis with Monarch
related material and finally Duncan
Robertson with Ontario moths and some
pictures from the Cockerell Butterfly
Center at the Houston Museum.
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October
Locke Rowe

Sexual Conflict in Insects

There were only 11 members in atten
dance for this meeting on October 26th
in room 304 of Metro Hall- a disappoint
ing turnout! (Note that, unfortunately, this
meeting was the same day as the ESO Sym
posium on the Biology and Diversity of
Ontario Insects in Guelph - Eds.) Paul
McGaw introduced the speaker, Lock
Rowe from U. of T. Zoology Depart
ment. Lock obtained his PhD in Evolu
tionary Biology at UBC, followed by
some time in Kentucky and at the Uni
versity of California. He is studying the
life histories of various insects from the
viewpoint of evolutionary ecology.

Locke talked about the "sexual conflict"
which is seen in water striders and il
lustrated his material with numerous
slides. Water striders tend to "mate all
day" and there is a constant struggle
between the females, who see constant
mating as consuming large amounts of
energy and time, which results in an
increase in susceptibility to predation
and a decrease in time for foraging.

The reproductive success of males de
pends on the frequency of mating, with
the females trying to control this fre
quency. A number of adaptations in
male morphology to increase their re
productive success have been noted,
including the development of larger
forelegs, spines and/or spikes on the
forelegs to give a better grasp and larger
antennae to grip the female with.

On the other hand, females are seen to
counter these adaptations by the devel
opment of long spines on the hind parts
to repel the males. These adaptations
also have a cost in the fact that moult
ing becomes more difficult. New in
sights into behaviour have been gained
from the study of the differing agendas
of the males and females in this "sexual
arms race!"

A question period followed and Paul
thanked the speaker.

After a short break, the meeting re
sumed with the business session.

1. Correspondence: a) A letter was re
ceived from Father Riotte in Hawaii
thanking the TEA for all the informa
tion which has been sent to the Bishop
Museum over the years. bl The non
profit status paper work for the TEA is
now completed and we have been ac
cepted as a non-profit organization. Any
donations may now be claimed on in
come tax and a suitable receipt will be
issued to any donors. c) Material has
been received from Canada Post re: the
mailing permit for Ontario Insects. This
will be reviewed and reported on later.

2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that from the listing of 158 members,
107 had paid their dues and there were
3 new members.

3. Financial report: al regular account
currently stands at $1100. b) Atlas ac
count stands at $1800 plus the mc
which is now at $6853.

Don Davis reported that many Provin
cial Parks now have a winter use fee.
Also, a biodiversity specialist has been
appointed at Presqu'ile Park.

November
Jeff Skevington

Insects of Lambton County, Ontario

There were 36 members and 9 guests
in attendance on November 30th in the
27th floor room of the Metro Hall.

Duncan Robertson, our President
greeted everyone and there was a flurry
of activity trying to get the lights
dimmed for slide viewing. This was fi·
nally accomplished and Paul McGaw
introduced the speaker, member Jeff
Skevington, along with member Ken
Stead, who Jeff had asked to co-present.

Jeff spoke at length on the survey project
that he has been conducting in Lambton
County to try and establish a baseline
for all insect species. This will enable
future study to document trends in
population density, movement etc.
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These maps, one created for each spe
cies, will be by no means comprehen
sive, but will offer the observer an op
portunity to determine holes in cover
age and overall knowledge of the distri
bution of some of our Odonata. All of
these maps, as well as a few species
accounts of Ontario's rare species and
minor discussion about changes in
range, will be displayed in a report to
be published in early March and will
be available free to any contributor;
additional copies will be available to
others for the cost of printing and post
age. Although this project will be ongo
ing, records are needed as soon as pos
sible for them to be included in the
March report, preferably before the be
ginning of February. This will give more
detail to the dot distribution maps and
will provide a little clearer view into the
distribution of Ontario's dragonflies and
damselflies. Hopefully, this will be the
precursor of a comprehensive Odonata
atlas that has conjured up much inter
est recently.

Queries and records may be directed to:
Matt Holder, Natural Heritage Informa
tion Centre, P.O.Box 7000,
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 8M5. Fax
(705) 755-2168 or e-mail Matt Holder
c/o HOLDER@NETcoM.cA.

I

N.S.T.AlS.T.A.O. Conference

This fall, the National Science Teachers
Association of the United States and the
Science Teacher's Association of Ontario
held a joint conference in Toronto at the
Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, the Royal
York Hotel, and the Metro Convention
Centre. On November 2200, Don Davis
met once again with Dr. Orley (Chip)
Taylor from the University of Kansas,
who was making a presentation about
the Monarch Watch (HTTP://MONARCH.
BIO.UKANS.EDU).

The Natural Heritage Information Cen
tre (NHICJ in Peterborough has begun
a project monitoring Ontario's dragon
flies and damselflies, and is in the pro
cess of collecting existing records from
various institutions and individuals. All
records are to be added into the newly
formed Ontario Odonata Database,
housed at the NHIC, and persons inter
ested in submitting their records should
include as many of the following as pos
sible: species, date, location (please be
as specific as possible, with a UTM map
reference and the age of your map if
possible), number of seen and/or col
lected, the name of the observer if it is
someone other than yourself (and please
include your name, of course), the dis
position of the specimen if one was
taken and its catalogue number if it has
one, and any other comments that you
wish to provide, such as the gender of
the individuals, their behaviour (e.g.
mating), the habitat, etc. Records may
be submitted via any of the means listed
below. If your records are already com
puterized, it would be preferable if they
were sent via e-mail or disk; please call
(705) 799-1624 for information pertain
ing to software compatibility.

The first result of this work will be the
compilation of records into dot distri
bution maps using the locality data.

New Canadian Millipede Species

As reported in Entomological News
107(5):276, November/December 1996,
a conotylid diplopod, Conotyla blakei
(Verhoeff), that occurs in caves and
epigean environments in West Virginia,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York,
Massachusetts, Vermont and New
Hampshire, was collected by F. Landry,
25-28 September 1991 from a pitfall trap
in a conifer forest near Lake Caribou,
Parc de la Gaspesie on the Gaspe Pen
insula. The specimen was an adult male.

Odonate Monitoring Project BeginsMany interesting areas within the
County were shown on slides, together
with some of the species encountered,
among which were many surprises and
new records for Ontario. Jeff then an
swered a number of questions on the
work and Ken Stead followed up with
slides of many new moth species. Alto
gether a very interesting and informa
tive presentation which was also sup
ported by a display of photo prints and
specimens.

After the usual short break, the busi
ness session was started.

1. Correspondence: a) A le~er was re
ceived from the Ministry of Agriculture
stating that Milkweeds are now only
considered noxious when they "pose an
agricultural or horticultural threat. .. ".

2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that from the listing now of 163 mem
bers, 116 had paid their dues.

3. Financial report: a) regular account
currently stands at $1232. b) Atlas ac
count stands at $1821 plus the GIC
which is now at $6869.

Tony Holmes, our FON Representative
reported that the FON will establish a
series of meetings at which the various
organisation representatives will get to
gether to discuss issues of mutual inter
est. A program is to be started in High
Park to restore original vegetation, in
cluding lupines, with a hope to perhaps
re-introduce the Kamer Blue. Rearing
studies may be started in conjunction
with the Metro Zoo.

Karen Yukich talked about the High
Park Citizens Advisory Committee, and
their interest in having a representative
from the TEA on the committee.

An article in the Globe & Mail for Octo
ber 26th was titled "Layman's Guide to
Gobs of Bug GOO... "and gave a humor
ous account of identifying bugs by re
mains on car windshields! Also in the
Globe & Mail travel section for Novem
ber 29, an introductory piece for the
Niagara Parks butterfly conservatory,
which opened on December 14.
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Chemical Communication: Chemical
Communication in Honey Bees by Gene
E. Robinson, Science 27(5257): 1824
1825, March 29/96

Biological Pest Control: Risks ofHost
Range Expansion by Parasites of Insects
by David W. Onstad and Michael L.
McManus, Bioscience 461(6): 430-435,
June 1996

Insect Bites: Rating Insect Repellents by
Ruth Winter, Consumer's Digest, pp.
59-62, July/August 1996, When Insects
Bite, Let Nature Bite Back by Joyce

Worth Reading About

A Field Guide to Butterflies of Texas 
reviewed by John W. Bran in Annals
of the Entomological Society of
America, Vol. 89(61: 906, November
1996

Butterflies ofthe Florida Keys - reviewed
by Boyce Drummond in Annals of the
Entomological Society of America,
89(5): 770-771, September 1996

The Butterflies of the West Indies and
South FLorida - reviewed by James A.
Scott in The Quarterly Review of Bi
ology 71(31:417, September 1996

Bug Explorers (computer programl 
multimedia review in Publishers
Weekly, page 32, November 25/96

Insects of the Great Lakes Region - reo
viewed in Entomological News 107(5),
NovemberlDecember 1996

Insects Through the Seasons - reviewed
in Entomological News 107(41, Sep
tember/October 1996

Orthoptera Species File - a systematic
catalogue (Volumes 1- 51- reviewed in
Entomological News 107(4): 247
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Recent Book ReviewsThe monograph includes a treatment of
the heliothentine fauna of Canada, the
United States, and Mexico. The taxo
nomic status, period of flight and distri
bution of the 147 included species are
considered. Over half the species have
been reared from the egg stage by the
author. The food plants and adaptation
to food plants of the individual species
are discussed, and the immature stages
described. The adults of all species and
the ultimate-stadium larvae of more
thatn half the species are illustrated in
colour. Emphasis is placed on distin-

.guishing similar species.

The monograph includes a check list of
valid species and their synonyms, and
also a list of heliothentine food-plants.
An extensive bibliography to the
Heliothentinae is presented. Eight new
species are described, 23 lectotypes are
designated, and 40 nominal species rel
egated to synonymy.

The author, formerly employed as an
insect taxonomist by Agriculture
Canada, has published four previous
books on moths. In 1984, he was

awarded the Karl Jordan
Medal by the Lepidopterists'
Society for outstanding re
search on the com earworm
complex. To purchase A
Monograph to the North

2llJ1llD American Heliothen-
tinae, send a cheque made

payable to D.F. Hardwick to: Ms. Julia
Hardwick, 535 Highland Avenue, Ot·
tawa, Ontario, K2A 2J8, Canada. Price:
Canada: Perfect Binding $70 + $10 S &
H, Hard-covered $95 + $10 S & H, U.S.:
Perfect Binding $50 + $10 S & H, Hard
covered $70 + $10 S & H. (Watch for a
review ofthis monograph in the next issue
ofOntario Insects - Eds.)

The Bookworm ~

26 mm Fig. C12Fig. ell

New Book Available:
AMonograph to The North American
Heliothentinae by David F. Hardwick

The Heliothentinae are a group of
colourful little moths that constitute a
subfamily of the lepidopterous family
Noctuidae. The included species are
characterized by the habits of the lar
vae feeding on the blossoms and seeds
of their food plants. The adults often rest
on the flowering heads of their food
plants and are frequently protectively
coloured in this situation, resembling
the blossoms. Many of the moths are
diurnally active. The subfamily includes
such economically important species as
the com earworm (Helicoverpa zeal, the
tobacco budworm (Heliothis virescensl
and the flax bollworm (Heliothis ononis).

Physically the monograph is in a 7" by
10" format, with 279 pages and includes
316 photographs composed into 25 full
page colour plates of both adults and
larval stages (the grey-scale reproduction
shown here do not do these plates any jus
tice, the plates are simply magnificent -

Volume 2, Number 2

Eds.l. The paper employed in the publi
cation is acid-free. The book is available
either in perfect binding or as a hard
covered and cloth-bound volume. Intro
ductory sections deal with rearing tech
niques, the external morphology of vari
ous stages, and the spatial and tempo
ral distribution of the subfamily.



Pierdinock, CountryJournal 23(3):74
76/ May/June 1996

Orthoptera: What's The Difference be
tween Crickets and Grasshoppers by B.
T. Aniskowicz, Nature Canada
25(3):10, Summer 1996

Antler Flies: Storm in a Teacup - The
Passionate Life ofthe Antler Fly by Russell
Bonduriansky, Seasons 36(2): 27-28 and
31, Summer 1996

Insect Control: Solar-Powered Fly Con
troller by Lawrence Pickens, Electron
ics Now 67(6): 40,77-78, June 1996

Insect Hearing: How Well are Frequency
Sensitivities ofGrasshopper Ears Tuned to
Species-Specific Song Spectra by Jens
Meyer and Norbert Eisner, Journal of
Experimental Biology 199(7): 1631
1642, July 1996

Biodiversity: Biodiversity Gets a Big
Boost by Dan Falk,The Toronto Star,
page F8, August 18/ 1996

Studying Endangered Insects: The
Collector (about Jon Shepard of British
Columbia) by Ross Sullivan, Nature
Canada 25(4): 16-17, Autumn 1996

Termites: Nature's Wrecking Crew by
Garry Hamilton, Nature Canada 25(4):
44, Autumn 1996

Insect Vision: Secrets in a Fly's Eye by
Rosie Mestil, Discover 17(7): 106-114/
July 1996; The Eyes ofBees by Kathleen
Spiessbach, Discover 17(9):32, Septem
ber 1996

Insect Stamps: Netting Butterflies by
Les Rimes, Canadian Stamp News
21(13): 9, November 12 - 15, 1996

Monarch Butterflies: The Winter Pal
ace by W. S. Merwin, Orion 15: 44-53,
Winter 1996; Monarch Migration by Brad
Williamson and Orley Taylor, The Sci
ence Teacher, May 1996,pages 26-29;
Measuring Monarchs by Paula Donham
and Dr. Orley Taylor, Dragonfly, Sep
tember/October 1996.

Gourmet Insects: Bugs for Breakfast by
Peggy Thomas, Cricket 24(1):11-12,
September 1996, The Bug Banquet by
Sherrill Kushner, Faces 13(2): 33-37,
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October 1996

Insect Transfer Experiments: Mon
arch Transfer: A Real Concern? by J. B.
Keiper and A Reply by Lincoln P. Brower
et al (two letters), Bioscience 46(8): 562
562, Sept. 1996

Restocking Nature: Returning the Na
tives (includes Schaus Swallowtail) by
Don Stop, Audubon 98(6): 54-60 and
120-123, Nov.lDec. 1996

Insect TV Series
This fall, the Discovery Channel aired
a six-part series called "Amazing Lives
of Insects". This excellent series of half
hour programs covered various topics
related to insects - with one episode
devoted to the monarch butterfly. We
will let you know if The Discovery
Channel plans to air this series again.

Microcosmos In Toronto
It only took one year of preparation, 3
years of shooting, and 6 months of edit
ing, sound editing and mising for one of
the most unusual and impressive films
ever to be made. This one hour and
twenty minute film was winner of
Grand Prize Technical Achievement at
the 1996 Cannes Festival in France. Film
makers Claude Nuridsany and Marie
Perennou of France actually built the
film equipment they used - including
filming by remote-control helicopter and
computerized remote-control camera
robot. The music and cinematography
provided a very haunting mysterious
tone to the film. The stars of the show
included a seven spot ladybird, swal
lowtail butterfly, bee gathering pollen,
long-tailed blue butterfly, Bergundy
snails, argiope spider, processionary cat
erpillars, polistes wasps, sacred beetle
and water striders. Gregor Ehrlich of In
terview magazine said that the film is
"as fascinating as it gets. Will leave you
bug-eyed". Released in Canada by Alli
ance Releasing. Thanks to T.E.A. mem
bers who informed us that it was show
ing at the Canada Square Theatres.

Journey South Program a Success
Hundreds of classrooms from across
North America participated in the first
Journey South program. Classrooms and
individuals created paper monarch but
terflies which were sent, along with a
message of greeting, to Minnesota, to
be shipped to the Children's Museum
(Museo del Ninos) in Mexico City. In

_Ontario, some classrooms made origami
butterflies. Others translated their mes
sage of greeting into Spanish. The first
symbolically-tagged paper monarch
butterfly received to initiate the program
was sent in by Fred and Norah
Urquhart. In the end, over 40,000 pa
per monarch butterflies, weighing in
excess of 860 pounds, were shipped to
Mexico compliments of UPS.

Register for Journey North 1997
Journey North begins again on Febru
ary 2nd. The program studies and moni
tors the movement of many animals via
first sightings (robins, hummingbirds,
whales, loons, orioles, whooping cranes,
bats) and others via satellite (bald eagles,
caribou, manatees). An extensive study
is made of the northward migration of
the monarch butterfly from Mexico.
Last year, hundreds of classrooms from
across Canada and the United States par
ticipated. Visit Journey North at: H'ITP:/

/WWW.LEARNER.ORG/12. You can register
by sending an e-mail request to: IN-REG
ISTER@ LEARNER.ORG.

January, 1997
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Answers in the next issue!

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short commu
nications, book reviews, original art
work, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that fol
low the acceptable format of a similar
content journal leg: Introduction, Ma
terials and Methods, Results, Discus
sion, Summaryl. Feature articles should
be both informative &entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observa
tional, historical, review or experimen
tal studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book re
views should be of titles published
within the last three years. Puzzles
should be original. Guest columns for
Entomophilia may encompass any sub
ject related to the love of insects. Opin
ions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short commu
nications. Miscellaneous notes encom
pass any other submission. Original art
work should be line drawings in pen and
ink or a good photocopy of colour works.

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Text editing is done in Ami Pro 3.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 with final page lay
out in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.

Any submissions are encouraged, how
ever, submissions of articles and/or art
work on disk would be appreciated. Sub
missions via e-mail are also welcome.
Please forward all submissions and
questions to the editors (see inside cover
for address). There are no page charges,
however, submissions from non-mem
bers will require a membership pur
chase prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Instructions
to Authors

Notice to Contributors
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4. P. americana
6. Curried Papilionid?
8. Hard-topped wanderer
10. Suppressed development
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1. Dipteran criminals
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5. A soulful butterfly of the far north
7. Rich Damselfly
9. Sweet-smelling tree moth
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13. Terminal sense organs
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Letters
-------~

Membership directory update:
Have you moved? Do you have a new telephone number or
E-mail address? We would like to know so we can update our
Membership Directory. Please send changes to:

Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, ON L4G 2Kl.
Tel.: (905) 727-6993, Email: A.HANKS@ACI.ON.CA

Correspondence wanted:
I'm very interested in the itaxonomy,
zQobiogeography, and general ecology
of, primarily, but not only, e. U.S. and
Canada species of Lepidoptera (esp.
butterflies), all tiger beetles,
Siphonaptera, and Odonata. I'd greatly
appreciate being able to correspond with
anyone in your organization with similar
interests and to exchange reprints or
information by whatever platform
possible. I'm especially interested in
how the studies of these groups supports
and illuminates the bigger issues of
conservation biology and/or biological
diversity.

Donald H. Miller

Dept. Science, Lyndon State College
Lyndonville, VT 05851
Fax: (802) 626-9770
Tel.:office (802) 626-6246
E-mail: MILLERD@QUEEN.LSC.VSC.EDU.

On Colour &Behaviour:

In the ten years I have been filming
butterfly activity and reading about their
behaviour, I have encountered two
mysteries which, perhaps, your readers
can help me resolve. 1. I am intrigued
by the viceroy caterpillar's practice of
constructing a ball of leaf and silk during

.its first instars. This ball is solid and
hangs like an ornament from the mid-rib
of the leaf being eaten. I cannot
determine any function for the ball, yet
it seems to have determined to a great
extent the behaviour and physiology of
the viceroy. 2. There is no commonly
accepted explanation for the dramatic
colouration of non-aposematic
butterflies. It seems to me that Benjamin
H. Pending's book, Factors in the

Distribution of Butterfly Color and
Behavior Patterns- Selected Aspects
offers a highly plausible theory, yet I
have heard no discussion of it.
I am making a nature documentary on
the behaviour of temperate zone
butterflies and any comments on the
above questions would be greatly
appreciated.
Also, I would love to hear from anyone
who has had success breeding Canadian
tiger swallowtail butterflies or who has
pupae available for sale.

Yours truly,

David McCallum

394 Meadowcrest Rd.
Kingston, ON K7M 3S5
Tel.: (613) 389·1126

Moth collecting project in
Northeastern Ontario:

As part of a Masters thesis, being
undertaken at the Faculty of Forestry,
University of Toronto, I am looking for
people willing to assist me in moth
collecting, for a one to two week period
this summer, 1997. The project involves
examining the diversity of moths, using
light traps, at a variety of sites that have
been logged or burned, 5 and 30 years
ago.
I will be doing this field work in
northeastern Ontario, over three 2-week

periods, each starting approximately at
the beginning of the months of June,
July and August. I will provide room
(in a cabin with showers and electricity)
and board. You would help me carry
equipment, take notes, and sort
specimens. Any help in identifying
moths would be useful if you have this
experience. If you are interested in
volunteering for a week or two, please
contact:

Rosalind Chaundy

33 Willcocks St.
Toronto, ON M5S 3B3
Tel.: (416) 968-7110 (Home)
E-mail:
CHAUNDY@LARVA.FORESTRY.UTORONTO.CA

Significant new Canadian Odonata
records, 1973-1997. Request for help

Several people have suggested that I
assemble significant records of Canadian
Odonata that have occurred since Walker
and Corbet (Odonata of Canada and
Alaska, Volume 3) was published in
1975. A25-year update (1973-1997) would
be appropriate (Corbet's cutoff date for
inclusion of data in Volume 3 and the
addendum therein was 1973). This idea
was stimulated by the recent
announcement that the three volumes of
Walker might be reprinted soon. Whether

continued on next page...
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Notes From The Editor's Desks

Andrea Kingsley

Matt and Phil.

calender teases us into thinking that
summer is here (it's snowing as I write
this!), there is a method of finding some
insects, discussed in this issue, that can
be done even in subzero temperatures.

We find all of these articles interesting,
and we would like your feedback on
these and others published in future
issues. We believe that Ontario Insects
may not only be a forum for member
communication, but also an ideal place
to publish other items that members
would find interesting and relevant to
them. Although the prerequisite for
publishing in Ontario Insects is the
purchase of a T.E.A. membership, we
think that invited papers from outside
of the organization would be a benefit
if it piqued our interest or answered
some burning questions. What do you
think? If you have comments or
suggestions, pertaining to this or other
issues, they would be very welcome.

Lastly we have the list of Ontario
butterfly counts and field trips for the
oncoming summer (when or maybe if it
ever gets here - the weather forecaster
says it should arrive within the next year
and a half). We hope you will support
the efforts of the organizers and join in.
As for the tour of the butterfly
conservancy in Niagara, having been
there already we can tell you that it will
be an excellent trip. So come along and

l
join in!

April, 1997

This is our fIrst issue of Ontario Insects
as editors, and we would like to thank
those who have contributed. Thanks
should also go to Phil Schappert, Phill
Holder, Jon Hyslop and Andrea Kingsley
for their contributions to the production
of this issue.

If you are thinking of submitting an
article for the next issue, please do! As
well as articles, we would especially
welcome pictures. We can scan both
your pen or pencil drawings, and even
prints and slides of local insects. And
we promise to get them back to you in
the best condition Canada Post will
allow (or we can return them at the
meetings). With your support we hope
to keep Ontario Insects at the high
standard the previous editors, Phil and
Pat Shappert, maintained.

In this issue we have some great articles,
including the third and final installment
of Marvin Gunderman's treatise on the
tiger beetles of Ontario. Also, we have
an article on pollination by megachilid
bees in Ontario, which among other
things describes the problems facing
Ontario populations of these often
overlooked and underestimated bees.
This issue also contains an article on the
identification of Galerucella beetles, the
biological control used against that
"scourge" of the marshes Purple
Loosestrife. You can help monitor the
spread and success of these beetles
against loosestrife in Ontario. As the

Letters ... continued from previous page

such a list would be published as part of
the reprinted volumes or if it will end up in
a scientific journal has not yet been
determined, but I would bet on the latter.

Anyway, I have agreed to produce such a
list. I'd like to restrict the taxa included to
those recorded in Canada only since 1973
and to those others for which our knowlege
of distribution or status has significantly
changed (new provincial records, more
records of particularly rare species,
significant range extensions or infillings of
really large distributional gaps). I'm rather
dependent on colleagues helpingme outby
sendingpublishedand unpublishedrecords.
I'll be going through the literature, but I may
miss something, and I won't know about
all the unpublished material. Perhaps the
easiest way to do this is for me to prepare a
rough draft of the records I know about and
send it around for corrections and additions.
In the meantime it would be good to get
any unpublished records so that I can
include them right away. If you have any,
I'd be grateful if you could send complete
collection! sight record data (summarized
for large numbers of records of a single
species). I'll include the 1997 season in the
final list. All those supplying information
will be acknowledged in print.

I hope to complete a manuscript by
October 1997. I'd be happy to receive
any comments on this idea. And thanks
very much for your help.

Rob Cannings,

Royal British Columbia Museum, P.O.
Box 9815 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, B.C.
Canada V8W 9W2
Tel.: (250) 356-8242 (w);
Fax (250) 387-5360
E-mail:
RCANNINGS@RBML01.RBCM.GOV.Bc.cA
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With the rising temperatures come an increase in insect activity, so we should all be out there exploring our surroundings.
There are, of course, no meetings during the summer but they will continue in September. Organised activities during the
summer include many butterfly counts (see page 44 for a separate listing of these counts), as well as several organised walks
led by T.E.A. members. Also note the Algonquin Odonate Count, a new event and believed to be the first of its kind (see the
last issue of Ontario Insects for last year's results). And don't forget, please tell us of your success during the summer of
1997, on these outings, or on your own expeditions.

Field Trips
Saturday, June 28

Niagara Butterfly Conservatory. A trip to the newly-opened, very popular conservatory where we will see species of Heliconius,
Morphos and Parides as well as other tropical and semi-tropical butterflies. We will meet at 10 a.m. at the entrance of the
Conservatory (which is near the Niagara Parks Commission's "Floral Clock''). Please call Paul McGaw at (416)261-6272 for
details.

Saturday, July 19

Branchton Butterflies. As many as 49 butterfly species have been seen in the varied habitats along this adandoned rail line
near Cambridge on a previous TEA outing, including Broad-winged, Peck's and Delaware skippers. Michael van der Poorten,
who knows this area well, will lead the walk. We will meet in Cambridge at 9 a.m. Please call Michael at (416) 466-9013 for
details.
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Sunday, July 27

Presqu'ile Provincial Park Butterflies and Dragonflies. 54 species of butterflies have been
recorded for the Park, including Arctic Skippers and Silver-bordered Fritillaries. We may add
to this list and start a park list of odonata species! Our leader will be Michael Gurr, a 4-year
interpreter at Presqu'ile. We will meet Mike at the park gates at 10 a.m. Please call Paul
McGaw at (416)261-6272 for details.

Other Events

\.

......

-- .......... ,

See page 44 for Butterfly Counts happening this summer,
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~,
\. \ Sunday, July 6th

Algonquin Odonate Count. Take part in this exciting new event, the day after the Algonquin
Butterfly Count. The count is open to all that are interested. Participants who are relatively

unfamiliar with dragonflies and damselflies will be paired up with experienced people, and this count is a perfect opportunity
for entomologists to learn more about some of Ontario's Odonata. All that is required is a good insect net if you have one,
and an interest in learning. Contact Colin Jones at (613) 637-2828, or e-mail (FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET) if you would like to attend.
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1997

Butterfly Counts

1st Ottawa District Butterfly Count. Contact: Peter Hall - (613) 733-0698; E-mail: HALLP@EM.AGR.CA

Severn Township Butterfly Count. Contact: Nancy Ironside, 16 O'Brien Street, Suite 102, OriIlia, ON, L3V 5S2

Manitoulin Island Butterfly Count. Contact: Nancy Ironside, 16 O'Brien Street, Suite 102, OriIlia, ON, L3V 5S2

5th Durham Region Butterfly Count. Contact: James Kamstra - (905) 985-4497

2nd Annual Middlesex Butterfly Count. Contact: Anne White - (519)457-6586; E-mail: DOWHITE@IBM.NET

Other Counts (Dates to be determined)

Saturday, May 31st

1't Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count: a count looking for northern favourites in pine forest. Contact: Colin D. Jones -.
(613) 637-2828; E-mail: FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET

Sunday, June 29th

3rd Annual Pinery Provincial Park Butterfly Count. Contact: Terry Crabe - (519) 243-8508; E-mail: CRABETE@EPO.GOV.ON.CA

Saturday, July 5th

4th Annual Windsor Butterfly Count. Contact: Paul Pratt - (519) 966-5852; E-mail: PPRATI@CITY.WINDSOR.ON.CA

3'd Annual Algonquin Butterfly Count. Contact: Colin D. Jones - (613) 637-2828; E-mail: FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET

9th Lake Dore Butterfly Count. Rain date is Sunday, July 6. Contact: Chris Michener - (613) 625-2263); E-mail:
CMICHENER@RENC.IGS.NET

Long Point Butterfly Count. Contact: Chauncey Wood - (519) 525-9140, ext 23742; E-mail: CDWOOO@MCMASTER.CA

Saturday, July 12th

3rd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count. Contact: John Carley - (416) 766-1330; E-mail: JRC_ARCH@COMPUSERVE.COM

6th Orillia Butterfly Count. Contact: Bob Bowles - (705) 325-3149; E-mail: BOWLES@BCONNEX.NET

Saturday, July 19th

6th Hog Island Butterfly Count. Rain date is Sunday, July 20. Contact: Chris Michener - ,(613) 625-2263); E-mail:
CMICHENER@RENC.IGS.NET

Saturday, August 9th

2nd Annual Point Pelee Butterfly Count. Contact: Dan Dufour - (519)322-0851; E-mail: DAN_DUFOUR@PCH.GC.CA

As the summer approaches so too does the butterfly count season. Don Davis has kindly summarised below some of the
butterfly counts taking place in Ontario, with some information gleaned from the NABA website (HTIP:l!wWW.NABA.ORG).

Please note that in some cases, the date for the count has not been set or is tentative. At the time of this writing, the date for
the T.E.A. count has yet to be set in stone, so contact Paul McGaw @ (416)261-6272 for details. As interest increases more
counts seem to be popping up at new locations, so keep your eyes and ears open for others not included in the list, and let
us know of new counts. Count organisers, don't forget to let us the success of your count.

~------------------------------------------
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Mexican Monarch Tour a True Adventure
by Don Davis

As my plane prepared to land in Mexico City on February
15th, I surveyed the rounded mountains of the Trans-Volcanic
Plateau in the distance in eager anticipation of seeing millions
of monarch butterflies that overwinter there. The actual
journey to reached these sites is indeed arduous. Leaving
Mexico City on a modern e~ressway and driving past a
scenic, snow-capped volcano, road conditions gradually
deteriorate - twisting and turning through the mountainous
countryside. Rural roads were sometimes extremely rough
and dangerous. It took us almost one hour to drive 12 km
from the town of Ocampo and up a mountain side to the El
Rosario sanctuary! The risk of an automobile accident is high.

Stopping at the base of a mountain called Herrada,
our timing was perfect as a river of monarchs - tens of
thousands of individuals - soared down the mountain,
following the twisting paved highway to seek moisture below.
Paid locals called "vigilantes" ensured their unhindered
movement and very slow speed limits were posted and strictly
enforced by police.

Staying at the Quinta Mitzi Motel in Tuxpan (elevation
5800 feet) gave us a brief opportunity to adjust to the higher
elevation. Many famous monarch researchers - Fred and
Norah Urquhart, Lincoln Brower, Bill Calvert and others 
have stayed here. Our unheated rooms were chilled by outside
temperatures as low as 39°F.

The first sight of millions of monarch butterflies is a
bit overwhelming - especially after huffing and puffing up a
45 degree mountain slope at 10,000 feet. On this warm day
at El Rosario, the sound of millions of monarch butterflies
flying in the air - wings hitting each other - resembled leaves
rustling in the wind. The ground was littered with hundreds
of thousands of dead monarchs - some showing signs of
predation by birds.

Tagged monarch butterflies have now become a
commercial commodity - fetching about $20.00U5. A smaller
fee is often charged to photograph them. Sadly, tag numbers
are often not reported. We discovered one individual in
possession of a monarch tagged last fall in Illinois. During
our trip, I discreetly tagged about 100 monarchs - hoping one
of these would make it back to Ontario!

A second sanctuary at Cerro Chincua had just opened
to the public for the first time. A new paved road twisted
and turned up the mountain. While the EI Rosario site has
become somewhat commercialized, with rows of stalls
creating a marketplace, there were none here. A film crew
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from British Columbia was producing a new monarch film
for The Discovery Channel. There I was, being filmed as
scores of monarch butterflies landed on my clothing! Biologist
Benigno Martinez asked me to convey his hand-written note
to Fred and Norah Urquhart, who remain highly respected
here. When the Urquharts first visited the area, superstitious
locals went into hiding - fearing the Urquharts would abduct
their children!

From a scientific standpoint, this trip was most
interesting. As opposed to four seasons, Mexico experiences
a dry and wet season. This was the dry season and no rain
had fallen for months. Discussions among our group of eleven
- now known as the "Monarch Mafia" - concluded that there
is a need to review and revise our knowledge, theories and
assumptions concerning the monarch butterfly and its
migration as we utilize new tools such as time-lapse weather
satellite pictures to separate fact from fiction. Deep down in
the mountain valleys, we found milkweed leaves bearing
monarch butterfly eggs and larva, and we found one fully
grown larva. Do the resulting adult monarchs migrate? At
the overwintering sites and in the valleys were many
flowering plants on which adult monarchs were feeding 
beautiful blue lupines, salvias, thistles, and so on. What role
do these flowering plants play?

There is much to learn. And for me, the adventure is
not yet over. A delegation from the Monarch Program will
be heading to Mexico at the end of April to meet with officials
near the overwintering sites to set up a system with incentives
for reporting the recovery of tagged monarchs. I have been
invited to join this delegation.
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cuckoo megachilids that lack pollen collecting tools {but have
precocious larvae equipped with sharp jawsl, tiny chalcid
wasps, bee flies and flesh flies, meloid beetles, stored products
beetles, pyralid wax moths, mesostigmatid mites, and the
devastating fungal disease, chalkbrood (a different species to
the one that afflicts honey bees). The long-ante~naedmales
emerge first in spring, from the outermost more vulnerable
cells, to await the females. As the cells are in a linear chain,
emergence may involve awaking or digging through the
remains of the bee in the cell ahead. Mating occurs at the
nest entrance or on flowers. The industrious females may
make as many as three dozen cells in a flight period that can
be as short as 6 weeks.

Megachilids excel in pollination, those that emerge early being
important for fruit trees. Pollination advantages over the
honey bee include visiting far more flowers, flying earlier
and later in the day and in less clement weather, scattering
pollen, significant pollination by the males, and the absence
of "scout" bees to narrowly focus activities on individual trees.
Major disadvantages are not producing honey or wax. My
Southern Ontario list has 25 native species (Grey, York,
Lambton, Halton counties). Two species are available
commercially (International Pollination Systems Canada, Box
241, Fisher Branch, Manitoba ROC OZO): the local blue-black
Osmia !ignaria {see the excellent little book by B.L. Griffin,
1993, The Orchard Mason Bee, ISBN 0-9635841-1-11 and
the introduced Megachile rotundata, the Alfalfa bee.

Megachilid bees and the pollination crisis

Some Natural History

Megachilid (= big jawed) bees are long-tongued "pollen bees"
that will nest in high density where nest sites are abundant.
Some are miners, carpenters in plant stems, or masons
building exposed nests, but most are lodgers in pre-existing
cavities in timber, stems, rock or snail shells. Usually the
female can be recognized as a megachilid by her conspicuous
abdominal pollen brush or "fuzzy tummy". Most commonly
she makes a few nests in beetle borings in wood, partitioning
each boring into a chain of half-inch cells with mud or a pulp
of chewed leaves. Leafcutters line the cells with leaf cuttings,
often using more than one shape. Carders similarly use felts
made from plant hairs. Other megachilids employ sticky
resins or various mixtures of mud, pulp, debris and resin.

Each cell is provisioned with a pad of pollen, nectar and
glandular secretions on which the egg is laid before the cell
partition is sealed. A protective empty cell or vestibule is
often placed next to the entrance plug of the boring. Times
vary with the species and climate but, to give some idea,
eggs may hatch at 2 days to 3 weeks, the full-grown larva
may spin a cocoon at around 5-6 weeks, with pupation at
about 9 weeks and the cocooned overwintering adult at
around 15 weeks; however, some species overwinter as a
prepupa. Amongst risks leading to a roughly 50% mortality
during development are: drowning if the nest is knocked in
the early weeks {the eggs and young larvae are often on the
surface of thin honeYl, scavenging fungi and moulds (partly
kept in check by beneficial acarine mites), well armoured
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A"Pollination Crisis"?
S.L. Buchmann and G.P. Nabham (1996, The Forgotten
Pollinators, ISBN 1-55963-352-2) in a fascinating review of
pollination by insects, birds and bats, argue that we are at
the beginning of a pollination crisis: an increasing percentage
of North America is seriously disturbed by humans; some
pollinators have reduced ranges; and some plant communities
are doomed because they have lost species-specific
pollinators. Of course a "devil's advocate" might argue to the
contrary, that humans are naturally focussed on their
grandchildrens' survival, apd that farmers supply their own
pollinators when necessary. Long established examples of
biologically adaptive farming are the use of honey bees for
fruit tree and clover pollination, of long-tongued bumble bees
in New Zealand for red clover, and of huge artificial beds of
"alkali" bees for alfalfa. Grooved boards and special
machinery are deployed on an industrial scale to nest, harvest
and manage megachilid bees in alfalfa fields in Western
Canada. Tomatoes are now very successfully pollinated by
bumble bees within massive commercial greenhouses, and
sarcophagid blowflies similarly service brussel sprouts. In
its extreme the devil's view is that the planet remains
"overdiversified" -there are still more than enough bugs and
technological fixes to meet all needs.

The severity of the "pollination crisis" is not a topic on which
we will all agree; there is much information to be evaluated
and more that needs gathering. We depend on scientists,
politicians, lawyers and industrialists, farmers and beekeepers
to act wisely, ethically, and in good time. Meanwhile, it is
only sensible for the rest of us to assume that biodiversity is
a fundamental requirement for human survival and
happiness, and to individually do what we can to preserve it.
In any case there are obvious holes in the optimistic devil's
argument above. In general, scientific research has always
supported the idea that a highly diverse flora, with its
agricultural, horticultural and pharmaceutical promise, depends
on a corresponding diversity of pollinators -but habitats are
still being fragmented or eliminated by human actions. Being a
focus of financial investment and intensive research has not
spared the European honey bee its recent rapid devastation by
varroa mites. Insight does not guarantee sensible action: when
US farmers wisely created alkali bee beds in the 1940s, they
simultaneously ploughed the "waste land" for even larger
yields of alfalfa, leaving themselves too few wild nests to
reseed their failed bee beds in the 1960s. Commercial bumble
bee producers similarly depend on capturing wild queens in
the spring. In historic times the Western Canadian alfalfa
crop was pollinated by a variety of native bees that "looked
after themselves"; now it is dependent on a European bee
that cannot flourish unless intensively farmed.
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"So What Can I Do?"

As a naturalist you can directly or indirectly make many
people aware of the potential of a diverse flora and fauna by
discussing the issue with friends and workmates who, in turn,
will talk to their acquaintances if they judge the topic
sufficiently important. Such evangelism brings personal
responsibilities: if you are concerned about countering the
effects of habitat fragmentation then the management of not
only national parks, farms, city parks and "parkettes" matters
-but also what you do with your own garden!

With very little trouble you can give the megachilids in your
local neighbourhood more nesting opportunities by drilling
numerous horizontal 3-6 inch holes of varying sizes between
3/16th to 3/Sth inch diameter in scrap timber. A good size for
the orchard mason bee is 5/16th inch, as she needs some
bending room to lay female eggs, but other species prefer
other sizes. The borings should be placed well above ground
level, shielded from rain, and oriented to catch the morning
sunshine during the spring. If nests are few in the first year
they should multiply by a factor of 2-6 in the second year. Or
you might wish to consider hanging drilled wooden blocks
or bundles of paper straws under your eaves; it's best if these
are secured so that the nests are not disturbed by the wind.
It's very important to avoid disseminating chalkbrood, so put
out clean nesting material each year and sterilize the old (e.g.,
rebore the holes in timber, rinse with diluted bleach, and
store for next year). Planting wild flowers or letting a few
weeds flourish is a good idea. Although megachilids can use
a variety of flowers it is probably a good idea if you include
white and yellow flowers with simple shapes and short
corollas for any short-tongued pollen bees that may be nesting
in undisturbed soil.

The dedicated naturalist might consider constructing
observation nests, such as by drilling sticks lengthways,
splitting along the top of the boring, wrapping with stretchable
kitchen plastic, and reassembling the stick with rubber bands.
Expect to find more than you bargained for, such as signs of
parasitism and predation by a wide variety of insects, or
hunting wasp cells loaded with spiders and insect prey.
Annual observation nests will allow you to monitor the insect
biodiversity of your neighbourhood, and discuss the
pollination crisis from direct experience.

There is really no risk in this enterprise, with the possible
exception of disseminating chalkbrood. Solitary bees will not
sting unless pinched, and then only weakly. There is very
little expense or effort in putting out nests, and there should
be a lot to enjoy. As an entomologist, think about actually
doing something for your native bees and flowers, even if
your garden is small and near a city centre.
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Thanks to Phil Schappert for submitting these two
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Into our house they slink about

In bathtub and in sink,

And every time we find one

Our hearts begin to sink.

So please Mother Nature,

one year please delay,

And keep these pesky creatures

Far far away!

Earwigs

PJ

Is this the year of the earwig?

That creepy crawly bug.

The one thing I hate worse than

a "lowly" garden slug.

Now as a city dweller

With lawn and garden small,

I get shudders of revulsion when

I find them in my hall.

They eat our gladiolas

And our roses too,

In our shrubs and morning glories,

Each day they hide anew.
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by J. E. Laing andJ. E. Corrigan

Department ofEnvironmental Biology, University of Guelph

Field Identification of Galerucella Beetles:
Biological Control Agents of Purple Loosestrife

calmariensis and G. pusilla have been released against purple
loosestrife in North America.

The biology of the two species is very similar. They
overwinter as adults in the soil, becoming active in mid to
late May and feeding on the leaves and new shoot growth of
the plants. The eggs are laid in small batches on the basal
parts of the stems, shoot axils and lower sides of the leaves
in June and July. Each female is capable of producing about
500 eggs. The eggs hatch in about one week and the larvae
feed on the leaves, moving from the top to the bottom of the
plant. On completion of feeding they pupate in the soil. Egg
to adult development takes about 6 weeks, after which the
adults emerge and feed prior to going into the soil to
overwinter. There is usually one generation per year.

Purple loosestrife Lythrum salicaria is a herbaceous perennial
that was imported to eastern North America early in the
nineteenth century. It has spread westward from its original
range and can now be fOl,1nd across Canada. The plant is
easily recognized by the presence of spikes of bright pinkish
flowers that stand on top of 4 to 7 foot stalks. Purple loosestrife
is an aggressive invader of wetlands, marshes and riparian
meadows. It forms dense, monospecific stands that displace
native plant species, reducing the diversity of natural plant
communities. Few Canadian animals utilize it as a food
source, so it forces the native wildlife out of the habitat. On
an annual basis in North America, it is estimated that 190,000
hectares are lost to purple loosestrife with an estimated
economic impact of 45 million dollars. Two species of leaf
feeding insects of the family Chrysomelidae, Galerucella

Adult Galerucella. Many times magnified.
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Feeding (shot-hole) damage inflicted by adult
Galerucella beetles.

April,1997

or shoots at this time of the year. Purple loosestrife is eaten
by very few other insect species. Shot-hole damage observed
early in the season is a very strong indicator of the presence
of Galerucella beetles.

for adult beetles. Without touching the plant, look closely for
beetles on the foliage, particularly at the growing tips of the
shoots. If beetles are not seen, turn the stem on its side to
reveal the undersides of the leaves. Try to avoid handling
the plants roughly as this will cause the beetles to jump off
the plant. As the season progresses, look for "windowing"
feeding damage. This damage is produced by the larvae as
they eat the leaf tissue, leaving only a clear epidermal layer.
If a plant is found with windowed leaves, look for larvae on
leaves lower down on the plant. Towards the end of the
summer (August-September), the adults produced from the
summer generation will be actively feeding. Look for feeding
damage and adult beetles on the smaller, more tender plants

Life stages of the Galerucella beetles. Clockwise from 7
O'clock: eggs, mature larvae, pupae, adults. About 2X

natural size.

Galerucella egg mass. Egg masses are difficult to find in the
field. With the naked eye, they have a "salt and pepper"

appearance caused by the frass put on the eggs at
oviposition by the female. An egg mass usually consists of

2-10 eggs.

The best time to start to monitor for presence and/or activity
of the beetles is when the loosestrife plants are 8" to l' high
(generally late May to early June in southern Ontario). Look
for plants with small holes in the leaves ("shot-hole" feeding
damage). Examine any plant showing this damage closely
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Gaierucella larva. The larvae look like tiny caterpillars
with black heads and yellowish bodies. They are usually

found on the underside of the leaves and are solitary
feeders in their later instars.

not be confused with flea beetles that can be found on purple
loosestrife plants in the late summer. The flea beetles are
slightly larger, black in colour and will jump strongly when
disturbed.

Ontario Insects

Feeding (windowing) damage inflicted by Gaierucella
larvae. The larvae often make elongated, trench·like

windows in a series of leaves going down a plant stem.

Volume 2, Number 3

The adult beetles are light brown and about 3 to 5
millimeters in length. Some individuals will be more lightly
coloured along the middle of their back than at the edges of
their elytra. The adults are slow moving and will tend to fall
off a plant when it is handled. The adult Galerucella should
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The Tiger Beetles of Ontario, Part 3:
Final Notes and a Complete Checklist

by Marvin Gunderman

This series began with a general overview on tiger beetles
[Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(1), Sept. 1996]. That article was
followed -by a detailed synopsis of the Cicindela species that I
have captured with notes on their date and locality of capture
and their habitat preferences [Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(2),
Jan. 1997]. This article will describe the locality and habitat
which supports the cicindelids which I have not found, but
others have. I will end this article with a complete checklist
of Ontario cicindelids based on collection data and recent
literature.

Cicindela hirticollis rhodensis Calder
Wallis (1961) notes that this is a widespread species in Canada
yet it is sparsely distributed in Ontario. It prefers light
coloured sand adjacent to water, especially large bodies of
water (e.g. Atlantic Ocean, Nova Scotia, R.Lauff, 1996,
pers.comm.). In fact it was quite common along the sandy
shores of the Great Lakes until recently. Development and
shoreline destruction have seriously reduced their numbers
to the point where C. hirticollis is considered scarce (Graves
and Brzoska, 1991). Malcolm Campbell (pers.comm.) has
collected C. hirticollis in Sand Banks Provincial Park (prince
Edward County) and Long Point Provincial Park (Haldimand
Norfolk County).

Cicindela lepida Dejean

This species thrives on pure white or pale yellow sand away
from vegetation (Wallis, 1961; Graves and Brzoska, 1991). It
seems to be sparsely distributed but this may be due in part
to its cryptic colouration and small size (relative to most
cicindelids). Nevertheless it has been recently collected: in
St.Williams (Haldimand-Norfolk County) by Steve Marshall
(pers.comm.); near Ottawa by Michael Runtz (pers.comm.)
and in both Johnstown (Leeds and Grenville County) and
Hepworth (Bruce-Grey County) (University of Guelph Insect
Collection). Cicindela lepida appears to be more heat sensitive
than most cicindelids and therefore it ceases activity during
the heat of mid-day (Graves and Brzoska, 1991). Interestingly,
Graves and Brzoska (1991) note that C. lepida is often attracted
to lights at night. This would make it the second in Ontario
that exhibits this behaviour (my second article noted this
behaviour for C. punctulata punctulata).
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Cicindela patruela patruela Dejean
This species shows a strong resemblance to C. sexguttata
sexguttata. Wallis (1961) noted that C. p. patruela was found
in only one spot in Canada: Constance Bay (Ottawa-Carleton
County) on the Ottawa River. This sandy spot supported jack
pine, sweet fern and blueberry. A nearby forest offering a
coniferous/deciduous mix seems to be impo:rtant to this
species. In Ohio, Graves and Brzoska (1991) have found it in
pine-oak forests while in Ontario it has been collected by Jeff
Skevington [see Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(1)] on a trail through
a similar forest in Pinery Provincial Park (Lambton County).
This is still the rarest tiger beetle in Ontario but Jeff
Skevington's recent find gives me hope that population
pockets exist elsewhere as well.

Cicindela sexguttata denikei Brown

This species is found only in Northwestern Ontario along
the Laurentian Highland. The type specimen was collected
in Ingolf but other collecting sites include: Malachi, Sioux
Narrows and Kenora (all in the District of Kenora). Cicindela
s. denikei can be found in habitats which include rocks and
gravelly soil adjacent to conifers such as pine or spruce
(Wallis, 1961).

Cicindela lepida by Phil Lester
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Checklist of the Tiger Beetles of Ontario

C.p.punctulata IC.r.repanda IC.scutellaris IG.t.tranquebarica
lecontei

summer I spring-fall I spring-fall I spring-fall

+ I + I + I +
+
+ I I + I +
+ I I +

Notes related to habitat sharing.
I introduced an interesting observation in my second article
regarding the presence of four species of Cicindela occupying
the same habitat (a sand pit \n a field near Elgin, Ontario). I
have returned to this site for four straight years during August
and have summarized the presence/absence of each species
above (including their life-cycle types as outlined by Graves
and Brzoska, 1991).

I am usually cautious when presented with data like
these. There are many factors which contribute to the
complexity of an ecological process (e.g. predation,
competition and environmental factors) and in this case I
have isolated none of them. The only trend that seems clear
is that each species appears to follow it's life-cycle type: the
summer type takes 1-2 years to complete it's life cycle while
the spring-fall type takes 2-4 years. Therefore, I expect that
spring-fall cicindelids will be absent in some years due to
little or no emergence of adults. Their longer development

_Cicindela duodecimguttata Dejean

_Cicindela formosa generosa Dejean

Cicindela hirticollis rhodensis Calder

_Cicindela lepida Dejean

_Cicindela limbalis Klug

_Cicindela longilabris longilabris Say

_Cicindela patruela patruela Dejean

_Cicindela punctulata punctulata Olivier
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time may also increase the risk of parasitism. For example,
this sand pit has a healthy population of Bombyliid flies which
are parasites of tiger beetle larvae. In contrast, I expect that
the summer type (C. p. punctulata) will be present every year
and so far the data support this expectation.

Little can be said about habitat sharing at this point.
The habitat must be remarkable in terms of its soil type since
it is suitable for the larvae of four species of Cicindela and it's
support for tiger beetle prey. A few more years of observations
will probably be enough to indicate whether this sand pit
can continue to support such a rich mix of cicindelid species.
Cicindela r. repanda may be gone already.

Literature Cited:
Graves, R. C. and D. W. Brzoska. 1991. The tiger beetles of
Ohio (Coleoptera: Cicindelidae). Ohio Biological Survey
Bulletin New Series Volume 8 (4): 42 pp.

Wallis, J.B. 1961. The Cicindelidae of Canada. University of
Toronto Press. 74 pp.

Special thanks: Sincere thanks to the following biologists
who collaborated with me at various times with regards to
tiger beetles specifically and insects generally: Malcolm
Campbell, Randy Lauff, Steve Marshall and Michael Runtz.

_ Cicindela purpurea auduboni LeConte

_ Cicindela purpurea purpurea Olivier

_ Cicindela repanda repanda Dejean

Cicindela scutellans lecontei Haldeman

_ Cicindela sexguttata denikei Brown

_ Cicindela sexguttata sexguttata Fabricius

_acindela tranquebarica tranquebarica Herbst
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Searching for Underwater Odonata
by Matt Holder

Many adult insects are attractive and interesting to watch.
Although we explore our surroundings looking for insects
and may feel we know quite a bit about certain insect orders,
the individuals seeked are most often adults. Part of the
problem is that few works detailing the identification of
immatures are available, except technical papers and
monographs. Some lepidopterists exhibit interest in
caterpillars because a number of books do exist that illustrate
some of the immatures that we are likely to see. Also, because
moths and butterflies are tightly linked to host plant species,
it is often worthwhile to look for caterpillars on host plants
outside of the adult flying season as a way of censusing a
population (and boosting up a trip list!). Unfortunately, they're
just not as attractive as the adults that fly by, and most of us
put little or no effort in looking for the larvae, although it is a
lot easier to catch a slowly crawling bug than a fast-flying one.

With the growing interest in dragonflies and damselflies,
I think it should be pointed out that looking for the aquatic
immatures of these insects is also important, especially since
some species are notoriously difficult to find as adults and may
be overlooked at a location. Despite the absence of a field guide
to them (but watch out for a book now in progress and probably
out in the near future), there are some techniques that will
allow you to identify them with relative ease. Below I outline
how you can capture and raise odonate larvae, and collect
voucher specimens without killing a single individual.

Catching Young Odonata For Rearing

The best thing about looking for odonate larvae (a.k.a. naiads
or nymphs) is that you can do it in almost any type of weather,
even when there are no other insects around. Mucking about
in water is a great way to cool off during the hot days of
summer, but if you have an intense craving for seeing some
insects during the dead of winter, you can just drill through
the ice over a lake or marsh and find some. I know that in
the early spring, just as the ice is melting leaving open patches
near the shores of small lakes and ponds, I can't wait for the
adult odonates to start flying so I go looking for larvae.

To catch odonate larvae, you do need some simple
equipment, besides gear necessary for the weather conditions.
First, you need an aquatic net. These nets can be ones that
you buy from a store or catalogue (e.g. BioQuip has a variety
of good ones to offer), or may be ones that you make yourself
out of old or new fishing nets. The ring must be strong enough
to survive the force of drag through water, muck and aquatic
plants, and the netting should be fine enough to be able to
capture the small larvae while being coarse enough to allow
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Dragonfly larva by"Andrea
Kingsley. {Reprinted from
Dragonflies and Damselflies
ofAlgonquin Provincial Park
by permission of the artist}

mud to filter through. Try your own experiments with
different net frames and net bags to see which suits you better.
Personally, I own both a store-bought net and a homemade
one, and both serve me well.

Other equipment needed to catch odonate larvae
include rubber waders (especially needed in cooler weather)
or rubber boots, a pale open container to sort through your
net's contents (a white dissecting pan, or even a big white
bowl will do), and containers to place your catch. It is best to
keep each larva in a different container for the trip home as
a larger nymph could very well cannibalize a smaller
individual, even of the same species!

Looking for larvae doesn't take a lot of skill, just a
little bit of knowledge. Odonate larvae may be found in a
variety of aquatic habitats, from marshes to lakes to streams.
Many can be found by using your net to sweep aquatic plants
underwater, especially along the edges of water bodies.
Others may be found by dredging the bottom with your net,
especially clubtails and skimmers. In water bodies with
muddy substrates, such as lakes, ponds and marshes, it is
often enough to just scoop up a net full of mud and carefully
pick through it when placed in your pan. In rivers and streams
with a current, it is best to carefully disturb the pebbly bottom
with your feet as you travel upstream, while your assistant
(everyone has one of these, right?) holds the net downstream
of you, scooping up the stuff th~t floats down. If you are
unable to find an assistant, you can do this yourself by
carefully walking backwards upstream, disturbing the bottom
with your feet and holding your net in front of you so that
larvae dislodged by your feet will be scooped up. Be especially
careful when you are walking backwards, however, as you
may lose your footing and be swept downstream in a strong
current, or plunge into a deep hole when looking the other
way! Some odonatists use fine-meshed seine nets to help them
pick up floating larvae, but most people do not have access to
one and the expense may not be worth it unless it is used with
frequency. Care must be taken when kicking up the bottom,
otherwise you could damage the very animals you are trying
to catch, as well as other animals and plants; a motorized water
pump has even been suggested to reduce impact on the habitat.
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When you have caught one or more larvae, take note of
the microhabitat from which they came (e.g. pond bottom, water
plants near shore, between submerged tree roots), and place
them in containers. It is a good idea to also collect some of the
aquatic vegetation and/or substrate to place in its aquarium so
as to simulate its natural environment. Some Odonata are as
habitat specific as Lepidoptera are to host plants, so it would
also be helpful to take notes of the habitat, such as the typical
aquatic plants, the substrate type, and the water depth.

Rearing Your Odonate Larvae

One of the best ways to identify odonate larvae is to keep
them alive until they transform into adults and then identify
the adults. The larvae of a great many species have been
discovered using this method. All you need to do is to roughly
simulate the natural environment and give them as much
care as you would a pet fish.

Any size of aquarium may be used, but it should be
remembered that nymphs of different sizes should be
separated to prevent them from preying upon one another.
Substrate similar to that found at the collection site should
be placed in the bottom of the tank, and aquatic plants should
also be introduced to provide cover preferred by some species.
Water does not have to be heated or treated (but try to use
pond water), and lack of oxygen is not usually a problem as
long as there is not too much decaying matter; however, it is
always best to oxygenate the water with an airstone and/or a
pump if you have them.

Larvae are relatively easy to feed, but sadly, there is
no commercial "Odonata Food" on the market. For many of
the smaller larvae, all that is needed is for you to go to the
nearby marsh or pond and scoop up some water with your
aquatic net. The tiny water organisms that you capture, such
as Daphnia and beetles, may then be placed into the larva's
aquarium to give it a prey base. Larger larvae may be given
larger prey, such as small minnows, tadpoles or smaller
odonate larvae! They are not particularly picky and will go
after anything that comes too close.

Feeding larvae is a truly fascinating activity. Most of
us are aware of the extendable "mask", the fiercesome labium
or lower lip used to capture prey. Few of us, however, have
had the opportunity to see this weapon in action. By looking
through the side of the aquarium, you are able to watch that
larva wait in ambush until that juicy tadpole swims within
striking distance, then closely observe the larva shoot out its
labium and capture the squirming meal.

In preparation for the emergence of a larva, you should
provide it with some structure that projects above the water's
surface, such as several sticks. Some species are poor climbers,
so a flat piece of wood or rocks piled up to a level above the
surface should be placed in the tank to allow the larva to crawl
out of the water. Also, a net or cage should cover the top of the
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tank, unless you wish to have an adult dragonfly or damselfly
flying around your bedroom (something I have experienced
many times!). If you can identify the newly emerged adult
(called a teneral) then you can release it back into the wild after
it has been identified. Otherwise, you can keep it in a small
terrarium II use a small plastic terrarium with a holed lid bought
from a pet store) until it dries and hardens, showing its colours
and facilitating an easier identification.

Collecting Exuviae

To substantiate a record, it is necessary to either collect an
individual or take a perfectly diagnostic photograph. Collecting
usually means the killing of an individual, and some people
have ethical problems with it, but by collecting the shed skin,
or exuvia, ofan emerged odonate, you can fully support a record
without killing anything. After rearing a larva, it is important
to keep the spent exuvia for reference, especially as the emerged
adult will facilitate a more accurate I?) identification.

Exuviae may be collected in the wild by scouring the
rocks and emergent plants along the edges of water bodies.
Look especially for newly emerged adults sitting on or near
their shed skins for the easy identification of the exuviae (use
the same procedure as above if you cannot identify the teneral).
Exuviae should be labelled with the date, location and collector,
and placed in a protective container. I place exuviae in empty
film cannisters to keep them, but they may also be pinned and
placed with the rest of your collection (if you have one).

Identifying Larvae and Exuviae

Besides rearing larvae or catching wild adults with their
exuviae, many references have keys for the identification of
larvae. The three volumes of the Odonata of Canada and
Alaska have good keys for most of our species. Needham
and Westfall's 1955 work, A Manual of the Dragonflies of
North America has keys for many of our dragonfly species
(all of the ones described up to that time). The new
Damselflies of North America by Westfall and May, a
companion to Needham and Westfall (1955), has very
comprehensive keys for the larvae of damselflies. Also good
for general information pertaining to finding and keeping your
larvae/exuviae is Collecting Dragonflies and Damselflies
in Atlantic Canada by Paul-Michael Brunelle.

Even if you can't identify an exuvia, it is still important
to collect it and keep it safe, then show it to an expert for
proper determination. Some rare species are often detected
only by their exuviae, such as the Extra-striped Snaketail
Ophiogomphus anomalus. Recently, a species of clubtail new
to science was first detected by exuviae! More importantly,
it can be fun to raise your own dragonflies and damselflies,
learning about their interesting and voracious behaviour as
immatures, and collecting important specimens without
killing a single odonate.
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports

Ontario Insects

~------------------------------------

January
Daphne Svenningson

Photographing Insects
Duncan Roberston welcomed the
members and guests to the first meeting
of 1997. The speaker for the day was
Daphne Svenningson. She spoke about
the equipment to use, what camera
settings are best for photographing
insects, and provided many other helpful
hints to the members. A ring flash and
tripod is important for insect
photography, and other helpful
equipment include insect rearing boxes,
containers, clothes pins. Crickets,
katydids and grasshoppers are easy to
find, but one must know where to look
to find many insects. They are not always
in the sun on top of a flower, but instead
may be in glades, woods, underneath
leaves and on the backs of flowers. For
Lepidoptera it is best to raise them
yourself and photograph them in the
early morning when they are still cool
and not as active. For the best effect,
spider webs should be photographed
early in the morning, especially in the
fall when frost begins to form. Her slides
illustrated not only the best of her
photography but also the mistakes.

After the speaker was thanked, the
business meeting commenced following
a short break. The treasurer reported that
there was $1587 in the regular account;
$1821 in the atlas account; and $6880 in
the GIC. There are 164 members on the
list with 44 unpaid. Other business
included the following: J. Eberlie and T.
Holmes will be examining the common
names of butterflies and making a report;
the summary of Lepidoptera is in
progress; and discussion about a mail
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agreement with Canada Post so that we
can get a cheaper rate for Ontario
Insects. Members were asked to think
about field trips for the year.

February
Peter Kevan

Insect and Flower Relationships
Duncan Robertson welcomed 25
members and 5 guests to this meeting.
The speaker for the day was Peter Kevan
of the University of Guelph. Dr. Kevan is
interested in the pollination relationships of
plants and insects, and conservation and
environmental issues, and fully conveyed
his interests during his talk.

The business meeting began after the
speaker was thanked. The treasurer
reported that the regular account has
$1418; the atlas account $1842; and the
GIC $6903. There are 167 members on
the list with 26 unpaid. There was some
correspondence: Craig Gatehouse who is
taking a program in outdoor recreation
sent the TEA a questionnaire about what
the TEA does regarding conservation.
Alan filled out the questionnaire and
returned it; the Computer Management
Committee of the Ottawa Field
Naturalists sent the results of their study
on how various groups use computers;
Jonathan McBride of the Bronx, NY
wrote a letter asking for information
about some insects. Alan reported that
the yearly summary is nearly complete
and he hopes that it will be complete for
the April meeting. It will include reports
on the Gorgone Checkerspot. There was
information about seasonal employment
at provincial parks. There was some
discussion about field trips for the season
and it was suggested that John Ambrose
of the Zoo could do a pollination field trip.

March
David Gaskin

Insects along the Rio Frio in Texas
Duncan Robertson welcomed members
and guests to the meeting. The scheduled
speaker had to cancel at the last minute
but Paul McGaw was able to get David
Gaskin of the University of Guelph to
come to speak to us. Dr. Gaskin has spent
much time in the Rio Frio area studying
insect diversity, especially of butterflies.
He noted that in this area, the butterfly
diversity is greatest near the river, and
drops off the further away you go. He
looked at differences in heavily vs
moderately vs lightly grazed areas;
ungrazed areas vs mown areas; and
"enhanced" areas (Le. ones where deer
are kept out). The area has a number of
important nectar plants including Indian
Blanket, Frostweed, Boneset, and Yellow
Crown-Beard. He has noted that there is a
great difference in sizes of butterflies and
that there are many dwarf forms in the drier
parts. He noticed that inareas that are often
flooded, there was no difference in
Lepidopteraabundance, but inareas subject
to drought, Lepidoptera numbers fell to less
than 10%. He also enlightened us with his
behavioural study of individual butterflies.
His slides and humour really brought the
area alive for us.

After expressing our gratitude to the
speaker, business matters were
discussed. The treasurer reported that
the regular account has $1435.93; the
atlas account has $1843.08; and the GIC
has $6903.32. There are 168 members,
24 of whom are unpaid. Information
was received of the Marsh Monitoring

continued on next page...
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Monarch

Notesby Don Davw ~
Monarch Larva Monitoring Project

Dr. Karen Oberhauser of the University
of Minnesota is looking for v6lunteers to
participate in a monarch butterfly larval
monitoring project. Participants would
need access to a reliable location in which
milkweed grows - preferably of at least
an acre in size, although smaller sites may
be acceptable. You would need to be
willing to monitor the site at weekly to
ten-day intervals. Monitoring would
involve keeping track of how many
milkweed plants you check for eggs or
larvae, and the number of individuals
observed. Please contact Dr. Oberhauser
at: KOBER@BIOSCI.CBS.UMN.EDU.

Although milkweed remains classified as
a noxious weed in Ontario, many seed
companies and larger nurseries have
seeds and young plants for sale.
A.tuberosa and some hybridized varieties
.are available for planting in your butterfly
garden. Bobby Gendron, an 18 year-old

dent from California, has studied and
ultivated milkweed extensively. He
ecently released an electronic catalogue
isting the seeds of 19 milkweed species
he has for sale. You may contact Bobby
at: BGENDRON@PACBELL.NET.

Deuterium Studies Update

collaborative project was initiated in
1996 to determine if hydrogen isotope

.easurements from monarch butterflies
uld be used as a means ofdetermining

enort...continued from Drevious DQJze
rogram which is looking for
olunteers. There are several volumes
ublished of a new series listing North
merican Insects. Correspondence
eluded a notice that Hugh Currie
oronto) and Dave McLeod (London)
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their natal origin. This method has proven
successful in studying birds. Last
summer, volunteers across North
America reared monarchs on foliage of
milkweeds exposed only to natural
rainwater. Of these volunteers, 88 of 99
returned samples of plants and butterflies
to Dr. Keith Hobson and Dr. Len
Wassenaar of Environment Canada
(Saskatchewan) for analysis.

Initial results are promising and it is
suspected that further analysis for carbon
isotopes and sulphur content will allow
further pinpointing of the probable origin
of individuals in areas which show similar
hydrogen isotope ratios.

Studies continued during the past winter,
with Dr. Hobson and Dr. Wassenaar
traveling to Mexico to collect samples of
dead monarchs from various over
wintering sites. As well, volunteers are
collecting samples of worn male
monarchs as they migrate northward this
spring for further analysis.

There is still a need for further sampling
from various regions of North America
in order to have a complete profile of the
isotope ratios in plants and monarchs for
all of Canada and the United States east
of the Rockies. Volunteers are needed
from New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan to rear
monarchs and send in samples for
analysis. Should you be interested in
participating in this project, please contact
Dr. OrIey ("Chip") Taylor at:

have moved; Jeff Glassberg (of
Butterflies Through Binoculars
fame) has sent in a questionnaire to help
in the making of a new field guide for
butterflies of Northeastern North
America.

MONARCH@FALCON.CC.UKANS.EDU.

This project is funded by Environment
Canada and The Monarch Watch. The
Mexican component is sponsored in part
by the Monarch Butterfly Model Forest
Project (Michoacan, Mexico). Dr. Keith
Hobson can be reached at:
HOBSON@SASK.USASK.CA.

Monarch Butterfly Tagging

The Monarch Watch is a collaborative
network ofstudents, teachers, volunteers
and researchers investigating the
monarch butterfly migration
phenomenon and its biology. The goals
of this non-profit organization are to
further science education, to promote
conservation of monarch butterflies and
to involve thousands of students and
adults in a cooperative study of the
monarch's fall migration. To join the
Monarch Watch or to participate in their
Monarch Tagging program, please
contact Dr. OrIey ("Chip"l Taylor at
Monarch Watch, Department of
Entomology, Haworth Hall, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045, orcontact Dr.
Taylor at: MONARCH@FALCON.CC.UKANS.EDU.

Check out their website at:
HTTP://WWW.KElL.UKANS.EDU/- MONARCH.

Journey North Monitoring Monarch
Migration

As the northward migrating monarchs
invade the southern United States,
Journey North and 1500 classrooms in
Canada and the United States are
following this movement via first
sightings reported bye-mail. On April 7th,
Charles Covell reported seeing monarchs
in Louisville, Kentucky, as did Chip
Taylor in Oklahoma. Noted birdwatcher
Paul Pratt of Windsor spotted monarchs
in Tennessee recently.

Regular monarch migration updates are
archived at the Journey North website:
HTTP://WWW.TIES.K12.MN.US/- JNORTH.

Please support this program by sending
a report of your first monarch sighting
to: IN-REPORT@LEARNER.ORG. Other species
being monitored byJourney North include
common loon, Baltimore oriole and bats.
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Damselfly Atlas:

Paul Catling and Vivien Brownell have
recently compiled Ontario Zygoptera
records from all of E.M.Walker's
published papers dated from 1900 to
1952, and have produced an atlas of these
records using dot-distribution maps. A
brief discussion of historical collecting in
Ontario and changes in habitat, among
other useful information, precedes the
maps, one for each of Ontario's 41
damselfly species (and two subspecies)
found before 1952. These maps give a
rough idea of species ranges during the
first half of this century. For the price of
$10, you can receive a copy from the
authors at 2326 Scrivens Drive, Metcalfe,
Ontario KOA 2PO.

Endangered Species in Canada:

LeslieJ. Evans Ogden, who wrote a report
on the monarch butterfly in Canada last
year, is preparinga database ofendangered
species in Canada. She is particularly
looking for information concerning
invertebrates that may be at risk.

Kindly pass your comments on to:

Leslie J. Evans Ogden, E-mail:
71412.1300@coMPusERvE.coM

Odonata Preliminary Atlas:

As a result of the first investigation of
Ontario Odonata, a report will soon be
available presenting dot-distribution
maps for each of Ontario's 159 species of
dragonflies and damselflies. Both
historical and recent data were used to
create the maps and records of different
ages are differentiated using symbols, an
aid to determining apparent distributional
changes. Contributors will receive a free
copy, but others may order a copy in
return for the cost ofprinting and postage,
as yet undetermined. Write to Don
Sutherland, Natural Heritage Information
Centre, P.O.Box 7000, Peterborough,
Ontario K9J 8M5, or fax (705) 755-2168
for more information.
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Summer 1997 F.O.N.lnsect Field Trips:

The Federation of Ontario Naturalists and
Canadian Nature Federation are holding
a Joint conference in Windsor, Ontario
from August 14 to 17/97. Among the field
trips being held in conjunction with this
conference are the following:

Field Trip #3 - Ojibway Prairie and
Savanna Complex: Dragonflies and
Damselflies

Forty-six species of odonates are known
from just the Ojibway area. This
workshop will help participants learn the
common dragonflies and damselflies of
southern Ontario. This is also a good time
of the season to search for southern
species such as Spot-winged and
Wandering Gliders and Eastern
Amberwing. Half-day trip.

Field Trip #6 - Butterflies of Point Pelee
National Park

Many southern butterflies such as the
Giant Swallowtail, Hackberry, Tawny
Emperor and Snout should be flying at
this time of the year and migrants such
as Monarchs are building in numbers.
Southern strays such as Fiery Skipper,
Pipevine Swallowtail and Gray
Hairstreak are also possible. For
conference information, contact Karen
Cedar, Conference Coordinator at:
PARKREC@ClTY.WINDSOR.ON.CA,INTERNET.

From the F.O.N. Excursions Quarterly,
we note the following trip:

Bird, Botany and Butterflies of Carden
Alvar (near OriIlia) on Sunday, May 25/
1997, led by T.E.A. member Bob Bowles.

Conference and Excursions Quarterly
brochures are available in Toronto at the
F.O.N. office located at 355 Lesmill Road
(Hwy. 401 and Leslie St.). Phone (416)
888-8419 or 1-800-440-2366 to register.
Fees apply. Registration limited.

Lady Beetle Survey Update:

The Lady Beetle Survey is part of the
Canadian Nature Federation's
Endangered Plants and Invertebrates in
Canada program. Over 9000 people from
across Canada have participated to gather

information on lady beetles and their
preferred habitat across Canada, and to
assess the impact of introduced species
on native species. Participants search for
lady beetles and fill out reporting cards
on any of the 13 chosen species. For
further information, contact The
Canadian Nature Federation, 1 Nicholas
Street, Suite 520, Ottawa, Ontario KIN
7B7 or phone (613) 562- 3447. Scott
Plunkett can be reached at:
EPICCNF@WEB.APC.ORG. Also, check out the
link to the Lady Beetle Survey web site
at: HTTP://WWW.WEB.APC.ORG/-CNF. Folk
singer Arlo Guthrie even sent in a report
about a southern lady beetle!

Presqu'i1e Butterfly Checklist Compiled:

T.E.A. member Mike Gurr, who has
worked during the past few summers at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park, has just
compiled a draft checklist of 53 species
of butterflies seen to date in the park.
Previous checklists had simply been
inventories of the species that were
known to exist, with little or no
commentary as to why those particular
species occurred. The number of species
noted is relatively small in comparison
to the number of species known to occur
in the surrounding area. Old files and
field notes from past naturalists that were
reviewed by Mike lacked sufficient
documentation concerning a number of
previously reported species, such as Dion
Skipper, Two Spotted Skipper, and
Milbert's Tortoiseshell. Mike consulted
recently with T.E.A. past president Dr.
John Eberlie to review the Presqu'ile
Butterfly cUecklist. Dr. Eberlie was able
to contribute a new species - Broad
winged Skipper - to the checklist. Mike
would appreciate hearing from any other
T.E.A. member or other person who has
documented butterfly sightings at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park.
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FORTHCOMING
BUTTERFLY BOOKS· AN
UPDATE
The Butterflies of Canada by Peter
Hall, Ross Layberry and Don
Lafontaine

The University of Toronto Press and the
National Research Council are co
publishing The Butterflies of Canada
due out in spring 1998. This first
comprehensive book on all the 293
butterfly species ever recorded in
Canada is co-authored by Peter Hall,
Ross Layberry and Don Lafontaine.

The book has introductory chapters on
topics such as Canadian geography and
butterfly distribution, the history of
butterfly study in Canada, butterfly
conservation and butterfly observation.
There is a separate account for each
species with distribution maps and 32
colour plates (12 of immatures and
adults in nature with habitats and 20
specimen plates based on new
digitalized technology showing upper
and undersides). Specimens for the
identification plates were photographed
by John Folwer of Almonte, Ontario.
Much of the information in the book is
based on the Nationa Lepidoptera
Collection in Ottawa. However, it also
llses photos, specimens and data from
contributors across Canada (there are
close to 90,000 location records now on
the data base used to produce the
<llstribution mapsl. This five-year project
is nearing completion with the
manuscript now in the hands of the
publisher.
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Western Field Guide to the
Butterflies by Paul Opler

The manuscript of the new Western
Field Guide to the Butterflies is due
to the editors at Houghton Mifflin in
spring 1998, and the projected
publication date is spring 1999. Amy
Bartlett Wright is preparing all new color
plates, illustrating as many of the
butterflies as possible in lifelike
postures. In addition there will be an
abundance of photographs of living
butterflies, and accurate range maps as
in the Eastern Field Guide. Acompletely
new text is being drafted by Paul Opler.

(Thanks to Peter Hall and Paul Opler
for updating us about these important
works).

Don Davis

Worth reading about
In the 24 Jan 97 edition of Science are
three articles of general interest to those
of us who follow Monarchs and other
butterflies with something of an
ecological perspective:

1. "Much-Studied Butterfly Winks Out
on Stanford Preserve", a Research News
article by Ellen McGarrahan, pp 479
480 reviews studies of an isolated colony
of the Bay Checkerspot.

The threatened species had been in
decline in this area, but this last year's
count came back empty. Much of the
article muses on the ethics of
intervention (which Stanford chose not
to do). The difficulty is, intensive
counting is itself an intervention, and is
speculated to have contributed to the

decline. Additional speculation rests on
too small an ecosystem to withstand the
extremes of California weather, and
additional changes in the habitat by
removing grazing animals which may
have kept the butterfly food, California
plantain more competitive. Food for
thought as we worry about the effects
of roadside mowing of milkweed.

2. "Geographic Distribution of
Endangered Species in the United
States", A.P .Dobson, J.P.Rodriguez,
W.M.Roberts, and D.S. Wilcove; pp 550- .'
553.

This article does not deal with butterflies
or even insects. The focus is on
endangered plants, birds, fish and
molluscs, but the implications on
Lepidoptera can be considered in the
same light. The article identifies a
number of "hotspots" of threatened
biodiversity, and has nicely illustrated
US maps colored to indicate level of
endangerment by county. They also
map areas with high correlation in loss
of diversity between taxa. While I'm
not trained as an ecologist, it is my
understanding that the long-term
survivability of any ecosystem is at least
proportional to its biodiversity, and that
dependence may even have an exponent
significantly greater than one. You
REAL ecologists out there might want
to set me straight on this point. The
authors propose that currently
endangered and threatened species may
be better protected by setting aside a
relatively small proportion of the
country for that purpose.

3. "Science and the Protection of
Endangered Species", a News

continued on next page...
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Persectives article by H.Ronald Pulliam
(Science advisor to the Secretary of the
Interior) and Bruce Babbitt (Secretary
of the Interior); pp 499-500.

They discuss effects on endemic species
(i.e. somewhat localized) not only due
to agriculture and urbanization, but also
introduction of exotic species, and man's
re-engineering of nature (dams, drainage
ditches, channelization, etc). They also
point out that while many species are
still in serious decline, some, such as
the bald eagle are recovering due to
recognition and elimination of causes.
They support the need for increased
knowledge. This article can be found in
an enhanced version in Science Online,
HTIP://WWW.SCIENCEMAG.ORG/

Many of the kinds of observations we
have shared over the last year in this
newsgroup may well lead to more
directed research and ultimate
protection of species such as the
monarch butterfly, and many others,
whose value we have not yet begun to
understand.

Other titles

Ant Life: It's a Sister-Bat-Brother World
by T. Adler in Science News
150(19):295, November 9/96

Ant Lions: Naughty? Nice? or Neutral in
Organic Gardening 44(4): 22, April 1997

Bee Mites: Bees and Keepers Tackle
Mite-y Problem by Christine Mlot in
Science News 151(6): 92, Feb. 8/97

Book Reviews: What Bugs You (short
reviews) in Emergency Librarian
24(2): 52-53, NID 96

Butterfly Wings: Message in a Mottle
by Mary Beth Aberlin in The Sciences t

37(2):10-11, Mar/April 1997

Insect Humour: The Sultan ofSplat by
Mark Wheeler in Discovery 18(3): 32
35, March 1997

Karner Blue: The Lupine and the
Butterfly by Kim Mitchell and Cathy
Carnes in Endangered Species
Update 13(10-11): pS6(2), Oct-Nov 1996
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Insect Photography I: The Magnificent
Mantis in PSA Journal 63(1): 12,
January 1997

Insect Photography II: The Miniature
World ofInsects in Photo Life 22(3): 17
·20, March/April 1997

Insect Robotics: A Cricket Robot by
Barbara Webb in Scientific American
275(6): 94-99, December 1996

Insects and Caribou: Effects of Insect
Harrassment on the Behaviour of the
Riviere George Caribou in Arctic 49{4J:
375-82, December 1996

Millipede Defences I: A Long-Secret
Weapon of Millipede is Unveiled by Les
Line in New York Times 146(50714):

. BlO, Feb. 25/97

Millipede Defences II: The Littlest
Porcupine by Dawn Stover in Popular
Science, p25, January 1997

Monarch Butterflies: On The Track Of
the Monarch Butterfly by Bill Rankin in
National Wildlife 35(3): 46-51, April!
May 1997

Montreal Insectarium: What's Buzzin'
at the Insect Zoo in Ranger Rick 31(3):
40 - 45, March 1997

Moths: The WhistlingMothsofNambung
by John Alcock in Natural History
105(8): 32-35, August 1996

More Moths: Moths Come to Light in
National Geographic 191(3): 40 - 47,
March 1997

Oceanic Insects: Where Insects Fear to
Tread by Josie Glausiusz in Discovery
18(3): 26, March 1997

Tracking Insects: The Wired Butterfly:
the world's tiniest radar tags are making a
Rocky Mountain butterfly - and its ecology
- easier to follow by Mark Caldwell in
Discovery 18{2}: 40 - 48, February 1997

New at the R.O.M. Library:

Caddis(lies {Trichoptera} of the Interior
Highlands ofNorth America by Stephen
R. Moulton II and Kenneth W. Steward
(Memoirs of the American
Entomological Institute - Volume 56).
Published by the American
Entomological Institute, Gainesville,
Florida - 1996

Coast·to·coast Moth and Butterfly
Survey:

This project - directed by the Canadian
Wildlife Federation - tracks moth and
butterfly populations in order to
investigate habitat loss and ecosystem
health; to learn more about which plants
are most attractive to which moths and
butterflies; and to assess the merits of
butterfly gardening. Participants keep
watch in their backyards, school yards,
parks, or by the porch light at night and
report sightings of white admiral, red
admiral, painted lady, mourning cloak,
monarch, tiger swallowtail, black
swallowtail, luna moth and polyphemus
moth. Contact Canadian Wildlife
Federation, 2740 Queensview Dr.,
Ottawa, ON K2B 1A2, or telephone 1-800
565-6305. E-mail: INFO@CWF-FCF.ORG.

Check out their web site at: HTTP://

WWW.CWF-FCF.ORG.

April, 1997



Instructions
to Authors
Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short commu
nications, book reviews, original art·
work, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that fol
low the acceptable format of a similar
content journal (e.g.: Introduction, Ma
terials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Summary). Feature articles should be
both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observa
tional, historical, review or experimen
tal studies which do not fall under the .
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the
last three years. Puzzles should be
original. Guest columns for Entomophilia
may encompass any subject related to
the love of insects. Opinions may take
the form of letters to the editor, feature
articles, or short communications.
Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork
should be line drawings in pen and ink
or a good photocopy of colour works.

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 and Adobe
Photoshop, with final page layout in
PageMaker 5.0. The original is printed
on a 600 dpi laser printer.

Any submissions are encouraged, how
ever, submissions of articles and/or art·
work on disk would be welcome. Sub
missions via e-mail are also welcome.
Please forward all submissions and ques
tions to the editors (see inside cover for
address). There are no page charges,
however, submissions from non-memo
bers will require a membership purchase
prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Notice to Contributors
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Evolving Uncertainty!

~,~DonJt Bug Me!
Puzzles, etc. .

ThO; month by Phil Schoppe>'t ~

Answers to last issue's puzzle: 1 - Asilidae (a.k.a. robberflies), 2 - boatman,
3· Grylloblattodea (1914 was the year that this order's first representative was
described, by E.M. Walker), 4· cockroach (as in "american", Periplaneta americana),
5 . Arctic Blue, 6 - Spicebush (Swallowtail), 7 - kewelwing (should have been
"jewelwing" {genus Calopteryx}; there was a typo in the puzzle!), 8 - rove beetle,
9 -rosy maple (a.k.a. green-striped mapleworm Dryocampa rubicunda), 10 -diapause,
11 - parasitoid, 12 - pterostigma, 13 • cerci, 14· Hemiptera.
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Notes From The Editor's Desks

Matt & Phil.

after the Spring issue. Matt had only
offered to help out the replacement
editor(s) for Phil and Pat, and did not
intend, at first, to take as active a role as
he has. Phil will continue to edit Ontario
Insects (as it presently stands), but it is a
big job for one person. If you have the
time and/or skill, and would like to help
Phil co-edit (or offer any assistance) in
future volumes of Ontario Insects, please
contact us at the phone number or
addresses listed on the inside front cover.
Despite the changing of editorial staff, we
hope to maintain and improve the quality
of Ontario Insects initiated by the
previous editors.

Finally, speaking of Ontario Insects
editors, we would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate the past
president and editor Dr Phil Schappert for
receiving his Ph.D. During his time with
the Toronto Entomologists' Association,
Phil did a great job in getting Ontario
Insects in the state it is now (or the state
to which we aspire). We are glad to hear
he did as well with his research as he did
with this newsjournal!

In future issues of Ontario Insects, we
intend to publish the butterfly counts
which did not make it into this issue, and
hope to include counts and observations
of other insect groups, such as the
AlgonqUin Odonate Count. We are, after
all, an entomological organization which
has members interested in various insect
groups, and we would like to reflect the
organization's interest through this
newsjournal. If you have any interesting
observations of insects, both Lepidoptera
and non-Lepidoptera, we would like to
hear about them and so would your
colleagues and friends within the TEA.
We hope to publish a summary of
interesting non-Lepidoptera seen during
the summer in the next issue (January),
but we need to hear about them first! The
deadline for submissions for the next issue
is January 7, 1998.

Also, as Phil and Pat Schappert did last
year, one of us would like to announce
his exit from the editorial staff. Matt will
be leaving to pursue further academia in
the Maritimes, and will be unable to
continue as co-editor of Ontario Insects

Firstly, we would like to thank those
members who submitted material for
Ontario Insects. Thanks should also go
to Phill Holder and Andrea Kingsley for
their invaluable help with hardware and
illustrations. We hope thai you enjoy
reading the present issue, and would love
to hear your comments.

This issue signals the end of summer, and
most butterfly and insect counting for
1997. To mark this occasion we have an
issue of Ontario Insects packed with
butterfly counts. There was a total of 18
counts submitted from a variety of regions
within Ontario, most of which are
published within the follOWing pages; the
remainder, and others submitted later this
fall, will be published in the next issue.
These counts are not only a great way to
spend a day, but are also a valuable
resource for future comparisons of
diversity and abundance. Congratulations
and thanks to those who took the time to
organize, run, and write-up these counts!

We hope these counts can become a
regular and large part of Ontario Insects.
We have amended the nomenclature and
taxonomic order of the submitted counts
to follow the North American Butterfly
Association's list, a way to standardize all
of the counts in order to compare them
more readily. For the purpose of using
submitted count data, we will place in
the next Spring issue of Ontario Insects
(Volume 3, Number 3) a copy of a
butterfly collecting form, as well as a
World Wide Web site so people can
download the form directly. StandardiZing
the collection form will reduce confusion
on common and scientific names, which
we hope has not happened in this issue
but apologize in advance if it has. Such a
form also ensures that with the species
counts the necessary environmental
conditions, site data and counter
information are included, resulting in even
more valuable data!

Volume 3, Number 1 1
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Treasurer's Report (1996·1997)
Alan Hanks.

Presgu'ile .
Trip Report

September, 1997

By Paul McGaw and Carolyn King

We had a very successful outing at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park on July 27. We
were led by Mike Gurr, formerly a
Naturalist at the Park. We saw only 22
butterfly species, but we aere able to
contribute to the new butterfly list shortly
to be printed for the Park. Our list
included a Dion Skipper, preViously
unconfirmed here. Rare sightings included
an Acadian Hairstreak and a number of
Appalachian Browns which we had a
chance to compare with Eyed Browns.
Black Swallowtail and Delaware and Dun
skippers were uncommon sightings in the
Park.

We were delighted to spot a number of
Odonata species particularly the more
spectacular ones such as Halloween
Pennant Celithemis eponina, Calico
Pennant Celithemiselisa, Widow Skimmer
Libellula luctuosa and Eastern Pondhawk
Elythemis simplicicollis.

We also paid a visit to a cottage property
adjoining the Park where a fellow moth
enthusiast had captured a several
interesting species including a Great Ash
Sphinx and a Snowberry Clearwing.

Many thanks to Mike for a good day.

$3,50985

$72.63

experience the crowding we had expected
on a summer weekend. We were asked
to use our tripods as monopods so as not
to inconvenience people, but there was
no problem seeing or photographing the
many butterflies that were constantly
around us or landing on us. (We will have
pictures of some of these at the September
meeting.) We were adVised, however, that
the best time to visit (at least at that time
of year) is 6:30 or 7 in the evening, when
the butterflies settle down more.

$1,272.05
$956.94
$781.01
$382.46

$51.00
$3,44346

$3,185.20
$2.02

$150.00
$100.00

$3.,43.222
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Niagara Butterfly Conservatory·
Trip Report

By Paul McGaw and Caro~)lnKing

Expenditure:
Printing - Ontario Insects
Printing - Annual Summary
Mail costs
Misc. printing, supplies & expenses
NABA count
Net Expenses

Current balance

We were very impressed by the
Conservatory, which was originally
planned as a tropical plant collection.
Although not very large, it is well designed
for vieWing and photographing both
butterflies and plants. During our visit on
June 28, we were given a tour of the the
greenhouses and rearing cages by
Assistant Curator Margaret Pickles, viewed
a private screening of the introductory
video and got an interesting behind-the
scenes look at the facility. We did not

Membership directory update:
Have you moved? Do you have a new telephone number or E-mail address? We would
like to know so we can update our Membership Directory. Please send changes to:
Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, ON L4G 2Kl.
Tel.: (905) 727-6993, Email: A.HANKS@ACI.ON.CA

Balance Forward (May 24, 1996)

Below is the TEA Financial Report for the 1996/97 season, the general account. If you
have not sent in your dues yet, please do so as soon as possible.

Income:
Memberships & publications
Interest
Donations
Bank transfer
Net Income
Sub-Total
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Upcoming

Programs ~
The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall, Room 314, but please note that the September meeting will start 30
minutes later at 1:30 pm. Metro Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station - follow the signs in the underground system. For
those arriving on the surfac~, Metro Hall is located at 55 John St., just up from the Metro Convention Centre.

Volume 3, Number 1

Saturday, September 27th

Members' Meeting

This is your opportunity to show the other members what you've been doing
entomologically during the past year. Please bring slides (up to 20) of interesting insects
you've seen. Mounted specimens or prints are okay, too. Or just come along to see
what's new. Remember, this meeting starts thirty minutes later, at 1:30 pm.

Saturday, October 25

John Eberle
"My successes and failures in raising insects"

John Eberle has been a TEA member since 1969, and has raised insects for the past 60
years. His exploits have taken himto different parts of the globe, where he has raised
insects in Africa and England; for the last three decades, John has lived in
Northumberland County, the location of much of his recent insect "husbandry". Join
John in reliving those tremendous successes (and deflating failures) with insect rearing,
and be given some tips on how you may begin your own caterpillar farm.

Saturday, November 22

Glenn Morris (Biology, Erindale College, University of Toronto)
Singing Katydids ofthe]ungle

Dr. Morris has been a professor at the University of Toronto for decades and has
concentrated his research efforts towards the acoustic communication of Orthoptera,
especially in the family Tettigoniidae, the katydids. Although he has studied the
mechanics and ecology of singing in both temperate and tropical katydid species, his
slide talk will involve the singing of tropical katydids in particular. Hopefully, we'll
even get to hear some tape recordings of the more exotic species.

3
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Branchton· Trip Report
By Michael van der Poorten.

September, 1997

Ontario Insects wants to know about your summer
adventures!

Nine people attended the field trip to
Branchton this year, on]uly 19. We were
lucky to have a great day weather-wise
and insect-wise. The Branchton walk is
an abandoned railway line that is
bordered by marsh, bog, and ponds. It is
an easy walk. Although billed as a
butterfly trip, we always look at whatever
else is there and use the expertise and
interest of the individuals who attend to
learn more. We saw 29 species of
butterflies this year, and although this was
less than usual, some of the less common
species were seen in unusual abundance.
We saw lots of gorgeous skippers 
Delawares, Dions, and Black Dashes and

4

Broad Winged Skippers; almost all the
hairstreaks (Coral, Banded, Hickory and
Striped); two blues (Eastern Tailed and
Spring Azure); a Great Spangled Fritillary,
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail and the natty
Baltimore. There were lots of odonates
as well. We managed to identify Four
spotted Skimmer Libel/ula
quadrimaculata, Common Baskettail
Epitheca cynosura, Eastern Forktail
Ischnura vel1icalis, Eastern Pondhawk
Erythemis simplicicollis and Twelve
spotted Skimmer Libellula pulchella.
Numerous bluets and meadowhawks
eluded our identification abilities. Paul
McGaw identified ten moth species for

us as well. Among the more interesting
ones were Yellow Slant-line Tetracis
crocallata, Snowy Geometer
Eugonobapta nivosaria, Grape Leaffolder
Desmia ftmeralis and DelicateCycnia
Cycnia tenera. Plants were not ignored
either as those with botanical interests
pointed out the interesting plants of this
unusual area.

We also made a side-trip to Brantford to
see the Dorcas Copper, and we were not
disappointed - we found a colony of about
100 individuals, along with Crossline
Skippers, Black Dashes, Delaware
Skippers and Pearl Crescents.
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Metro Toronto Area Butterfly Counts 1997
By Tom Mason.

Four counts were undertaken around the Metro Toronto area,
by Tom Mason, Gary Lee, Collin Anderson,. Carolyn King, Nancy
Pearson, Paul Smith, Charles Heller, Ann Mollett, Paul McGaw,
David Cottrell and James Kamstra.

Metro Zoo (MZ)

ThiS count was undertaken from 9:30aam to 11:30 am on July
1st. Counting was in the West Rouge River, and Settling Pond.
Each person covered 2km, with a 20km total area and 20 hours
by the group.

Twyn Rivers (TR).

We started from the Twyn Rivers park at 11:45 am, and went
both north and south from there until 3:00 pm. A total of 40 krn

was covered, 4 km by each team member.

Charles Sauriol Conservation Area (CS).

A total of 32 km was covered in this count, with 4krn by each of
the members present. The count was started late in the afternoon,
from 3:45 pm to 5:30 pm, with a total of 14 person hours.

North of the Zoo site (SR).

A total of 5krn was covered by foot on this count, and 7krn by
vehicle, North of the zoo site, at Sewells Road at the railroad
tracks. James Kamstra counted for 2.5 hours, and was the only
individual present for this count.

Common Name Scientific Name MZ 11{ CS SR Total

Black Swallowtail Papilio polyxenes 2 2
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail Papilio canadetlSis 1 9 3 1 14
Cabbage White Pieris mpae 1 8 4 7 20
Clouded Sulphur Colias philodice 2 4 6
Orange Sulphur Colias eurytheme 17 2 6 35
Bronze Copper Lycaena hyllus 1 1 2
Coral Hairstreak Satyrium titus 2 2
Spring Azure Celastrina fadon 1 1 2
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele 4 5 9
Pearl Crescent Phyciodes tharos 27 24 51
Northern Crescent Phyciodes sefenis 8 18 6 104 136
Baltimore Euphydlyas phaeton 40 40
Question Mark Polygonia inJernJgationis 1 1
Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 3 3
American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 1 1
Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 4 3 7
White Admiral Limenitis arthemis arthemis 2 12 2 6 23
Red Spotted Purple Limenitis arthemis astyanax 3 9 15
Viceroy Limenitis archippus 4 7 2 5 18
Northern Pearly Eye Enodia anthedon 3 5 2 10
Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 4 46 50
Little Wood Satyr Megisto cymefa 14 120+ 4 8 146
Inornate Ringlet Coenonympha ttlllia inomata15 70+ 56 141
Common Wood Nymph Cercyonis pegafa 2 2
Monarch Danausplexippus 5 18 4 14 41
Silver-Spotted Skipper Epargyreus claus 18 2 4 24
Northern Cloudy Wing Tborybes pylades 1 22 23
]uvenal's Dusky Wing Erynnis juvenalis 2 3 5
Least Skipper Ancyloxypha numitor 3 7 13 23
European Skipper Tbymelicus lineola 300+ 225+ 125+ 1230 1880
Peck's Skipper Polites peckius 4 4
Tawny-Edged Skipper Polites themistocles 1 54 2 10 67
Crossline Skipper Polites origenes 26 4 30
Long Dash Polites mystiC 10 120+ 7 48 185
Northern Broken-Dash lVallengrel1ia egeremet 1 5 6
Little Glassywing Pompeius vema 3 2 5
Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 8 9 8 5 30
Dun Skipper Euphyes vestris 2 1 3

Totals 38 Species 415 829 225 1593 3062

Volume 3, Number 1 5
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Severn Area Butterfly Counts 1997
By Nancy Ironside.

Common Namc Scicntific Namc S M Total Common Namc Scicntific Namc S 1\1 Total

ByJames Kamstra.

Oshawa & Sunderland Butterfly Counts

September, 1997

Hairstreak and Dun Skipper yet no Northern Pearly Eyes nor
Eyed Browns could be found.

It was apparent that significantly higher densities of butterflies
were recorded on the Oak Ridges Moraine (which runs east
west through the middle of the count circle) than on adjacent
lands to the north or south. Habitats on the moraine occur mainly
on sandy soils, while elsewhere soils are primarily till.

The count was compiled by James Kamstra and the participants
included: Richard Aaron, Dennis Barry, Dana Bryant, Eric Bryant,
Margaret Carney, Dave Cattrall, Barb Glass, Lynda Kamstra,
Carolyn King, Les McClair, Paul McGaw, Rayfield Pye, Dale
Roy, Bev Porter, Mark Saunders and Norbert Woems.

count (S) was undertaken in the area between Orillia and
Coldwater, and areas north, and was supported by the Orillia
Naturalists' Club.

6

5th Annual Oshawa Butterfly
This year the Oshawa and south Durham Region count was
held 011 June 22. Seventeen participants in seven parties covered
the count circle centered on Raglan village. The unusually late
spring which delayed emerging dates for many butterfly species,
combined with the early count date, noticeably influenced the
results. Record high counts were tallied of several early species
such as Inomate Ringlet, Little Wood Satyr, Dreamy Duskywing,
Hobomok Skipper and Arctic Skipper. Even more noteworthy
was the presence of Eastern Pine Elfin and Silvery Blue. The
Silvery Blue seems to be undergoing a range expansion
southward since it was only first recorded in Durham R.M. three
years ago. It is now well established here. With all of the early
species, it is surprising that single individuals of three later
species were also noted: Common Wood Nymph, Banded

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Papilio glaucus 4 4 Common Ringlet Coenonympba tullia 5 4 9
Canadian TIger Swallowtail Papilio catuldensis 5 5 Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 14 14
Mustard White Pieris tulpi 6 6 luna Arctic Oeneis jutta 7 7
Bronze Copper Hyllolycaetul byllus 2 2 Monarch Datulusplexippus 18 21 39
Spring Azure Celastritul ladon 3 3 6 Northern Cloudywing 7borybes pylades 5 5
Silver-Bordered Fritillary Boloria selene atl'Ocostalis 4 4 ]uvenal's Duskywing Erynnis juvenalis 1 1
Silvery Checkerspot Cblosyne nycteis nycteis 11 1 12 Columbine Duskywing Erynnis lucilius 1 1
Harris' Checkerspot Cblosyne banisii 6 2 8 Arctic Skipper Pampbila mandan 4 4
Pearl Crescent Pbyciodes tbal'Os 39 1 40 European Skipper 7bymelicus lineola 4194 4194
Northern Crescent Pbyciodes selenis 24 24 Crossline Skipper Polites origelles 1 1
Eastern Comma Polygonia comma 1 Long Dash Polites mystic 5 5
Mourning Cloak Nympbalis antiopa 2 3 Hobomok Skipper Poanes bobomok 3 5 8
Ivlilbert's Tortoise Shell Nympbalis milberti 1 1 Two-spotted Skipper Eupbyes bimacula 4 4
American Lady Vmlessa virginiensis 3 3 Common Roadside Skipper Amblyscirtes samoset 6 6
White Admiral Limenitis artbemis artbemis 38 3 41
Viceroy Limenitis arcbippus 6 6
Linle Wood Satyr Megisto cymela 8 12 20 Total 31 Species 4369 115 4484

Two "1st ofJuly" butterfly counts were undertaken in the Severn
area. The Manutoulin count was near the southwest shore of
Manitoulin, at Misery Bay eM), which is a new Provincal Park
Nature Preserve, by Margo Holt and Nancy Ironside. The Severn
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First Sunderland Count

Asecond, more northern butterfly count was held in the Regional
Municipality of Durham on July 6, 1997. The Sunderland count
circle is centered on the village of Udora and encompasses
parts of Uxbridge and Brock Townships. Part of Georgina
Township (York R.M.) lies within the circle but was not covered
this year. The area is about 40% forested and includes extensive
wetlands associated with the Beaverton River, Uxbridge Brook
and Pefferlaw Brook as well as Derryville Bog and Gibson Hill
Fen.

The unusually late spring delayed emergence of some species
or extended the season for others. It was surprising to still record
Silvery Blue, Juvenal's Duskywing, and Arctic Skipper.
Unexpectedly high counts were tallied for Baltimore and
Northern Eyed Brown. The Two-spotted Skipper recorded near
Blackwater, is a new species for Durham R.M.

The count was compiled by James Kamstra and executed by
seven participants in four parties. The other participants were:
Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Brian Henshaw, Dale Leadbeater,
Rayfield Pye and Dale Roy.

Common Name Scientific Name 0 S Total Common Name Scientific Name 0 S Total

Black Swallowtail Papilio polyxenes 11 2 13 Viceroy Limenitis arcbippus 77 15 92
Canadian Tiger SwailoWlail Papilio canadensis 51 12 63 Northern Pearly Eye EllOdia antbedon 22 22
Mustard White Pieris napi 9 9 Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 477 477
Cabbage White Pieris rapae 28 39 67 Appalachian Brown Satyrodes appalacbia 29 29
Clouded Sulphur Colias pbilodice 22 2 24 Little Wood Satyr Megisto cymela 817 17 834
Orange Sulphur Collas eurytbeme 1 1 2 Common Ringlet Coenonympba Tullia 1964 60 2024
American Copper Lycaena pblaeas 7 2 9 Common Wood Nymph Cercyonis pegala 1 4 5
Bronze Copper Lycaena byllus 4 7 11 Monarch Danaus plexippus 34 99 133
Striped Hairstreak Satyrium liparops 1 1 Silver-Spotted Skipper Epargyreus claus 43 9 52
Eastern Pine Elfin CallopbT)'s nipbon 4 4 Northern Cloudywing Tborybes pylades 61 4 65
Eastern Tailed-Blue E/)en~s cOl1lyntas 8 8 Dreamy DuskYWing Erynnis icelus 16 1 17
Spring Azure Celastrina ladon 38 38 Juvenal's Duskywing Erynnis juvenalis 6 1 7
Silvery Blue Glaucopsycbe lygdamus 9 1 10 Arctic Skipper Pampbila mandan 41 1 42
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele 1 31 32 Least Skipper Ancyloxypba nUl1litor 43 56 99
Silver-Bordered Fritillary Boloria selene atrocostalis 17 6 23 European Skipper Tbymelicus lineola 472 4626 5098
Meadow Fritillary Boloria bellona toddi 7 14 21 Peck's Skipper Polites peckius 2 6 8
Harris' Checkerspot Chlosyne harrisii 2 2 Tawny-Edged Skipper Polites tbel1listocles 98 38 136
Pearl Crescent Pbyciodes tharos 1 2 3 Crossline Skipper Polites origenes 5 5
Northern Crescent Phyciodes selenis 707 490 1197 Long Dash Polites mystiC 33 109 142
Baltimore Euphydryas pbaeton 75 75 Northern Broken-Dash Wallengnmia ege~met 8 8
Question Mark Polygonia intel7ugationis 2 2 Delaware Skipper A trytone logan 1 1
Eastern Comma Polygonia comma 1 1 Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 220 30 250
Gray COl1m1a Polygonia progne 1 1 Broad-Winged Skipper Poanes viator 8 8
Mourning Cloak Nympbalis antiopa 8 4 12 Dion Skipper Eupbyes dion 5 5
American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 1 1 Two-Spotted Skipper Eupbyes bimacula 3 3
Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 1 1 Dun Skipper Eupbyes vestris 1 6 7
Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 13 7 20
White Admiral Limenitis a. artbel1lis 13 67 80
Red-spotted Purple Limenitis a. astyanax 1 1 2 Totals 55 Species 4967 6334 11301

"'~JI l' .~
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4th Annual Windsor Butterfly Count
By Paul Pratt & David D'bondt.

Twenty-five participants enjoyed a full day of butterflying on
Saturday, July 5,1997. The centre for the Windsor count includes
Windsor, LaSalle, the lower portion of the Canard River,
McGregor, Maidstone and Tecumseh. The Ojibway Prairie
Complex received the majority of coverage. David D'hondt and
Paul Pratt covered the Spring Garden Prairie ANSI, Karen Cedar
led in Ojibway and Tallgrass Prairie Parks, Brenda and Ben
Kulon at Ojibway Prairie Provincial Nature Reserve, and Jeff
Larson and Maurice Bottes at Black Oak Heritage Park, and
laSalle Woodlot ESA. David and Fox D'hondt, Candace Newman,
and Jim McCoy covered McGregor Sewage Lagoons, Canard
River Conservation Area, and McCauliffe Woods Conservation
Area. The count was hosted by the Ojibway Nature Centre,
Windsor Parks & Recreation. The Friends of Ojibway Prairie
proVided a picnic lunch for all participants.

Last year 28 counts were held in Canada and 301 counts in
North America. Windsor reported the highest total for Canada
and was ninth overall with 56 species. We also recorded the
highest count for Hickory Hairstreak in North America. This
year 25 participants logged 30.5 party-hours to record 2,821
butterflies of 50 species.

The unseasonably cold spring definitely hampered this year's
results. Most of the butterflies observed were those typically
seen during the monthofJune. European Skipper observations
increased 300%, from 361 in 1996 to 1001 this year. Silvery
Checkerspots observations increased by 475% (46 in 1996 to
217 in 1997). Count totals for the folloWing species experienced
significant declines; Banded Hairstreak, Great Spangled Fritillary,
Mourning Cloak, Silver-spotted Skipper, Delaware Skipper and
Black Dash. Butterflies missed in 1997 included Spicebush
Swallowtail, Acadian Hairstreak, Striped Hairstreak, Aphrodite
Fritillary, Eastern· Comma, Hoary-edged Skipper, Common
Sootywing, Mulberry Wing, Dion Skipper and Duke's Skipper.
Two species new to the count in 1997 were Baltimore and
Columbine Duskywing .

Participants: Maurice Bottes, Karen Cedar, Gerry Clements, Cathy
Crowell, Paul Desjardins, David D'hondt, Fox D'hondt , Ryan
Giroux, Brett Groves, June Hurley, Russell Jones, Muriel
Kasimatis, Ben Kulon, Brenda Kulon, Jeff Larson, Kathy
Lesperance, Jim McCoy, Vicki McKay, Ron Morneau, Candace
Newman, Larry Onysko, Paul Pratt, Andy Simko, Elaine Sinnott,
Thelma Walker. Deb Waugh catered lunch.

Common Name Scientific Name Total Common Name Scientific Name Total

Reserve Saturday, July 6th, 1998, for next year's count!

September, 1997

Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage Butterfly
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Edwards' Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Spring Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Meadow Fritillarv
Silvery Checkers'pot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
crescent species
Baltimore
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Ladv
Red Admirai
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy

8

Papilio polyxenus
Papilio cresphotlfes
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena hyl/us
Satyrium titus
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanusjalacer
Satyrium caryaevorum
Everes comyntas
CelastrilUl argiolus
Speyeria cybele
Boloria bel/OIUl toddi
Chlos)me nycteis nyc~eis

Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes selenis
Phycoides sp.
Euphydryas phaetol1
Polygonia interrogationis
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milbeni
Vmzessa vi18iniensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta rubria
Limenitis anhemis astyanax
Limenitis archippus

24
3

23
316

74
67

1
3
1

12
2
2
2

29
11

217
47
68
19
3
3
6
1

24
1
8
3

40

Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Southern Cloudywing
Northern Cloudywing
Columbine Duskywing
Wild Indigo Duskywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-Edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Black Dash
Dun Skipper

Totals

Lethe anthedon
Lethe eurydice
Lethe appalachia
Megisto cymela
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plex;ppus
Epargyreus clarus
1borybes bathylus
1borybei pylades
Erynnislucilius
Erynnis baptisiae
AncyloX)pha numitol'
1bymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystiC
Wal/engrenia egeremet
Pompe;us ver1Ul
Atrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes conspicua
Euphyes vestris

49 Species

13
3
1

342
75
59
58
16
32

1
1

38
1001

10
6

12
7

25
30
4

68
1
3

2816
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3rd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
ByJohn Robert Carley.

Common Namc Scicnlil1c Namc Total

2
38

2
398
136
90

1
8

25
40
52
4
1
5
1

25
48
3
2

16
1

15
7

14
2
4

280
I

66
249
30
27
29

2509
3
2

12
8

68
1
5
5

35
18
15

1
1

431249 species

Papilio polyxenes
Papflio glaucus
Papilio troilus
Pieris rapae
Colfas philodfce
Colfas eurytheme
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium titus
Satyrium acadicum
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calmlus
Satyrium caryaevorum
Satyrium liparops
Everes comyntas
Speyeria cybele
Charidryas nycteis
Phyciodes selellis .
Polygonia illterrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis a1ltiopa
Vanessa virgilliellsis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arrhemis
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
CoenolIympha Tullia illomata
CercyolIis pegala
Danaus plexiPPUS
Epargyreus ctarus
Thorybes pylades
A1lcyloxypha llumitor
Thymelicus lilleola
Polites peckius
Polites themistoctes
Polites orige1U!S
Polites mystiC
Wallengrenia egeremet
Pompeius vema
Atrytone logml
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris

Totals

Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Edwards' Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Witch species
Pearl Crescent I Silvery Checkerspot
Blue sp.
Polygollia sp.

The number of participants: 28 in 8 parties.

Total party hours: 44 hours.

Temperature: 24°C to 29°C; sunny; calm.

Observers: A. Adamo, J. Carley, G. Carley, D. Cattrall, T.
Christensen, Sean Compall, Stephen Compall, T. Cosburn, H.
Currie, R. Curry, K. Dinsmore, A. Farraway, G. Frechette, M.
Gahbauer, M.Hamilton, T. Hamilton, V. Higgins, N. McPherson,
E. Mihalj, A. Millett, C. Millett, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, G. Riley,
C. Sellars, P. Thomas, A. Yukich, R. Yukich.

On Saturday, July 12, 1997, the Third Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-eight
counters, in eight parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street
West and Bloor Street West4

This year's count took place on a sunny, calm day with
temperatures ranging from 24°C to 29°C. The routes censused
included the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park,
Humber River, Etobicoke Creek, Sam Smith Park, the Lambton
prairie, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands"
in the city.

In total 4,305 individual butterflies were counted, of 43 species.
This species total is the highest of the 3 years in which the
count has been conducted. Two new species (Bronze Copper
and Spicebush Swallowtail) were added to the overall cumulative
list which now totals 49.

Compared to 1996, the overall numbers were down by a third
from last year's 6,069 individuals. The leading species was again
European Skipper, with 2509 tallied. The total of 249 Monarchs
more than doubled last year's total.

Of additional note was a Large Yellow Underwing Noctua
pmnuba seen at the Devilliers/Don Roadway site by R. Curry,
J. Carley and G. Carley. The individual was collected by R.
Curry.

The 1998 Count date is set for Saturday, July 11. Those interested
in participating in the 4th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
should contact the author at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto,
M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330.
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Algonquin Butterfly Counts 1997
By Colin D.]ones.

Common Name Scientific Name Total

2
1
1
4

11
40
74

1
102

16
1
7
2

18
2
3
1
1
1

288

9
24
12

Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Pierissp.
Callophrys augustinus
Callophrys polia
Callophrys niphon
Callophrys eryphon
Strymon melinus
Celastrlna ladon
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis vau-album
Nymphalis antiopa
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Amhlysci11es vialis
Amblysci11es sp.

16 species

Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Bunerflies/Party Hour

Totals

Brown Elfin
HoalY Elfin
Eastern Pine Elfin
Western Pine Elfin
Gray Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Gray Comma

Mustard White
Cabbage White

September, 1997

East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count

Observers: Jean Brereton, Marianne Clark, Kevin Clute,Jason Dombroskie,
Colin Jones, Chris Michener, Lee Pauze, Michael Runtz, Rick Stronks.

Those interested in participating in either of the 1998 Algonquin
Butterfly Counts should contact the author at the Algonquin
Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637
2828.

Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
Dreamy Dusky Wing
Juvenal's Dusky Wing
Columbine Dusky Wing
Roadside Skipper

Third Annual Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Saturday, July 5, 1997, the third annual Highway 60
Algonquin Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count
circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes
the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the
Park's boundal)' in the east.

The weather for the day was vel)' pleasant. The temperature
ranged between 20°C and 27°C and was sunny with scattered
clouds and only moderate wind.

By the end of the day, 21 observers had totalled 67 party hours,
observing 1;835 butterflies of 36 species (our highest species
count to date!). Although no entirely unexpected species were
present on this year's count, four species had not been recorded
in previous years, including Orange Sulphur, Aphrodite,
American Lady and Red Admiral.

A full species list for each count, with totals, is found in the
accompanying tables.

Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 1997 Algonquin
butterfly counts and a special thank-you to those who travelled
from elsewhere in the province to lend their time, effort and
skill. The Second Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count
is set for Saturday, May 30, 1998 (Macoun's Arctics should be
flying!), and the Fourth Annual Highway 60 AlgonqUin Butterfly
Count is set for Saturday, July 4, 1998.

First Annual East Side Butterfly Count

On Saturday, May 31, 1997, the First Annual East Side Butterfly
Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred at
Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers
Road from Lake Travers in the northwest to Forbes Lake in the
southeast. This count is unique in that it is held earlier than
most other counts and therefore censuses species currently
under-represented in NABA counts.

The weather for the day was cool in the morning at about lOOC
but with the sun shining down, the temperature qUickly rose to
a vel)' pleasant 17°C. With a total of nine observers, clocking 24
party hours, we were vel)' happy at the end of the day to have
tallied 288 individuals of 16 species. Elfins put in a good showing,
with all four Algonquin species present. A Gray Hairstreak flying
around the vehicles during the vel)' informal compilation was a
nice addition to the day's list. The most significant find of the
day, however, was a Columbine Duskywing, a species that has
been reported from the Park, but for which we have no previous
substantiated records.
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Common Namc Scicntific Namc Total

18
6

56
1
1
2

32
1
1
I

17
3
2
1
6
1

48
1

750
3
5
1
1
5

96324 species

Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Satyrlum liparops
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryasphaeton
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha Tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Da1Ulus plexippus
Erymnis lucilius
Tbymelicus Ii/leola
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Wallengrrmia egeremet
POa/leS hobomok
Euphyes vestris

Orillia ButteJfly Count
By Bob Bowles.

Common Namc Scicntific Namc Total

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Striped Hairstreak
Great Spangled Fritillary
Northern Crescent
BaltinlOre
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
White Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Columbine Duskywing
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper

This count was undertaken on the 12th of July, from 10 am to
5pm, with sunny conditions in the morning and partial cloudy
in the afternoon. The temperature was between 29°C and 31°C.
Areas covered were as follows:

1 - Orillia Horticulture Garden on Division Road

2 - a.w.L.p. Silver Creek Station

3 - Uhthoff Trail at Division Road

4 - Ontario Hydro's Orillia T.S. Station

5 - Mara Provincial Park

6 - McRae Point Provincial Park

7 - Georgian College, 4 Mile Point

There were eight observers in two parties. Party-hours were
4.0 by foot, 4.5 by car, and 0.5 by Argo, for a total of 9 hours;
party-miles were 2.0 by foot, 25.5 by car, and 2.5 by Argo, for
a total of 30 miles. Thanks to all of the observers, all of whom
are listed below: Lorraine Baycroft, Adam Bowles, Bob Bowles,
Scott Bowles, Jack Gilhooly, Carolyn Leclair, Lawrence Leclair,
Sandra Northey.

Total

52
1
2
9

14
9
4
6
1

72
8

19
41

5
3
1
3
3
2
6

579
44
8

51
21

156
7
4
7
1

465
5

28
110

41
35

1
8

1835

21
67
27
46

Papilio ca1Uldensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Colias sp.
Celastrina ladon
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Speyeria aphrodite
Speyeria atlantis
Speyeria sp.
Boloria selene
Chlosylle nycteis
Chlosyne hamsii
Phyciodes selenis
Polygonia interrogationis
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha Tullia
Danausplexippus
Erymnis icelus
E7ymtis juvenalis
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
Tbymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hohomok
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes hegon
Amblyscirtes vialis

36 species

Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Buuerflies/Party Hour
Cumulative Total Species

I

Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count

Totals

Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Aphrodite Fritillary
Atlantis Fritillary

Silver Bordered Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Pepper and Salt Skipper
Roadside Skipper

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur

Observers: Marianne Clark, Kevin Clute, Melinda Collins, Jason
Dombroskie, George Fritz, William Godsoe, Margo Holt, Nancy Ironside,
Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Gordon Lewer, Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Brad
Steinberg, Dan Strickland, Sarah Strickland, Ken Symington, Doug Tozer,
Ron Tozer, Michael van der Poorten, Nancy van der Poorten.
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Please send me your odonate records, past and
present, to be entered in the Ontario Odonata
Database (N.B. the preliminary atlas announced in
previous issues, based on this database, has been
sidetracked due to some logistical problems, but it
is hoped to be out soon). It is my personal
suggestion that an annual summary be initiated,
such as that for Lepidoptera. Would anyone be
interested in that?

Thanks to Bob Bracken, Darren Elder, Brian
Henshaw, Phill Holder, Colin Jones, Mike King,
Andrea Kingsley, Carl Rothfels, and Michael Runtz
for supplying information.

Send records or comments to:

Matt Holder,

17 Flemington Court, \Vhitby, Ontario LIN SKI.

Northern Ontario, a perennially underwatched area, was
investigated by several observers, both southerners and "locals",
and several species were discovered in new areas, especially in

the northwest. Not all specimens collected by a
"northerner" have been identified yet, so who knows
what interesting records are hidden in his sample.

---Various clubtails (family Gomphidae) have been found at
new and significant locations across southern Ontario, including
the scarce Unicorn Clubtail Arigompbus vi!losipes, Beaverpond
Clubtail Gornphlls borealis, Pronghorn Clubtail G. graslinellus
and Cobra Clubtail G. vastus, a report of Plains Clubtail G.
extemliS was received from northern Ontario, the province's
first if the specimen is confirmed.

---The Stygian Shadowdragon Neurocordulia yamaskanerzsis is
a species not normally seen due to its habit of flying late in the
evening. By looking for exuviae, however (see Ontario Insects
2(3):54-55), it's becoming more apparent that the species is
much more numerous than once thought, being found allover
the Ottawa Valley, for example.

---Several Red Saddlebags Tramea onusta were seen in Durham
R.M. during the summer for only the province's second record
away from the far southwest.

BeatJerpond Clubtail Gomphus borealis, rare but not as much as Olzce thought.

Volume 3, Number 1

Ontario Odonate News

The recent upsurge in interest for Odonata has done wonders
for our knowledge of the distribution and status of dragonfly
and damselfly species in Ontario. With renewed vigour and
anticipation of sexy records, amateur odonatists across the
province have been scouring suitable habitat for rare and seldom
seen species, turning up some interesting records as a result.
Although the season is not yet over, and not all records have
come in, below is a taste of what species were seen. Hopefully,
I can provide· a summary of the more interesting records in
future issues.

---Algonquin Park had several additions this year, the most
unusual of which being Eastern Red Damsel A11lphiagrion
sallciu11l. A seasonal park naturalist found a small population·
of this equally small damselfly right along Highway 60, the
main access corridor of the park.

---The Harlequin Darner G011lpbaeschnajilrcillata, not reported
from the province until recently, and then only from two
distantly-spaced records, has been found in Simcoe and
Peterborough Counties and Parry Sound District, as well as in
the Ottawa Valley.
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Attack of the Asian Long-horned Beetle
Blaine P. Friedlander, Jr., Cornell University

Cornell University scientists have confirmed what they believe
is the first known infestation of an Asian longhorned beetle,
Anoplophora glabripennis, a large beetle that is attacking
Brooklyn's horsechestnut and Norway maple tree population.

This beady-eyed beetle, about 1.5 inches long, has coal-black
Wing covers sprinkled with startling white spots. The black and
white antennae are long and impreSSive, even for a cerambycid.
The beetles are not harmful to humans, but it was found
devastating trees in the Greenpoint neighborhood of northern
Brooklyn last year and has also now been found in Amityville,
New York.

U.s. border entrances are jealously
guarded to keep such pests from
infiltrating this country. This
beetle's anthology: Native to Japan,
Korea and the southern sections of
China, this is the first time this
beetle has been seen outside of
Asia, said E. Richard Hoebeke,
Cornell entomologist and associate
curator of the Cornell Insect
Collection.

It did not have a ticket to ride. "I
don't know how it got here from
Asia," Hoebeke said. "As if the trees
in an urban environment are not
traumatized enough as it is. This doesn't bode well for a tree
that is under a lot of pressure to grow."

New York City's Department of Parks and Recreation sent
samples of the beetles to Carolyn Klass, Cornell Cooperative
Extension entomologist in Ithaca, NY, to determine the species.
Klass had not seen the species before and showed it to her
colleague, Hoebeke.

"I gasped when 1 saw it," Hoebeke said. "I knew this wasn't a
species native to North America."

These beetles might prove to be the ultimate Brooklyn dodgers.
Short of cutting down the maple and horsechestnut trees, there
is little that can be done to curb the Greenpoint infestation,
Hoebeke said, adding that there are no known natural predators
and no pesticide.

For back-up species confirmation, Hoebeke. sent specimens to
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, which
verified the species. Hoebeke also has sent some of the Cornell
samples to the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii, which
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has one of the world's largest collection of Asian beetles - the
J. Lensley Gressitt collection. Since the confirmation, federal,
state and local officials have been keeping close watch on the
Asian long-horned beetle invasion. To help people identify it,
the U.S. Forestry Service has pinned up "wanted posters" printed
on Tyvek paper, while the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
printed door-hangers for the area.

Three-quarter inch, circular holes in the Brooklyn trees led
authorities to think pranksters were drilling them. But rather
than human teen-agers causing the damage, adult beetles
emerging from the heartwood center of the trees bore an exit

hole through the outer bark.
After beetle emergence, mating
occurs, and eggs are laid in
cavities in the bark, chewed out
by females and covered with a
cement secretion. Eggs hatch
and young larvae bore into the
inner bark, feed for awhile, and
upon growing larger, bore into
the tree's heartwood and pupate
in the spring. The adult beetle
then chews its way out, thus
leaVing the hole.

Larval feeding could hurt a tree's
vascular system in an area

where trees are under enormous pressure to grow, said Nina
Bassuk, Cornell professor of floriculture and ornamental
horticulture in Ithaca. "These trees are generally groWing in
places not made for trees, since there are sidewalks, houses,
cement. The tree-lawns in Brooklyn are only 5 or 6 feet Wide,"
Bassuk said. "The roots have little chance for water and the
roots tend to be restricted. Thesb insects might weaken the
trees structually."

Bassuk took a survey of Brooklyn trees in 1990. She found that
27 percent of the 110,000 street trees in Brooklyn are Norway
maples - the trees this new beetle attacks most often.

"I think this could be devastating for the city," Bassuk said.
"After all, the Norway maple is the most Widely planted shade
tree in New York State."

This year, a Cornell University entomologist has confirmed the
summer's first adult Asian long-horned beetles have emerged
from their larval stage, and several have been found in hardwood
trees in Amityville. The beetle attacks and kills hardwoods like
the Norway maple.

September, 1997
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"We were hoping that we wouldn't find it, but we figured we'd
probably find it and we did," said Hoebeke. He expected the
beetles to emerge from the hardwood trees much earlier than
they did. "I don't know why they came out so late this year, but
now we know to expect them in late July."

Joe Cavey, an entomologist with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS),
based in Riverdale, Md., said that in the past week as many as
15 hardwood trees have been removed in the Amityville area.

"Although we do not have a pheromone trap yet, what is making
our job easier to find these beetles is the amount of publicity
this beetle is getting. They are showy, obvious beetles," Cavey
said.

In the past year, USDNAPHIS inspectors have intercepted the
beetle at ports on the West and East Coasts. Last week, port
inspectors with the USDNAPHIS were put on a beetle-watch
alert. Inspectors, who typically watch a percentage of the heavy
cargo coming in from Asia, now inspect all heavy cargo imported
from there. This is the perfect time for heavy-duty inspections,
according to Hoebeke, as the beetles emerge now as adults
and are ready to reproduce.

While USDA inspectors watch the ports, agriculture and forestry
officials are combing eastern Long Island, northern New Jersey,
southeastern New York state, and southern Connecticut for any
signs of the beetles. Parts of Brooklyn, and Amityville already
have been quarantined by federal and state officials, which
means that cut hardwood cannot be taken out of the area.

Thankfully, the beetle has a low dispersal rate, Cavey said. "It
doesn't even fly a mile from its source," he said. "If we keep up
our efforts, we'll have a good shot at containing it. It's the best
shot at eradicating anything like this in my 21 years of service."

Hoebeke and Cavey are currently preparing a detailed
description and diagnosis of the larval stage of the Asian long
horned beetle for an upcoming issue of The Coleopterists
Bulletin.

While the New York invasion poses a possible threat to the
maple industry and the autumn-foliage tourism industry,
Hoebeke noted that the Pacific Northwest has an obvious, vested
interest in the wood industry, as well. "If we are importing
products from China or Asia and those products come shipped
with wood -- such as crates, blocking, pallets, even large spools
for wire -- we've got to be concerned," said Hoebeke. "This
really should become a national concern."

Watcb OlitJor it in Ontario and check out tbe recent cemmbycid
gUide! Eels
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New Book on
Long-horned Beetles

(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)

The field guide is hard cover, 184 pp., with 32 color plates
containing photos (actually high-resolution scanned images
processed from slides) and diagnostic features for all 350 species
(well, there is one undescribed species I couldn't get a photo
of, but I think the photos of some holotypes I include
compensate for this) of Cerambycidae occurring or potentially
occurring in Northeastern North America, defined here as the
entire area, including eastern Canada, bounded by imaginary
lines drawn up from the western border of Missouri and
eastwards from the southern border of Missouri. There are very
brief introductory chapters on things like morphology, life
history, taxonomy, and collecting techniques, but the focus is
entirely on species diagnoses; it was written primarily to enable
non-experts to identify any NE cerambycid to species without
having to struggle with dichotomous keys (or anything more
sophisticated than a good hand lens). For the taxonomically
inclined out there, the book does include many synonymies in
the index, and there is also a brief appendix revising a few
sticky matters in the genus Oberea. In some cases, prepare to
be surprised (for example, many collections supposedly
containing Gaurotes thomcica or Callidium scbotti actually do
not).

Note also that the price is set at $15 US -including postage-,
regardless of the source of the order, so foreign orders are
more than welcome, and do NOT cost extra. Service with a
smile.

People who want to order the field gUide should contact:

Distribution Office
Illinois Natural History Survey
607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Tel.: (217) 333-6880
e-mail: cwarwick@denrl.igis.uiuc.edu
Cost = US$15 per copy (includes postage, to all countries)
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Attack of the Asian Long-horned Beetle
Blaine P. Friedlander, Jr., Cornell University

Cornell University scientists have confirmed what they believe
is the first known infestation of an Asian longhorned beetle,
Anoplophora glabripennis, a large beetle that is attacking
Brooklyn's horsechestnut and Norway maple tree population.

This beady-eyed beetle, about 1.5 inches long, has coal-black
Wing covers sprinkled with startling white spots. The black and
white antennae are long and impreSSive, even for a cerambycid.
The beetles are not harmful to humans, but it was found
devastating trees in the Greenpoint neighborhood of northern
Brooklyn last year and has also now been found in Amityville,
New York.

U.s. border entrances are jealously
guarded to keep such pests from
infiltrating this country. This
beetle's anthology: Native to Japan,
Korea and the southern sections of
China, this is the first time this
beetle has been seen outside of
Asia, said E. Richard Hoebeke,
Cornell entomologist and associate
curator of the Cornell Insect
Collection.

It did not have a ticket to ride. "I
don't know how it got here from
Asia," Hoebeke said. "As if the trees
in an urban environment are not
traumatized enough as it is. This doesn't bode well for a tree
that is under a lot of pressure to grow."

New York City's Department of Parks and Recreation sent
samples of the beetles to Carolyn Klass, Cornell Cooperative
Extension entomologist in Ithaca, NY, to determine the species.
Klass had not seen the species before and showed it to her
colleague, Hoebeke.

"I gasped when 1 saw it," Hoebeke said. "I knew this wasn't a
species native to North America."

These beetles might prove to be the ultimate Brooklyn dodgers.
Short of cutting down the maple and horsechestnut trees, there
is little that can be done to curb the Greenpoint infestation,
Hoebeke said, adding that there are no known natural predators
and no pesticide.

For back-up species confirmation, Hoebeke. sent specimens to
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, which
verified the species. Hoebeke also has sent some of the Cornell
samples to the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii, which
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has one of the world's largest collection of Asian beetles - the
J. Lensley Gressitt collection. Since the confirmation, federal,
state and local officials have been keeping close watch on the
Asian long-horned beetle invasion. To help people identify it,
the U.S. Forestry Service has pinned up "wanted posters" printed
on Tyvek paper, while the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
printed door-hangers for the area.

Three-quarter inch, circular holes in the Brooklyn trees led
authorities to think pranksters were drilling them. But rather
than human teen-agers causing the damage, adult beetles
emerging from the heartwood center of the trees bore an exit

hole through the outer bark.
After beetle emergence, mating
occurs, and eggs are laid in
cavities in the bark, chewed out
by females and covered with a
cement secretion. Eggs hatch
and young larvae bore into the
inner bark, feed for awhile, and
upon growing larger, bore into
the tree's heartwood and pupate
in the spring. The adult beetle
then chews its way out, thus
leaVing the hole.

Larval feeding could hurt a tree's
vascular system in an area

where trees are under enormous pressure to grow, said Nina
Bassuk, Cornell professor of floriculture and ornamental
horticulture in Ithaca. "These trees are generally groWing in
places not made for trees, since there are sidewalks, houses,
cement. The tree-lawns in Brooklyn are only 5 or 6 feet Wide,"
Bassuk said. "The roots have little chance for water and the
roots tend to be restricted. Thesb insects might weaken the
trees structually."

Bassuk took a survey of Brooklyn trees in 1990. She found that
27 percent of the 110,000 street trees in Brooklyn are Norway
maples - the trees this new beetle attacks most often.

"I think this could be devastating for the city," Bassuk said.
"After all, the Norway maple is the most Widely planted shade
tree in New York State."

This year, a Cornell University entomologist has confirmed the
summer's first adult Asian long-horned beetles have emerged
from their larval stage, and several have been found in hardwood
trees in Amityville. The beetle attacks and kills hardwoods like
the Norway maple.

September, 1997
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"We were hoping that we wouldn't find it, but we figured we'd
probably find it and we did," said Hoebeke. He expected the
beetles to emerge from the hardwood trees much earlier than
they did. "I don't know why they came out so late this year, but
now we know to expect them in late July."

Joe Cavey, an entomologist with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS),
based in Riverdale, Md., said that in the past week as many as
15 hardwood trees have been removed in the Amityville area.

"Although we do not have a pheromone trap yet, what is making
our job easier to find these beetles is the amount of publicity
this beetle is getting. They are showy, obvious beetles," Cavey
said.

In the past year, USDNAPHIS inspectors have intercepted the
beetle at ports on the West and East Coasts. Last week, port
inspectors with the USDNAPHIS were put on a beetle-watch
alert. Inspectors, who typically watch a percentage of the heavy
cargo coming in from Asia, now inspect all heavy cargo imported
from there. This is the perfect time for heavy-duty inspections,
according to Hoebeke, as the beetles emerge now as adults
and are ready to reproduce.

While USDA inspectors watch the ports, agriculture and forestry
officials are combing eastern Long Island, northern New Jersey,
southeastern New York state, and southern Connecticut for any
signs of the beetles. Parts of Brooklyn, and Amityville already
have been quarantined by federal and state officials, which
means that cut hardwood cannot be taken out of the area.

Thankfully, the beetle has a low dispersal rate, Cavey said. "It
doesn't even fly a mile from its source," he said. "If we keep up
our efforts, we'll have a good shot at containing it. It's the best
shot at eradicating anything like this in my 21 years of service."

Hoebeke and Cavey are currently preparing a detailed
description and diagnosis of the larval stage of the Asian long
horned beetle for an upcoming issue of The Coleopterists
Bulletin.

While the New York invasion poses a possible threat to the
maple industry and the autumn-foliage tourism industry,
Hoebeke noted that the Pacific Northwest has an obvious, vested
interest in the wood industry, as well. "If we are importing
products from China or Asia and those products come shipped
with wood -- such as crates, blocking, pallets, even large spools
for wire -- we've got to be concerned," said Hoebeke. "This
really should become a national concern."

Watcb OlitJor it in Ontario and check out tbe recent cemmbycid
gUide! Eels

Volume 3, Number 1

New Book on
Long-horned Beetles

(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)

The field guide is hard cover, 184 pp., with 32 color plates
containing photos (actually high-resolution scanned images
processed from slides) and diagnostic features for all 350 species
(well, there is one undescribed species I couldn't get a photo
of, but I think the photos of some holotypes I include
compensate for this) of Cerambycidae occurring or potentially
occurring in Northeastern North America, defined here as the
entire area, including eastern Canada, bounded by imaginary
lines drawn up from the western border of Missouri and
eastwards from the southern border of Missouri. There are very
brief introductory chapters on things like morphology, life
history, taxonomy, and collecting techniques, but the focus is
entirely on species diagnoses; it was written primarily to enable
non-experts to identify any NE cerambycid to species without
having to struggle with dichotomous keys (or anything more
sophisticated than a good hand lens). For the taxonomically
inclined out there, the book does include many synonymies in
the index, and there is also a brief appendix revising a few
sticky matters in the genus Oberea. In some cases, prepare to
be surprised (for example, many collections supposedly
containing Gaurotes thomcica or Callidium scbotti actually do
not).

Note also that the price is set at $15 US -including postage-,
regardless of the source of the order, so foreign orders are
more than welcome, and do NOT cost extra. Service with a
smile.

People who want to order the field gUide should contact:

Distribution Office
Illinois Natural History Survey
607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Tel.: (217) 333-6880
e-mail: cwarwick@denrl.igis.uiuc.edu
Cost = US$15 per copy (includes postage, to all countries)
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At their annual meeting in April, the
Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) added 15
species to the list of Species at Risk in
Canada. In an unexpected move, the
Monarch Butterfly was declared as
"vulnerable". Also listed were the Karner
Blue (extirpated) and the Maritime Ringlet
(endangered). A "vulnerable" species is
of concern because of characteristics that
make it particularly sensitive to human
activities or natural events (COSEWIC).
Some officials have made reference to loss
of habitat for the Monarch in Canada,
while others have made reference to
threats to their overwintering sites in
Mexico.

In its recently released brochure "Wildlife
in Jeopardy", CaSSARO (The Committee
on the Status of Species-At-Risk in
Ontario) also ranks Ontario Species at
Risk. However, this brochure notes that
the "vulnerable" status of the Monarch
(COSEWIC) is under review by
COSSARO/MNR. The CaSSARO ranking
is as follows for invertebrates:

Endangered: Frosted Elfin, Karner Blue

Vulnerable: Monarch, West Virginia White

Extirpated or Historic: Persius Duskywing,
Regal Fritillary

Other Species of Conservation Concern:
Bog Elfin, Duke's Skipper, Dusted
Skipper, Garita Skipperling, Scalloped
Sootywing, Wild Indigo Duskywing

Comments concerning Ontario Species at
Risk may be submitted to CaSSARO, c/o
Natural Heritage Section, MNR, Box 7000,
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 8M5.
Comments concerning the COSEWIC
Species at Risk may be submitted to the
COSEWIC Secretariat, Canadian Wildlife
Service, Environment Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA OH3.

New Monarch Butterfly
Documentary to Air

Butterflies Declared "At Risk"

A new Monarch Butterfly documentary
entitled "The Monarch: a Butterfly Beyond
Borders" will air on The Discovery

by Don Davis

of oral and poster presentations in four
thematic areas: 1) Biology, including
ecology, reproduction, larval ecology,
overwintering biology and migration; 2)
Education, including both formal and
informal outreach programs, commerce
for educational purposes, and butterfly
gardening; 3) Conservation and

. Protection, including population dynamics
and monitoring, pesticides and pollutants,
socioeconomic problems associated with
conservation, restoration projects, reserves
and habitat management; and 4)
Socioeconomic Issues, including patterns
of land use, land ownership/development
and environmental deterioration, public
participation in consensus building
processes, costs and benefits of
ecotourism, and trade in Monarch
products.

The first three days of the conference will
be followed by two days of open public
symposia consisting of roundtable
discussions among specialists and
representatives of all stakeholders.
Specific subjects will include: 1)
monitoring and data collection; 2)
education and communication strategies;
3) sustainable development and Monarch
conservation in breeding habitat and
overWintering sites in Mexico and
California; 4) biodiversity and resource
management; and 5) national and
international laws, policies and
regulations.

For additional information, please contact:
Irene Pisanty, Commission for
Environmental Cooperation, 393 St.
Jacques Street West, Suite 200, Montreal,
Quebec H2Y IN9, Canada, phone: (514)
350-4335, fax: (514) 350-4314, E-mail:
IPISANIY@CCEMTI.ORG

Monarch

Notes

1) to contribute to our understanding of
the conservation issues surrounding the
Monarch butterfly from a tri-national and
a multidisciplinary perspective; 2) to
proVide a forum for dialogue among
people from Canada, Mexico, the United
States and other countries interested in
the many facets of Monarch Butterfly
biology and conservation, including
educators, government offiCials,
representatives of conservation groups
and scientists; 3) to present initiatives
addressing Monarch Butterfly ecology,
behavior and conservation; and 4) identify
and propose actions which address both
the conservation requirements of the
Monarch Butterfly and associated human
needs.

The conference will include three days

North American Conference on the
Monarch Butterfly

A North American Conference on the
Monarch Butterfly will be held in Morelia,
Michoacan, Mexico from Monday,
November 10 through Saturday,
November 15,1997. This conference was
recommended by a working group that
met in Montreal on May 9th to examine
the implementation of Council Resolution
96-04 (the Protection and Conservation
of the Monarch Butterfly). Resolution 96
04 was adopted August 2nd, 1996 in
Toronto at a meeting of the Council for
Environmental Cooperation (NAFTA).
Three representatives from each member
country attended the May 9th meeting,
including former T.E.A. President Dr. Phil
Schappert from York University, and
representatives from Environment Canada
and the World Wildlife Fund (Canada).

The stated objectives of the conference
are:

16 September, 1997
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Channel on Sunday, December 7th at 9:00
pm. Produced by Asterisk Productions Ltd.
of Victoria, British Columbia, this film has
been in the works for well over a year, as
the film crew travelled all over North
America to gather footage.

I first met David Springbett, Heather
Macandrew and Mike Simpson in Toronto
on August 2, 1996, as they recorded the
signing of an agreement for the
Conservation and Prott¥=tion of the
Monarch Butterfly by the Council for
Environmental Cooperation (NAFfA). The
next day, they visited Dr. Fred Urquhart
and his wife, Norah, at their home in
Scarborough.

As fate would have it, we met again. This
time, at the Sierra Chincua overwintering
colony 00,000 ft elevation) in the State
of Michoacan, Mexico in February 1997.
At that time, I was interviewed and filmed
as I demonstrated the technique for alar
tagging Monarch Butterflies developed by
Dr. Urquhart. As I stood on the edge of
the mountain, scores of Monarch
Butterflies landed on my clothing and
millions of Monarchs flew in the
background. I am told that this interview
will be included in the documentary.

After it airs on December 7th, the film
will be available in Canada for purchase
from Asterisk Productions
(ASTEIUSK@ISLANDNET.COM, (250) 480-5256).
However, in the United States, it will be
available soon from Bullfrog Films (1-800
543-3764) for $34.99.

New Monarch Books
Dr. Fred Urquhart recently announced that
his 1987 book, "The Monarch Butterfly 
International Traveller", is currently being
re-published in paperback. Details are
unavailable as to when this book will be
available and who is publishing it.

A new Monarch Butterfly book will be
released later in September by Greystone
Books - a division of Douglas & McIntyre
of Vancouver, B.c. The book is entitled,
"The Nature of Monarch Butterflies" by
Eric Grace. It is one of a series of books
in "The Nature of" series. The book will

Volume 3, Number 1
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sell for about $32.50. While I haven't had
time to review the contents yet, it certainly
is an attractive volume, filled with 53 full
page color photographs. There appears
to be a French language edition (Editions
du Trecarre). ISBN 1-55054-570-1. 128
pages.

Below is a description of this book from
the Greystone Books Fall 1997 catalogue:

"A graceful text combines with stunning
full-colour photographs to capture the
essence of this fragile yet hardy species.

Well-known science writer Eric Grace
explores these and other questions,
describing the Monarch's remarkable
metamorphosis from caterpillar to adult,
its use of the milkweed plant as a defense
against predators, its feeding habits and
the dangers of migration. Grace also
presents the Monarch and other butterflies
in myth, where they are often a symbol
of resurrection. Finally, he discusses the
loss of Monarch Butterfly habitat and the
need for international co-operation to
protect the Monarch."

New Monarch Website
Dr. David Gibo, Erindale College,
University of Toronto, has studied
Monarch Butterfly flight tactics for over
20 years and recently set up a web site to
promote field studies by volunteer
researchers on the flight behaviour and
navigation of migrating butterflies in North
America. He invites all interested
individuals to participate in this study.

Dr. Gibo's website is wealth of
information concerning migrating butterfly
species, flight strategies, hypotheses about
butterfly migration. He notes that at least

nine other North American butterflIy
species migrate north, south ancVor soar
in thermals - noting that the list of species
is subject to change as more information
becomes available.

FollOWing the example of Dr. Fred
Urquhart and others in enabling
individuals without extensive post
secondary education to make significant
contributions to a long term scientific
project, Dr. Gibo prOVides information
concerning the tools and methods
required to gather data. The basic field
kit consists of a pair of binoculars, a good
compass, a watch, a method of measuring
the wind, a thermometer, a clipboard and
data forms.

The description of hypotheses on
navigation by migrating Monarch
Butterflies is particularly well done, and
includes the basic concept, assumptions,
predictions, limitations of the hypotheses,
advantages and problems of naVigating
as described by the hypotheses, and
various tests, limitations and problems
related to the hypotheses.

An Associate Professor of Zoology at the
University of Toronto, Dr. Gibo has made
many significant contributions in the areas
of animal behaViour, entomology, forensic
entomology, mechanisms of evolution
and has published numerous scientific
papers. Dr. Gibo has studied Monarch
flight from ultralight aircraft and gliders,
and has even made use of surplus W.W.II
radar equipment in his studies!

Dr. Gibo's web site can be accessed at:
1fITP://WWW.EIUN.lTfORONTO.CA!-w3GIBO.

Dr. Gibo can also be contacted at:
DGIBO@CREDIT.EIUN.lTfORONTO.C.'\..
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News in Brief
Disarray in international odonatological circles
For those of you that have a keen interest in odonatology, you
may be aware of the Societas Internationalis Odonatologica
(SIO), the international body responsible for the technical journal
Odonatologica. During the recent symposium and SIO business
meeting at Maribor, Slovenia, tempers flared within the council
and the organization collapsed to some degree. Many resigned
from the organization and have started a new group, the
Worldwide Dragonfly Association (WDA), nicknamed the
Phoenix as it rose from the ashes of the old SIO. With greater
democratic freedom and more organization, the WDA seems to
be going in the right direction, although whether it takes off
will depend on the support (both emotionally and financially)
it receives in the next little while. Those interested in joining
the new WDA should send a money order for £15 (student),
£20 (single) or £30 (family), or US equivalent, to Vicky McMillan,
WDA Treasurer, Biology Dept., Colgate University, Hamilton,
New York 13346 USA. Donations are also appreciated. Additional
information is available at the website

HTI1':I/HOME.T-ONLlNE.DE/HOME/ODONATA.

Although the old SIO is gone for the most part, it has
been reorganized as an "international odonatological foundation"
and production of Odonatologica and other publications will
continue. Visit their website at

H1TP://~IEMBERS.AOL.COM/FSIO/SIO.HTM.

Stay tuned in future issues for more odonate news
pertaining to other organizations, among other things.

Forthcoming books on Odonata
Manual of North American Dragonflies
Coming up in 1998, Needham and Westfall's Manual ofNorth
American Dragonflies will be republished. Watch out for more
information on this much-needed re-release, a book which has
been out-of-print for decades and covers dragonflies from across
the continent

Ouebec Odonata
This book is expected to be out in December, written byJ.G.Pilon
and D.Lagace. It's 500 pages long and is titled Les Odonates
du Quebec. The book can be ordered from the follOWing address
for $75.

Entomofaune du Quebec Inc.
637, boulevard Talbot
Suite 108
Chicoutimi, Quebec
G7H 6A4
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Entornophilia

.~
Word Play with Insect Names

As far as I know, this game was started at the University of
Guelph as a means of remembering the scientific names of
certain animals. Thanks should go to Ken Symington for
introducing me to this game, although it can get quite annoying
over time, as it gradually takes over your every waking thought
(at least with those of us with severe psychosis!)

Essentially, you are given two words which have synonyms
that rhyme. One of the initial words is the scientific name. You
have to find the synonyms (the synonym for the scientific name
is the English name) that rhyme to have a correct answer.

An example: Inebriated Mepbitus = drunk skunk

Have fun with these entomologically-oriented word puzzles
(Answers on page 20).

1 - Overcast Ephemeroptera

2 -Hemipteran affection

3 - Sealed Isoptera

4 - Small Apidae

5 - Gerridae kite

6 - Metallic Membracidae

7 - Sneaky Diptera

8 - Hermaphroditic Bombyliidae

9 - Floating Asilidae

10 - Anisopteran cart

Think of your own and we can publish them in a future
EntomophiIia (or torture your friends and keep us out of it).

MLH
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continued on nextpage...

Black Flies: Lord of the Black Flies by
Margaret Webb in Seasons 37(2):13-15,
Summer 1997

Butterfly Study: How To's of Butterfly
Rookeries by Shawn Carlson in Scientific
American 277(1): 90-92, July 1997

Dragonflies: Dragonflies by Jake
Berkowitz in Bruce Trail News 34(3): 16
- 19, Summer 1997

Dung Beetles: Natures Own Pooper
Scoopers Keep Earth Liveable For All Of
Us by David Holzman in Smithsonian
28(2):116 - 125, June 1997

Cicadas in the Classroom: Cicada
Studies by Catherine Matthews and David
Hildreth in The Science Teacher
64(6):34-37, September 1997

Electronic Control of Insects: Robo
Roach Is Born by Peter Hadfield in New
Scientist 153(2074):26-28, March 22/97

Endangered Species: Species-At-Risk
Growing in Canadian Wildlife 3(3):5-6,
August 1997 and Ontario's Endangered
Species by Beth Easton in Seasons 37(3):
19 - 26, Autumn 1997

Entomological Projects: Ongoing
Entomological Projects for Teachers and
Students by Don Davis in Crucible 28(5):
31, June 1997

High Park Savanna: The Dream in High
Park by Catherine Collins in Seasons
37(3): 28 - 34,45, Autumn 1997

House Flies: Can Houseflies Spread the
Ulcer Bacterium by C. Mlot in Science
News 151(23): 350, June 7/97

Ineffectiveness of Electronic Insect
Traps: Small Frey by Steve Mirsky in
ScientificAmerican 276(6):30, June 1997
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The text is accompanied
by stunning photos
depicting living insects in
action. See especially the
close-up of a punkie
(biting midge) gorging
itself with blood from a
frog! I have enough
problems photographing
frogs, never mind flies on
frogs, yet when I asked
Steve how he got the
shot, he stated "Oh, I just
crawled." All but one of
the 230+ photos were
taken by the author.

One of the finest and
more unique additions to
the Algonquin series,
Insects of Algonquin
Provincial Park should
enter your library.

/JRP/J

Worth Reading About

sections dealing with the ecology of
insects. Such sections as Insects at Night,
Parasitoids, Insects of Wood, Bog Insects
and others offer an opportunity for us to

learn more about the
insects than just their
identification, something
that most books do not
tackle.

Bees As Pollution Sensors: Chemical
Buzz - Honey bees and their hives act as
sensors for pollution by Corinna Wu in
Science News 151(21): 325-5, May 24/97

Bee Foraging: Honey Bee, Apis melli/era,
Pollen Foraging in Southern Ontario by
Jennifer Stimec etaI. inTheCanadianFiekl·
Naturalist 111(3):454-6, July-Sept./97

Once again, Algonquin Park produces
another reason for visiting Ontario's oldest
provincial park The newly published
Insects of Algonquin Provincial Park
by Dr. Steve Marshall of the University of
Guelph is available from the Friends of
Algonquin Park, Box 248, Whitney,
Ontario KOJ 2MO for the miniscule price
of $2.95! The text is organized into

Volume 3, Number 1

NEW ALGONOUIN PARK
INSECT BOOK
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Insect Flight: Against All Odds - How
Bugs Take Wing by Steven Ashley in
Mechanical Engineering 119(3): 144,
March 1997

Monarch Butterflies: Reflections 
School of Higher Learning by David Gibo
in Seasons 37(2):46, Summer 1997

Mosquitoes in Winnipeg: Buzz! Zapp!
It's Total War in Reader's Digest
150(901): 79-83, May 1997

New Beetle Species Hidden in
Collection: An Indecent Beetle in
Discover May 1997, page 24

Point Pe1ee Butterflies: The Pretty, The
Rare and The Ugly by Tim Sabo in
Seasons 37(2): 16 - 32, Summer 1997

Preying Mantis: The Devil's Riding Horse
by Dan Schneider in Canadian
Geographic 117(4), July/Aug 1997

Silkworm Moths: Night Makes Right by
Dan Schneider in Nature Canada 26(3):17
- 23, Summer 1997

Termites: Taking A Bite Out Of Toronto
by Wayne Grady in Canadian
Geographic 117(5):46-52. Sept/Oct 1997
(NB: The work of Tim Myles, one of our
past T.E.A. speakers, is described)

Tracking Insects: Tracking Insects Goes
High Tech by Allan Lynch in University
Affairs, page 18, May 1997

Answers to Entomophilia
1 - Grey sky mayfly

2 - Bug hug

3 - Airtight termite

4 - Wee bee

5 - Strider glider

6 - Copper hopper

7 - Sly fly

8 - She-guy Bee Fly

9 - Bobber robber

10 - Dragon wagon
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Official Opening of the Urquhart
Butterfly Garden

The Urquhart Butterfly Garden in
Centennial Park, Dundas, Ontario
officially opened on Saturday July 26th.
After five years of fundraising and
construction, this glorious haven for
butterflies was ready to spread its Wings.

One fine day in September 1991, a Giant
Swallowtail deposited a tiny egg on a rue
plant in the front garden of Chapman
Books in downtown Dundas. This rare
butterfly and her single egg provided the
impetus for Canada's first municipal
butterfly garden. The garden provides not
only the flowering nectar plants for the

.adult butterflies, but also the green leafy
food plants required by their caterpillars.
Twenty-one butterfly species are regular
visitors.

This garden has already caught the
imagination and support of people across
Canada and the United States. Since the
planning began five years ago, over 500
letters have been received - many
enclosing donations towards the garden.

The Urquhart Butterfly Garden is named
in honour of the work and dedication of
Professor F. A. Urquhart and his wife
Norah.

This exciting project was fortunate to
receive over 40% of its funding from the
Federal Government (Environment
Canada). The remainder of the money was
donated by local foundations,
corporations and individuals. In all, over
$65,000 was raised!

The project consists of six huge raised
planting beds - each about 75 ft. by 35 ft.
- surrounded with a maze of walkways.
There are also three natural areas. The
garden is situated at the east of Centennial
Park at the end of the Desjardins Canal,
and is completely free of herbicides,
pesticides and other chemicals.

The interpretive panels on the information
kiosk are packed with information about
the lives of butterflies and the history of
the garden, all beautifully illustrated with
excellent nature photographs.

The garden relies heavily on volunteer
skills and labour. The maintenance team
meets every fine Tuesday at Centennial
Park and works from 5:30 pm until dusk.
Volunteers are always welcome. During
the Opening Ceremonies, a letter was read
from Fred and Norah Urquhart, praising
the work of Joanna Chapman and the
Butterfly Coalition and gratefully
acknowledging this tribute to their work.

Joanna and the Coalition forged on with
the project, undaunted by the skeptiCS and
periodic setbacks. Canada geese devoured
the first planting of perennials!

The Urquhart Butterfly Garden is located
in Dundas, Ontario, directly west of the
City of Hamilton, and directly adjacent to
the renowned Cootes Paradise wetland,
the Royal Botanical Gardens and
McMaster University. To reach the
Gardens, take Hwy. #403 to the Main
Street West exit. Take Main Street West
(left tum) to Cootes Drive. Follow cootes
Drive down into the valley to the outskirts
of Dundas. On your right, you will see
Ben Velduis Cactus Greenhouses. The first
street is East Street. Turn right and
immediately on your right is Centennial
Park. At the far right end is the Desjardins
Canal and the Urquhart Butterfly Garden.

Those wishing to make a tax-deductible
donation or requesting further information
should contact Joanna Chapman at 11
Cross St., Dundas, ON, L9H 2R3

September, 1997



Entomological Math
I

Send in your answers to the addresses listed on the inside front cover. The person
with the most correct answers will have his/her name published in the next Ontario
Insects, accompanying the correct answers. She/he will also receive a full set of
Algonquin insect publications, including the butterfly checklist and guide, the dragonfly
and damselfly gUide, and the new Insects ofAlgonquin Provincial Park. Answers

be received by January 7, 1998.

What you need to receive your awards:

1 - The number of individuals of each family that you originally had contained in your jar.

2 - The number of insects that had ocelli.

3 - The number that had sucking mouthparts.

4 - The number that had pterostigmata (thickened wingspots, often shortened to stigma).

Instructions
to Authors

Notice to COlltlibutors

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communica
tions, book reviews, original artwork,
puzzles, guest columns, opinions and
miscellaneous notes are acceptable. Research
papers may include original research or
scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable
format of a similar content journal (eg:
Introduction, Materials and Methods,
Results, Discussion, Summary). Feature
articles should be both informative &
entertaining, thus format is left up to the
author. Notes or short communications may
be observational, historical, review or experi
mental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the last
three years. Puzzles should be originaL Guest
columns for Entomophilia may encompass
any subject related to the love of insects.
Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communica
tions. Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork should
be line draWings in pen and ink or a good
photocopy of colour works.

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensee! CD-ROM collections anel edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 anel Adobe Photoshop.
with final page layout in PageMaker 5.0.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
primer.

Any submissions are encouraged, how
ever, submissions of articles andlor art
work on disk (any format) would be
welcome. Submissions via e-mail are also
welcome. Please forward all submissions
and questions to the editors (see inside
cover for addresses). There are no page
charges, however, submissions from non
members will reqUire a membership pur
chase prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Micropterygidae

Mantispidae

Bruchidae

Coccidae - male(s)

Nepidae

..Don't Bug Me!
___~u:~lesletc. _¥j

Calopterygidae - male(s)

Culicidae - female(s)

Corydalidae

Panorpidae

Reduviidae

You are confronted with a problem. When you return home from a tremendously
successful insect-watching trip, you open up your jar full of insects that you wished
to photograph. Too late, yclu remembered that you should have probably kept all the
insects separate, especially separate from the wolf spider which you also caught and
placed in the jar. Now, the spider is the only living animal in the jar, but you are left
with the wings and the legs of all of the deceased insects.

To make matters worse, you· desparately needed data from those insects to finish off
a major research study which, if complete, will undoubtedly win you all sorts of
major awards and prizes.

Here is what information you have (assuming that all had a full set of
bodyparts and none have gone missing):

-The jar holds 40 wings

-The jar holds 92 legs

-From your notebook (fortunately, you did take some notes in the field!), you know
you had in your jar at least one individual from each of the following insect families
(in no particular order):

Aeshnidae Formicidae - female worker(s)
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